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Preface

THIS ONE V( )f_t_f ME.. ,0111.,,.. 6125, Meateuder. pruvidt.us the knowledge you will need as
a meatcutter assigned to an Air Force commksary. It presents directions, problems, and
explanations that will tea,Th ou muLh of what need to know to do your job. Chapter 7
refers to the manageda furiet ion.; in a meat department.

Code numbers appearin, on figures arc for preparing agency identification only.

Direct your questioni Or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this volume
to the course author: Lowry Technieal Training CenterlITGX. ATTN: MSgt Aigalimionay Hialael Q.

E,10,04,31.1ifit., Lowry AFB Coklrado 8023ii lf you need an immediate response. call the author,
AUTOVON 926-3791p, between 0800 and IWO MST. Moaday through Friday. (NOTE:
Do not use du, suggcsrion Program to submit changes or corrections lin- this course.)

If you have anv question, on course enrollment or administra(ion, or on any of EC1's
instructional aids (Your key !.o a Successful Course. Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Coorse Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or !s;CO. ;is rompriate. If this person can't answer your questions, send
them to ECI. Gunter AF AL 36118, preferably on tCI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 24 hours (8 puints).

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of June 1982.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of these
carries a 3-digit number and is ii boldface ty pe. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that follows the
objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the information give
you a check on your achieveirlent. 'A Iwn you complete them, see whether your answers match those in the
hack of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

A Career in Meat Processing
THE MEAT PROCESSING ladder u the Suhsistenc,.
Operations career field is a very impor.i:it function of tilt.
Air Force Commissary Service (AFCOMS). Because of
rising prices, customers choose their nwats very carefully
when shopping at the commissary. Consequently.
AFCOMS has put lots of emphasis ii, the training of
commis:;ary meatcutters As a meatcutter, you may he
required to perform many tasks, such as designing a meat
department in a commissary sto.;e: recci mg and storing
meat: processing beef, veal, lamb, and pork for retail sales;
and displaying meat properly in display cases. You must
know how to use the handtools and pow i. ied equipment
safely, and be able to assign work and evaluate the
performance of subordinates. Meatcutting is a skill which
requires careful study.

Before we discuss meatcutting in detail, you must give
attention to several other important factors you are required
to know in order to advance in the meat processing career
field. Where do you fit in? What are the specific steps in
your advancement? What are the specialties in the meat
processing career ladder, and what are the duties of these
specialties? The answers to these questions arc important to
you as you progress up the career ladder.

This chapter discusses your responsibilities within the
Meat Processing career field and the specific steps you need
to complete to advance up the meat processing ladder. You
will also learn how to use the manuals and regulations that
give the procedures and requirements for doing your job
properly.

111. Your Career Field

Air Force jobs are divided into career fields, and all
career fields are numbered. A career field is described as a
group of related Air Force specialties that have similar
knowledges and skills. An Air Force specialty (AFS) is a
grouping of positions that require conmion qualifications
and is identified by a title and code. An Air Force specialty
code (AFSC) is a combination of meainngful digits that
identify an AFS. All AFSCs :12 r . ;11 the

career ladder in your career field. The.:c
ladders in the Subsistence Operations cat eel
does your AFSC fit in?

001. Correlate the AFSC titles in the sill): i\ti.-rie-
operations and the meat cutter career 'teir
related career levels.

Career Ladders. A career ladder i a C

arrangement of an AFS to show skill levels and progression.
Examine figure 1-1. Subsistence Operatior,- Pleid
Chart. Nete the two career ladders ii .

Operations career field. The one on the left
operations. The one on the right is meat processingyour
ladder.

Subsistence operations ladder. In the subsistence
operaoons ladder are the following skill levels: 61211.
Subsistence Operations Helper (fig, 1-1. bottom left):
61231, Apprentice Subsistence Operations Specialist
(center left); 61251. Subsistence Operations Specialist (just
above the apprentice): 61271. Subsistence Operations
Technician (top left): 61299, Subsistence Operations
Superintendent (second from the top center) and 61200
Subsistence Manager (top center).

The subsistence operations ladder provides the
opportunity for airmen in that specialty t, 'ress. .rhey
will be assigned to the commissary retail e :oop
subsistence support activities. Regardless of the acti., it to
which subsistence operations specialists ate al.sigm2d. the;
should strive to progress up their career ladder.

Meat Processing Ladder. In the meat processing ladder,
:he skill levels are! 61210. Meatcutting Helper (fig. !-i .
bottom right); 61230. Apprentice Meatcutter ( center right):
61250, Meatcutter (just above the apprimitice
61270, Meat Processing Supervisor (top i ight ): 6299,
Subsistence Operations Superintendent (second from the
top center): and 61200. Subsistence Manager (top center).

Notice in figure 1-1 that once you progress to the 61 270
or 61271, the two career ladders merge at ;he 61299 skill
level. Therefoic. vou can see the import;ince of being
familiar with hoih

I u
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You are assigned to the meat nrocessin:: ladder You
have the opportunity to progress as you pet tim vont tasks
in the commissary meat departn.ci. lout ,uccess and
career progression will depend, to a large degree. upon the
effort that you put into preparing I-or your job and doing it
well. After completing the tollowing exercise. we will
discuss the meat processing laddcr in detail and then take up
your progression within the Meat Procesinr carecr

Exercises (001):

I. Match each AFSC title in column B with its related
AFSC number in column A. Ea,,sh column B item may
be used only once.

(olumn .4

( I 012.71.
(") 61251.
(3)
(41 61230.
(51 61250.
161 61270

t di. 'tit; ii

a. Apprent:.-e Opera:ions
Specialist.

b. Meat Pro, cssia,. 5

c. AppLailcc
d. N1eateLal..,
e. Subsistence t
f. Subsistence

1-2. Meat Processing Ladder

In this section, we will examine the meat processing
ladder in detail, listing the requirements for the award of
AFSC 61250 or progressing steps. In addition, we will give
the duties and responsibilities of the mealcutter and the
meat processing supervisor, beginning with the progression
steps

002. Cite the specific requirements for award of AFSC
61250 and state the factors which most influence your
career progression.

Requirements for Award of AFSC 61250. Since your
progression from 61230 to 61250 is your concern at the
moment, we shall discuss the requirements for award of the
5-level AFSC. You must satisfactorily perform in the 5-
skill-level position for 6 months or more, must successfully
complete this course, and must be recommended for
upgrading by your supervisor.

Bear in mind that your career progression is greatly
influenced by your individual efforts to attain and maintain
qualifications and to enhance your military knowledge.
Your self-improvement may be accomplished through
completion of career development courses from the
Extension Course Institute (ECI) and oft-dutv education
courses. Check with your base education office for further
details concerning enrollment in such courses. Thus, we
complete our summary of career progression from the 3 to 5
skill level. Next, we shall examine two specialty
descriptions for the meatcutter and the moat processing
supervisor which appear in AFR l Airman
Classification Regulation.

Exercises (002):

What are the specific requirement,
AFSC 61250?

tor the award of

2. What factor most greatly influence,. vinir career
progression?

003. Specify the sections of a specialty description and to
whom the 61230 specialty description applies; Associate
AFSC's 61230, 61250, and 61270 with statements about
them.

Specialty Descriptions. Each specialty description
consists of (1) the specialty summary section. (2) We di;ies
and responsibilities section. and (3)
quoit hcations section. Let's spend a cs
discussing these three sections as they apply
specialty.

Meatcutter. The specialty description for the rneatcel,i
applies to AFSCs 61210 (helper), 61230 ( o;,;
61250 (meatcutter). The duties for these I!:
levels do not vary a great deal as you progres.
ladder: however, the duties must be
level as you achieve the different AFSC skill I., v;.!-

Shown below is the complete specialty descrl;.di.):.
meateutter. Remember, this listing also
apprentice. such as yourself.

Meatcutter

AFSC 61250, Semiskilled AFSC 61230; Helper AFSC

1 Specialfy SUMmary:

Separates into standard cuts and weights. ss raps .
merchand;ses beef, veal. Iamb. pork, and poultry.

Related DOD Occupathinal Subgroup: 800.

2. Duties and Responsibilities:

%Fri 1,!1

a. Cuts and prepares meat and poultry. Processes cuts ot beet. seal.
lamb, and pork. Bones and prepares cuts for roasts, steaks. chops. )..,icend
meat, and stew meats. Prepares retail cuts for sale in commissar.. Salvages
bone, fat, and unusable trim, and disposes according to prescribed
directives.

b. Stores meat. fish, and poultry. Stoics carcasses. halves, quarters.
dressed meat, fish, and imultry in refrigerators and holding rooms
according to prescribed sarldary standards. Wraps, seals, wc;e.hs, pilces .
and displays retail cuts of meat in display cases for sale in commissary
store.

r. Operates and elear.s equipment and sharpens meatcutting
Operates handsaws, grinders, mixers, slicers. tenderi/ers. and
Maintains cutting and boning knives, saws, and powered e.luipmeni

d. Supervises meateutting personnel. Assiens work ;rid .

performed. Evaluates perfomiance of subordinates. Provides )oti
proficiency instruction in techniques of meatcutting and in operation of
equipment.

3 Specialty Qualifications:

a. Knowledge. Knowledge of meateutting. including .
types and grades of meat and meatcutting; and techniques of mecchmsui.orir
is mandatory. Possession of mandatory knowledge v.:11 he determined
according to AFR 35-1.

b. Education. Completion of high school with courses in biology is
desirable.

Experience Experience in functions such as cutting or sto; mg meats
is mandatory

41. 'framing. ComptLi..m a basic meatcuttim oble.



Nole t el.;od I )epartnicnt (I)01)
occupational suhgtou 800 m the sjii laltv summary
section Above. IN )1) o,,cup,in, ,.11H-Jc-os ri
instriuu,.ms or use in numpom, er inana:Lineut and
policy- planning studies on a IX)D-wide ha.sis.

\Ve said ... iii eau:or virogression is greatly influe!
11\ \ ooic competent in your
Retei at:.,11; ilis qua!ith owns lor AF"--:t7.

61 2.10 and n, ttiict ii c;:t uin
mandator\ , us. ()Owl.. s% ii.. innst he net before ou can
he .1sN.,0,!--,1 ln aLklition. Off see ::everal

:;ui:11'.ons that art:
d;:sirable. taironent ot each desti able qualification
inurr.ises ,nir cii,tik es for success. Thus, you Were
furnished f,rni guidelines for future development in your
chosen career field .

itLcrt pr.( ices.ving miperrisor. To give you art idea of your
future responsibi.ides, the specialty description t r the meat
processing supervisor is shokn below:

!st.:at Pro, sing `supers

t \ ftt tlt

S1iii1;t11!, SlInini,in

Sapers opeos ol commissary meat depariment

POD

2 Dmies ana

Kin- and scIiedules meat processing acto.ities ,'Ians tor use of
available siaer anti airanges meat department equipment to attain
masimuni efficiency and safety precautions. Plans and coordinates meat
purchases and receipt to instil e adequate stocks arc available at all times.
Schedules workload and estahlishes performance standards and production
sontrols. Improves methods and procedures for economy ot operation.
Accounts tor supplies and equipment chargcd to meat department activity.
Recommends organliation and staffing required to perform assigned
functions.

b. Supervises meat proeessing personnel. Assigns work to subordinates
such as cutting. storing, pricing. wrupping. displaying, maintaining tools
and equipment, and cleaning work and storage area. Inspects completed

ml; tor compliance with instructions and approved meat department
standards.

c. Establishes and conducts on-the-Job training for meat processing
personnel. Determines group and individual needs for instruction and
establishes or arranges for required lob proficiency training. Instructs
subordinates on work methods and new methods developed. Conducts
classes, demonstrations. and job proficiency training and recommends

training.
Inspacts and evaluates meat processing activities. Inspects meat and

reeeived f..)r condition and quality. Inspects assigned personnel for
cleanliness. Inspects meatrutting. pricing. wrapping. and displaying.
Insprets refrigeration rooms, tools, and equipment for condition and
samtirIon. Corrects sub:a:Ind:ail conditions noted. Evaluates effectiveness
of c.pe mown thiough analysis of customer complaints. product:,:n charts.
reports, and accounting ivcords.

e Performs technical meat processing functions. Interprets policy
directives and other informational material. Performs cutting tests and
determines retail selling prices. Directs scheduled and unscheduled
inventofies to determine gain and/or loss margins. Maintains previous
sales records by day and.or peak period in order to anticipate potential
sales. Determines amount of meats to be placeL: on sale and directs
subordinates accordingly. Maintains informal working files for total meat
operation. Resolves customer problems.

Ills

Knois ledge knot% ledge ot ty pe, /Lids s. and i:uts of mem,.
iundamimial uf incichandising and maikctuig. and pruqicrty and nionera:y
acounting is nandatory. Possession of mandatory knowledge will be

ccording to AbR 35- I .

soeience. Oualifiemon as a meatLutter is mandatory. In addmon,
k.ne, in supervismg functions such as opeiation ot a commissary

ine.0 ,,aitnient is mandatory.
Ii miring

I I Completion nt prescribed 7-leve I management coin se is mand,i or
21 Complet ion ii retail selling and marketing i:ourses is desirable

4

Yon see From the above specialty deseripti;.In that the
meat processing supervisor is a planner. trainer, technician
and manager of resources. This 7-level individual plans and
inspects meat department activities. supervises assigned
personnel directs training, and performs technical meat
department functions. Reter once more to the specialty
description and note the mandatory and ciesirable
qualifications for the 7-level AFSC. Again, these
qualifications are guidelines for your future d,2.velnpment ttt
the meat processing field.

Exercises (003):

I . List the sections included in each specialty
description.

2. To whom does the meatcutter specialty description
apply'?

3. Match each descriptive statement
either the specialty summary
respontlbility in column A. Each
may be used once or not at all.

Colurnri A

_ (1) Specially summary.
(') Duties and responsibili-

ties.

in column B with
or the duty or
item in column B

Column /3

a. Salvages hone, far, and
trim.

b. Wraps. prices, stores, but
does not merchandise beef,
veal, lamb, pork, and poul-
try.
Cuts whole carcasses of
beef, veal. Iamb, and pork
into halves and quariers.

d. Wraps. seals, weighs. and
marks retail cuts of meat for
sale in the commissary
shore.

c. Separates [beef, veal, lamb.
pork. and poultry] into stan-
daal cuts and weights.

f. Operates and cleans equip-
ment but does not sharpen
meateutung tools [appren-
tices do not do this last I.

g. Merchandises beef, veal,
lamb, pork, and poultry.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Figure 1-2. Sarnple tahle of Contents.

4. The specialty description mentioned in exercise 2
includes what grade spread for AFSC 61250?

5. The specialty description for the meat processing
supervisor lists what mandatory knowledge
qualifications?

ublications

Many type f publications are used in t ir Force.
There are techni orders which gi information on
maintenance or repair o .uipnies here are Air Force
regulations which set policy operation of units, bases,
commands, and the entire r Forc ir Force manuals are
used to establish anent and det i.. instructions,
procedures, a echniques that tell creratin:. .-rson.;el
how to p- onn their duties. A manual may be ge 1 and
deal t principles or doctrines, it may include mat 1

ated to an entire function, or it may direct step-by-step

5

erformance of a specific task or tasks. It may even Ind
po es or assign responsibilities.

You will be concerned primarily with Force
Comm iss Service (AFCOMS) Regulat n 145-1,
General Org ;Lotion and Responsibilities, nd AFCOMS
Regulation 145 , Commissary Resale Os rations.

004. Identify regu tions wh* cover commissary
operations and respons ilitie

AFCOMS Regulation
145-1 outlines the gener
of the Air Force Cornn
managers a better
within AFCOMS a
efficiently in sup
is a valuable ma

AFCOMS
resale opera
areas con
requirem
find me

Tab
use t

or
ssary S

derstandin
thereby enabl

rt of AFCOMS mi
agement tool for semo

egulation 145-2. This re
ns of commissaries. It is

sting of (a) general, (b)
ts, and (d) individual store sectio

department section in Chapter 4, Secti
of Contents. To locate information in

of contents or index. Figure 1-2 s':-ows a p

45-1. AFCOMS Regulation
nization and responsibilities

ice. It is intended to give
of functions performed

them to function more
sion. This regulation

NCOs.
lation covers the

b ken down into
ventory, (c)

s. You will
n C.

anuals,
ion of



the tab!e of contents from AFCOMS 145-2. It lists all items
dealing with the meat department. Notice that Section C in
the table of con L 's entitled "Meat Department." As an
example, the third topic u Section C is Items authorized
for Stockage and Sale. From this ie. follow the dashed
tine to the right. You see the number 4 -neath the word
"Paragra7h," Just to the right of 4-4P you see number
4-42 located under the word "page." These two nu
mean that information on items authorized for stoekage
sale will be found on page 4-42. paragraph 4-495A4 ocate
any item in the table of contents, find the graph and
page numbers.

Where v I vou find th c, 1ation SI:A.1;A CO\ er; the
meat depa .,nt see n?

Exercises (004):

What regulation n managers Ilse as a valuable
management

What regulation covers resale operations
commissaries?

mg the table of contents sample shown in figure 1-
2, !;!,. ' c p7.11-agraph and pag:2 on whih you wit! find
informatio )n the following items

a. Cutting te

b. Pricing meat items.

c. Rotation of items.



Operation and Mainte lance of
Meatcutting Equipment

SOME YE:ARS AGO an instructor at an Air Force school
was operating a bandsaw. I k was 1)01 using the safety
guard. because he was so sure of himself. tie had only one
moi . cut to make More completim) his project Suddeniy
he let out a mereing yeli. The blade had more than an
inch into his hand between his thaw', and index finger.
Fortunately. thc doctor at the hospital was able to sew up
his wound. Some tendons were so severely damaged that it
was 6 months before he could fully open his hand. This
accident shows your great need to follow safety
precautions.

In this chapter, we will discuss: (a) handtools. (h)
powered equipment, (c) sanitation. and (d) safety.
Naturally you want to avoid such accidents as !he one we
just described. To do this, you must learn the proper
procedures. When in doubt, ask experienced meatcutters or
your supervisor before making false moves.

2-1. Handtools

In this section, we will talk about knives, knife pouches,
the butcher's steel, handsaws, bonine hooks, dough cutters,
and sharpening stones. Each tool has its use.

005. Correlate handtools with their uses and
characteristics.

Knives. You wil use knives more than any other
handtool. Refer to figure 2-1 as we talk about each of them.
Notice the differences in appearance, and try to understand
why these differences are important.

Steak knives. Steak knives are long and broad (see fig.
2-1). This knife is used for cutting boneless cuts of meat,
such as top round steaks and sirloin tip roasts. Notice that
the bevel, the part slanting away from the edge, is wider
than the bevel on the boning knife. This wider level permits
cleaner, smoother cuts, resulting in steaks and roasts
without jagged edges.

Boning knives. Look at the boning knife at the bottom of
figure 2-1. It is shorter and has a narrow bevel. With this
knife you can cut close and along bones, through joints, and
trim and remove meat near bones. The narrow bevel on
boning knives practically eliminates nicks by bones along
the cutting edge.

Sharpening Stone. The sharpening stone is a multiple
...,ae, having three sides (coarse, medium, and fine)

mounted in a case with an oil reservoir in the base. Figure
2-2 shows a meatcutter sharpenine a knife Tn, put a new
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stone in use. (10 three things: ( p.:.t' the new -.ionc ;a oil
for several hours, 121 fill the reserwir .k and 13)
l'olate the stone so that each side is properly 0,1cd. 1.'se oak
mineral il. and change it frequently. iland!e Me stones
enetuIl1 to prevent nicking and chipping.

Shalpetung Ant ieN oti oone. Refer again to f;gure
this picture, the firs stroke in knife sharpen:tie ts jusr
completed. Begin on a coarse stone by placirw the heel ti

the knife at the upper end of the stone and lilen
whole blade, from heel to tip, across the ful: length (If the
su me. This shamens One side of the blade. Now torn the
knife over and start at the opposite side ot !he stone,
drawing the knife across the full length of the stonc. thus
sharpening the othei side of the blade. Repeat until VOL
have the required leather edge: then perform the same steps
on a finer stone (remember that the unit has cota-se,
medium, and fine stones). To provide a narrow bevel i'or a
honing knife, hold the Ilia& at a somewhat greater angle.
Immediately after sharpening a knife. straigken the
edge on the steel. To sharpen the knife smoothly and cventy
and to provide uniform wear on the stone, draw the blade
across the fu:1 length of the stone.

Butcher's Steel. The butcher's steel is a round,
magnetized steel shaft with a handle and a guard between
the handle and the steel. It is used only to straighten the
cutting edge of knives. Refer to figures 2-3.A, B. and C as
we discuss the instructions for using the butcher's steel.

Figure 2-3,A. Hold the steel in your left hand with the
point upward and slightly away from your body. Place the
heel of the blade against the far side of the steel, keeping
the blade at the same angle as the bevel.

Figure 2-3,B. Bring the entire blade edge down across
the steel toward your left hand with a quick, swinging
motion of your wrist, so that the tip of the blade makes an
are crossing the steel near the guard. The entire length of
the blade edge should pass lightly over the steel.

Figure 2-3,C. Bring the blade into position again, but
with the opposite side of the blade edge against the rear side
of the steel and at the same angle as before. Repeat the
motion of your right wrist, again passing the entire blade
edge over the steel. Repeat the complete operatien until the
knife cutting edge is straight.

Handsaw. The handsaw has a frame with a narrow,
removable blade. Substitute a new blade when the old one
becomes dull. Use the handsaw for cutting through bones.
For instance, first slice the meat with a steak knife to near
the bone, then saw through the bone and use the knife to
complete the sepannon process.

lb
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Figure 2- I. Meateutting kt;ive

Boning Hook. This tool is a curved metal hook attached
to a T-handle. Use the boning hook to hold meat steady
during honing or breaking. The hook saves tnne and
eliminates to a certain extent the danger of cutung yourself.
since it enables you to secure a firm grip on the meat.

Dough Cutter. This tool is a thin piece of steel with a
cleat handle across the full length of one side. Use the cutter
to scrape the fat and meat particles from the top of
mcatcuning tables.

Knife Pouch. The knife pouch is a metal case that holds
your knives and steel. Use a belt to strap the pouch to your
waist and hand it on your working-hand side. The pouch
serves a double purpose. It enables you to have your tools
handy and promotes safety by keeping knives off cutting
surfaces where they may cause accidents.

Exercises (005):

I. NI;ith eocli toel in column
chit ristie coi unin

C,/upin

Si amluens ktiitc edre
(21 V. We bevel

_ Ile.%ls meat ste.h.:
Nmine.- (4 inins ii k7und hones

(5i Keeps tools handy
(6) !crapes table tops
( Cuts through bon,.
;5) Use mineral oil.
0--)) Three sides

with its :ippropriale

'oluttirt

lIonm!!

Butehei 's
SteaI,

hook
Iandsaw.

Knife pook-h.
Sharpervirt: one.

2-2. Powered Meatcutting Equipment

Powered meateutting equipmem includes meat grinders .
meat slicers. tenderi/ers. and handsaws. Since these units
are commercial machines. you may find that yoer machines
vary in detail from the 0,les we will discuss. Consult
manufacturer's manuals for details and variations. Operate
these machines only under the supervision of an
experienced meatcutter until you become proficient.

006. Identify various parts of powered meat equipment.
and specify steps in the basic operation of selected pieces
of this equipment.

Meat Grinder. The meat grinder is an electric power-
operated machine for grinding boneless meat. It consists of
two sections: ( ) the power section and (2) the grinder
section.

Power section. The main parts of the power section are
the metal base, motor, gears, and drive shaft.

- 111111.,

Firm 2-2. Sharpening knife on stone.
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At'cuon. The giintk-i V.;', of t'l;
hopper. feed tra worm. 12.1;11,i'l .1111t. :k-;t1

is led into the hopper from :co] .

safet\ livard \Nlitclli fits over ao ched HI; the
hopp..:r. Below the hopper ,,p,.,;Ing tlw feed t1/4 Inch

forces meat against a reitoral,.,i A

e-d of the worm revok es
meat as it is torccd through th,.. r!ate.

Operation. operate tli;s tool. he \Lir:. to I eino.,.e
bones from the meat and it s;rips
g:inding it. Never grird friven meat ru, the mder
w ben empiy. Lsing t .11 i:Alti.C:N tik
danger of overheating and ov:rioading the grindel. Fro'ien
me?,.t w ill also over:oad it.

Nleat Tenderizer. The is ;in
,gravity-fed machine for tenticriiir, SICAS. It L.-Oils:MS

atetal housing inclosing ov motor, cutting group. :md
a hopper or feed tray. The coiling ,.iroup conskts of miler-
type serrated cutting knives and %.;ripper ei-unhs. The
machine has a safety interiocl ..,wite.a to prcN en: operation
durrig cleaning or at any time vhen Cie hopper is open.

Meat Slicer. This machine is a gravity-fed portable
slicer designed for slicing cold cuts and can be
semiautomatic or automatic. It provide:. uniformity and
speed in slicing with minimum waste. Slicers are made of
either porcelain or stainless steel and are built to hold al! of
the necessary devices for efficient operation and safety. The
treat is placed on the feed by gr.;vity. The carriage is
pushed toward the rear of the machine, coming into contact
with the blade. The slicer has a thickness control knob and a
thickness indicating scale used to adjust the thickness of
slices. The end slice plate holds the meat stationary while
slicing. It also reduces your chances of cutting your fingei.
Observe the sharpening attachment shown in figure 2-4.
The sharpening attachment has two circular sharpening
stones that can be manually engaged to the edge of the
cutting knife for sharpening.

Bandsaw. Notice the bandsaw picture in figure 2-5.
Assume that you are cutting meat with this saw. First,
adjust the meat gauge plate to the thickness you want.
Second, place the meat to oe cut on the meat carriage,
pushed firmly against the gauge. Then, while standing in
front of the machine, turn the switch on, and make the
necessary cuts by pushing the meat and carriage toward the
blade.

Exercises (006):

I. List the parts of the grinder scetion of the meat grinder.

2. What part of the meat tenderirer prevents operation
during cleaning?

3. What part of the meat sheer holds the meat stationarv
while slicing?

1 2-3. Steciint4 k ton

4. Whzit :Nhout,! t10;1.2 to

grm,h

9 1 ci

!f)



1. SHARPENING ATTACHMENT.
2. SLICE DEFLECTOR PINS.
3. SLICE DEFLECTOR.
4. CUTTING KNIFE.
5. RECEIVING TRAY.
6. MOTOR SWITCH.

7. THICKNESS CONTROL KNOB.
8. THICKNESS INDICATING SCALE.
9. THICKNESS GAUGE PLATE.

10. FEED CARRIAGE GRIP.
11. FEED CARRIAGE.
12. END SLICE PLATE.

Figure 2-4. Meat slicer.
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1. MEAT GAUGE PLATE
2. MEAT CARRIAGE
3. THICKNESS CONTROL K NOB

Figure 2-5. Meat handsaw.



2-3. Meat Department Layout

You may be required it. lay out and arrange equipment in
a conunissary ineat department. For efficient opk..ration,
there are several factors y tfli must consider,

007. IncFcate location of equipment and the proper
la) out of the meat department.

Equipment Arrangement. Space is the most important
considet,ition when you arc arranging equipment. Eir.ure

dizn2ram of a typical meat department M a 31.500-
square-toot commissary. Study figure 2-6 carefully, giving
attention first to the physical space required. The principal
rooms involved in piocessing meat are 16. I 7A . I 7B andl.

Crrass bed siorage. Carcass meat is received through
the outside door of the storage room. and remains there
until time foi processing. The proper portion of meat is
then moved by rail into the processing room where it is cut
into retail cuts.

Meat proces.sing room. Notice the meat rail that runs
from the storage room to the two meat saws in the
processing room. The purpose of the rail is to eliminate
unnecessary carrying of heavy wholesale meat items. At
this point the carcass meat is processed into retail cuts,
utilizing the meat saws and trim tables. The retail cuts of
meat are trimmed, cleaned of bone dust, put in trays, and
moved to the wrapping room. The meat grinder, tenderizer,
and patty machine are also located in the processing rooms.

Aleat wrapping rown. The wrappiiv, room is set up to
accommodate both the automatic wrapping and labeling
machine and the handwrapper. The handwrapper is used to
wrap bulky meats such as roast or hams. The slicer is
located in a convenient location for slieing hams or
luncheon meats for customers. After wrapping and labeling
the retail cuts of meat, move them to the restocking aisle
and arrange them in the display case.

The equipment in figure 2-6 is arranged in such a manner
that distance between preparation points are minimized,
and consequently processing time is also at a minimum.

Exercises (007):

Identify each true statement and correct those that are false.

1 Carcass beef is received through the outside door
of the meat processing room.

2 The meat rails run from the storage room to the
meat saws in the processing room.

3 The meat slicer should be located in the meat
processing room.

4. The meat grinder is located in the processing room.

2-4. Safety

Safety is vital to you and the successful operation of a
meat department. We will discuss safety as it pertains to the
following:

I landtools.
Powered equipment.
Processing areas.

OON. Identify safety precautions pertaining to use of
handtools, powered equipment, and refrigerated rooms
in the meat deintrtment.

Handtools. Use handtools for their intended purpose
only. Do not, for instance. try to cut through a joint with a
steak knifeuse a boning knife. You must wear a safety
apron and metal mesh gloves V..hile you ate using km \ Cs
Even experienced meatcohers may make serious errors. I'm
this reason. everyone. whether experienced meatcuttei or
apprentice. such as yourself, must use this salety
equipment. Although using safety aprons and 1;loves
reduces the chances of an accident, he extremely careful
while using knives. Meatcutting requires a large amount 01
concentration. While cutting and boning meat, always cut
away from you. Know where your knives are at all tim..s.
Do not, for instance, leave your knives on the cutting table
where they may he accidentally covered with !neat. This
could cause a serious injury. Always keep the knives you
are not using in your knife pouch or .torage rack.

Wearing the required hardhats and safety shoes will also
help to prevent injuries, but to make safety work, you must
do your part. Therefore, be careful when you remove or
store meat on rail hooks. Remove, clean, and store hooks
not in use. Work as efficiently and quickly as you can
safely, without taking chances. Take enough time to he
safe.

Powered Equip, ent. After reading the intl.( Iq.lIct.on to
this chapter. you must realize the importance of using
powered equipment safely. Therefore, always use guards
and guides when operating this machinery, and do not
tamper with safety interlock switches. They are there for
your protection. Do not wear metal mesh gloves while
operating powered equipment. Adjust meat saws or slicers
to the desired thickness before turning on the power. Never,
for any reason whatsoever, put your hands in or near the
grinder hopper while the machine is running. If you are in
doubt about the operation of any powered equipment, ask
an experienced meatcutter or your supervisor. After you
make a mistake, it's too late.

For safety's sake, it is everyone's duty to notice faulty or
exposed electrical power cords. Electrical outlets should be
firmly secured and have adequate protective covers.
Ground wires should be installed where required. When
cleaning any powered equipment, always turn off the power
at the switch box or remove the plug from the outlet.

Processing and Storage Areas. Cluttered work and
storage areas are one of the most common causes of
accidents. Therefore, keep the floors clear of debris,
equipment, and supplies. Also, clean meat, fat. water, and
blood drippings from work area floors.

Refrigerated rooms have safety alarms which can be
activated if you are accidentally locked in. In addition to
this, where required, there are also fire axes inside
refrigerators. Ice on floors of storage areas are safety
hazards. If you notice ice on floors, remove it to prevent an
accident. Be aware of improper storage techniques so that

12 2
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you arc not injured by falling boxes or protruding box
edges. Notify your supervisor if you see sharp edges or
protruding nails in storage areas. Last but not least, there
are right ways and wrong ways t.,i lift heavy boxes or
wholesale meat cuts. Learn the right way and prevent injury
to yourself. This means, if at all possible, tc use your legs
in lifting, not your back.

Exercises (008):

. Use handtools only for their

The four safety devices to use while boning meat are
(I) (2)

, (3) (4)

3. While using knives always cut from you.

4. When knives are not being used, keep them in your
Or

5. Remove, clean, and store meat not in use.

6. While operating powered equipment, you should
always use and

7. Do not tamper with
on powered equipment.

8. The one safety device that is not worn while operating
powered equipment is the

9. It is your duty to notice
electrical cords and outlets that are not

or without protective

10. Two safety items provided in case you accidentally
lock yourself in a refrigerated room, are
and
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11. When lifting hea... o
not your back.

ijects, use your

2-5. Sanitation and Cleanliness

Sanitation is a must in all meat department areas. Ciood
sanitation standards not only improve the appearance of the
department, but they also reduce loss of meat and proteet
the health of both department personnel and customers.
will consider sanitation from the aspects of equipment .
department areas, mud personnel.

009. Cite correct cleaning procedures used in the il10;41
department.

Sanitation. The meat department must comply vith the
applicable sanitary requirements of AFR 163-8. C..rtio/ of
Foodborne Disease. and be kept scrupulously e;ean. To
keep the standards of sanitation required, the meat
department must have an ample supply of hot water. hearLyr
to 140°F. or higher. Use detergerts and sanitizing soiutions
for their intended use and strictly in accordance wi-i the
manufacturer's recommendations. Meat, blood, and offal
are subject to rapid bacteria growth and germ development
if not properly controlled.

Handtools. Clean knives, steels, meat saws, boning
hooks, mesh gloves, safety aprons, and sanitary knife racks
daily. Wash tools individually in warm water and
detergent. Then rinse and sanitize them in hot water. lf you
notice cracks and crevices in plastic handled handtook.
notify your supervisor so they can be replaced. Meat and
fat accumulate in cracks and crevices and are breeding areas
for bacteria growth.

Power operated equipmmt. At the end of business each
day, thoroughly wash, rinse, and sanitize all metal parts of
powered equipment that come into contact with meat. Be
careful to prevent water from coming into contact with
motors or electrical connections. After cutting raw pork or
poultry, always clean and sanitize the equipment before
using it for processing beef. beef.

Processing area. Scrub the processing area floors with a
warm detergent or washing-powder solution at the end of
each day. To aid in keeping floors clean, rubber-like mats
of solid composition or heavy papei or cardboard are
sometimes used on the floor. Remove this material daily
and thoroughly wash, sanitize, and steam clean the Boors.

Storage areas. As often as necessary, wash and clean all
refrigerated rooms and refrigerators. On a weelx,y basis,
empty and clean all meat display cases. Wash with an
approved detergent, rinse, sanitize, and air-dry meat hooks
and trays weekly. Heavy paper or ca.dboard is sometimes
used on the storage room floor, but it must be removed
when the floor is cleaned

Do not allow n- ,. meat products, and poultry to remain
out of refrigerazed rooms, boxes, or display cases longer
than is necessary for processing and cutting.

Cutting tables. Use plastic or hard rubber cutting boards
on top of the you cut table when cutting meats with tools
other than small knives, and especially when you use a

2



handsaw to cut bones. When the table de clops cracks,
crevices, or cuts, request that it be replaced or repaired. Do
not use the cutting table for storage or keep meat On the
table longer than necessary. The processing room
tcmperature is higher than that in the storage room, and
over an extended period of time, bacteria will grow. Do not
allow frozen meat to thaw on the cutting table. Thoroudily
clean cutting tables at the close of business each day with
hot water, a detergent approved for meat contact surfaccs,
and a stiff, clean bristle brush. The base vctermarian or his
or her representative may recommend other measures to
keep the surfaces sanitary.

Seciles. Clean scales with a damp cloth daik , oi more
ofteu as required. Place paper on the scales, before
weighing delicatessen meats.

Exercises (009):

I . How hot must water in the meat department be heated
to keep standards of sanitation?

2. Why must plastic handled handtools be replaced once
they 'nave cracks and crevices in them?

3. What must you do to meat you cut equipment after
cutting raw pork or poultry?

4. How often must meat display cases be emptied and
cleaned?

5. How often must cutting tables be cleaned and how?

010. Specify three standards of personal cleanliness and
state why meatcutters are more subject to certain
ailments than are other personnel.

Cleanliness and Grooming. You are expected to be
close-shaven, keep your hair trimmed, and your hands
clean at all times. Keep your fingernails short and clean,
and wash your hands frequently, always after using the
restroom.
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Clothing. Meatcutters are furnished white smocks,
trousers, and aprons. This special-purpose chtlung is worn
on the basis of duty requirements, and Only this type of
clothing is permitted w hen you are on duty. When your
smock or apron becomes soiled, exchange it for a clean
one.

Health. If you have a cold, sore throat, skin infection, or
other ailments, do not wait: go to the dispensary. You may
contaminate the 'neat and infect other personnel as well.
Get plenty of rest . eat properly, and pfoteci your health.
When working in temperatures ranging from (I' to 50-F.,
you are more subject to colds and similar ailmcnts than you
would be in nian other jobs.

Exercises (010):

I . What are the three standards of personal cleanlinss'?

2. Why are you, in your job, mo:e subject a cot .1`, id
similar ailments than those working elsewher''

011. Specify areas of the meat department which the
veterinarian inspects and state why he or she must he
present when meat is received.

Facility Inspections. The base veterinarian oi ilis or her
representative inspects periodically the meat department.
The veterinary inspection includes sanitation or :he
processing area, equipment, display cases, and all storage
areas. He or she checks personnel on duty for haircuts and
cleanliness. During inspections he or she may administer
individual swab test of your and other meatcutters' hands.
This test will reveal germs that can be eliminated by
frequent washing. He or she checks for outdated code dates
on meat items and discolored meats on display and checks
refrigerated areas for proper temperatures. He or she
reviews food handler cards, and if necessary, may indicate
scheduling the individual for re-examination.

Meat Inspections. When meat is received, the
veterinarian or his or her representative must be present to
inspect the condition and proper temperature of the meat.
The veterinarian issues maximum receiving temperatures
for beef (45°F.) and poultry (36°F.). Through these series of
:nspections the veterinarian prevents the spread of
ofectious diseases.

Exercises (011):

I . What areas of the meat department do the veterinarian
inspect?

2. Why must the veterinarian or his or her representative
be present when meat is received?



CHAPTER 3

Receipt and Storage

I N T HIS CHAPTER, we will discuss the in-checking
proci.lures for meat received, the forms in which beef.
veal, lamb, pork. and poultry are received: and where,
v. hen, and how to store these meats. You are expected to
note temperatures in storage areas and display cases and
know what to do if such temperatures are too low or too
high. We will also discuss how charge sales are handled.

3-1_ Receipt

You are concerned primarily with three sources of supply
for meat items. These sources are the commissary
warehouse, base-procured items from local vendors, and
the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC).

012. Specify the procedures for receiving meat in the
meat deparctment.

In-Checking. The store manager designates in writing,
in-checkers who are responsible for receiving all meat.
Several individuals are designated, so that at least one will
alwavs be present when deliveries are made.

Receiving meat from the commissary warehouse. Your
tasks as an in-checker is to meet the warehouse truck and
delivery people, who will give you three copies of AF Form
129, Tally In-Out, or a mechanized listing, listing the types
and quantities of meat delivered. Each item should have
been weighed and recorded on the form. Check off each
item to be sure everything is accounted for. Check the meat
received, and if the items delivered coincide with the AF
Form 129 or mechanized listing, sign copies I and 3 of the
form. Turn all three copies over to the meat department
supervisor. He or she will forward all copies to the
commissary accounting office. You and your coworkers
will then store the meat.

Carcass meats. Most of the beef you will process will be
from beef carcass. Commissaries are limited in the amount
of primal, subprimal, and commissary-ready beef to no
more than 20 percent of total beef requirements. The
primary source of carcass beef and primal cuts is DPSC.
Only emergency fill-in requirements are procured direct
from vendors of commercial sources. Weigh 100 percent of
the carcass meats received from any source. When a
variance exists between actual net weight and weight shown
on the tag supplied by the vendor, or when such a tag is not
attached to a carcass, mark each tag with the actual net
weight. Carcasses are received, accounted for, and
inventoried at the marked net weight.

Exercises (012):

Who is responsible for designating the person to
receive meats'?
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2. How many copies of AI; Form 129 are used for
receiving meat from the warehouse?

3. Who is the primary source of for the commissary?

4. What percent of carcass meat must be weighed upon
receipt'?

5. At what weight are carcasses marked upon receipt?

3-2. Storage

After receiving the meat, you must store it in chillrooms
or freezers until time for processing. You must also observe
proper temperatures and code dates.

013. Specify procedures for chillroom and freezer
storage of meat and poultry products.

Chillroom Storage. When received, most of the meat is
stored in the chillroom. However, different types of meat
require individual storage techniques. This is discussed
here.

Storage on hooks. Quarters and whole carcasses of beef,
veal, and lamb are stored on meat hooks, which are moved
along rails from he unloading dock into the chillroom. In
using these hooks this way, you must be sure to rotate meat
remaining from previous deliveries in order to insure that
you first use the meat already on hand. If there is no meat
on hand, however, place the newly delivered meat at a
point from which it can be moved easily into the processing
room. To permit proper air circulation, allow ample space
between the quarters or carcasses.

Boxed meats. Meats received in boxes are stacked in the
chillroom on dunnages. To insure that air can circulate
freely, stack the boxes 2 inches from the floor, 4 to 6 inches



froni the wall. and a iinninium of or:hcs froisl the
ceiling. Segregate and mark all shipmems so that the oldest
products are used first.

Poultry products.. All pouitr solo in the 111,2at department
arc fresh ahd usually are received prepackaged. You must
,.xercise extreme caution when sto;-ing tresh poultry,
because of its rapid spoilage rate. In fact. (loultry has a
storage life of only 5 days. Store ice ;;.a.ked chickens in
crushed ice containers with drains to the outside.

Freezer storage. Althougl most of the meat items
received and sold in the meat department are in a chilled
state there are exceptions. Under some circumstances
(such as in commissaries overseas) beef, pork. and
prepackaged meats may be received frozen. When storing
items in the freezer. use the same rotation and stxking
procedures as for chillroom storage. You can temper frozen
beef in a chill box at 32' to 35° F. to an internal temperature
of 28`' to 30° F. Process and sell the beef chilled. Display a
sign informing customers that the heel has been frozen
before and refreezing will not aftect holesomeness but
will lower quality.

Exercises (013):

. How should beef quarters be stored?

2. How should you stack boxes of meat?

3. How should you store ice packed chickens*?

4. If you receive frozen beef, how do you temper it for
processing?

014. Provide missing information in incomplete
statements regarding code dates for chilled prepackaged
meats.

Code Dates. Many meat items received and .iold in the
meat department are prepackaged. Only the fresh and best
quality prepackaged meats are sold, and to insure freshness
and quality, code dates are used on each package. The
three types of code dates are as follows:

a. Dates of pack or manufacture are those to which
recommended shelf-life may be added to determine
safekeeping time.

b. Pull dates ai-e those in advance of dates of pack or
manufacture beyond which an item should not be offered to
a consumer.

c. Quality assurance dates are those subsequent to dates
of pack or manufacture beyond which the level of quality
initially provided can no longer he assured.
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Systems. Dates are normally. set to assuie reasonable
time for ...ale and holdirT by the customer. Systems used to
identify these dates vary by producer. The three common
types of systems used are as follows:

a. The standard American Meat Institute (AMI) system
uses four numerics. The sum of the two outside dil,its
equals the month, while the two inside digits indicate the
day; for example. 0154 (April 15).

b. The revised AM1 system also uses I'M!' numerics.
However, the first two, reading from left to right. reprent
the month, while the last two indicate the day; for example,
0415 (April 15).

c. The last system is the alphanumeric system. which
uses the first three letters of the month. foilow
numbers indicating the day; for example. APR 15

Standards. The commissary and base veterinarian are
furnished a complete index of code dates, plus an
explanation of both the type code and dating sy,-,tern used.
The open-dates or the alpha system are encouraged Tc:
insure that customers have a reasonable home stor.1,:c
period certain criteria should be followed:

All prepackaged meats, including sausage and bacon.
must be delivered with sufficient shelf-life remininf: to
allow for rotation and sale prior to the pull date. hi ihe
continental United States, sausage products labeled
"Previously Frozen for Your Protection--Refnwe ot Keen
Refrigerated" may be displayed and sold chilled.

E.zercises (014):

I. Code dates that are in advance of dates o. t pa, oi
beyond which an item should not be sold, are called

dates.

dates are subsequent to dates
of pack or manufacture beyond which the level of
quality initially provided can no longer be assured.

3. The code dates to which recommended shelf-life may
be added to determine safe keeping time are called

4. If a package has 0172 as a code date under the standard
AMI system. the date would be

5. If a package had MAR 12 as a code date the date
system would be the

9 b.:



6. A package. eooe dates 03 .`.0 under the rekised AMI
system. Mild be limed

All prepackaged meats tram be delivered with
sufficient shelf-life remaining RN alloW :'or rotation and
sLile prior to the

015. Specify the correct temperature ranges for selected
refrigerated areas, and state how these temperatures are
recorded.

Tempf-Tature Control. Temperature control witIM1 the
meat department is vital. Cierms multiply in warm
temperatures and meat spoils rapidly. Proper temperatures
retard spoilage and prevent damage to meat quality. In this
objective, we will discuss the proper temperatures for the
chillroom, freezer, processing room, and display cases as
well as how ()Ile', these temperatures are recorded.

ChilIroom. chillroom is maintained at a temperature
of 32° to 35° F., with the I possible fluctuation. The
temperature of this room should not be permitted to go
below 32 F., because the slow freezing action will cause
discoloration of the surface of meat items and will
adversely affect quality. Fresh pork and poultry have an
extremely limitt.d storage life. Store these products in the
coldest part of the chillroom.

Free:er room. The freezer storage room is maintained at
a temperature of 00 to 10° F., with the least possible
fluctuation. At times, you may receive frozen items in a
slightly defrosted condition. If the veterinarian accepts the
shipment, see that it is frozen without delay to prevent
spoilage.

Processing room. The meat processing and preparing
areas are refrigerated to the extent that maximum
temperature does not exceed 50° F. at any time.
Temperatures in excess of 50° F. promote oleeding and
hasten discoloration. Never use the meat processing room
used as a defrosting area.

Display cases. Meat department display cases are
operated at temperatures commensurate with the
requirements of the major group of articles in the case. In
open-type display cases, the temperatures normally are
maintained at 28° to 33° F. Cheese and dry sausage are
displayed at 36° to 400 F. The closed-type cases are
operated at a temperature of 32° to 34° F. If cases are
arranged so that one part of the space is colder than other
parts, display fresh pork cuts and all types of liver ir. the
coldest section. Check display cases for proper
temperatures frequently.

Temperature Recordings. Temperature recordings are
maintained on all refrigerated rooms. Where automatic
temperature recording devices are not available,
thermometers are used. The thermometer should be located
about 5 feet above the floor and away from the cooling coils
or other metal surfaces. Thermometers with metal backs
should be mounted on wooden surfaces.
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hree roeS
Check ketwomiti.rati. temperatures at 44+0.44A+.4.e4 k II \ ;t: the

beeinning,v4.4.katkf and at the end of the day. If you rind
an abnormal temperature. do not try to repair the unit
yoursilf, but notify your super\ isor. who w dl eall the
proper contract maintenance. There are charts*go-posted on
the outside of each xyalk- in box on w Inch you will record
these Pyrittedaily temperatures.

Exercises (015):

1. Match each appropriate leingerated tu,..a in coiunm A
with its related temperature range in column B. Each
item in column B ina be used only once.

A

Refrigerated Arca,

Display ease, open --,..-beese,
dry viusagc

2 Processing room.
3 Freezer room.
4 Display case, ()Nil (normal)
5
ci Display case, closed (normal).

C ..

re Mieerelllett R,Ptv.'s

a 0 to It. I'
b to 34' IS
C. I- TILL '.1(1)U111

tkl :It- I'
.S(1' to

_ : I.

2. State how and when the temperatures in e \ercls:e 1 are
recorded.

016. Associate significant approximate keeping times
with various frozen meat items; identify factors affecting
storage life; and indicate ways to remove mold from
ham.

Keeping Time. For various 1.:--eping time for assorted
frozen stoied meat items, refer to figure 3-1, which we will
examine next.

Cured and smoked meals. The keeping qualities of cured
and smoked meats depend upon the type of cure, the length
of the smoking period, and the method of packaging. The
storage life of such items is further influenced by the
condition of the storeroom with regard to humidity,
temperature, and sanitation.

Growth of mold and development ot' rancidity in hams
and bacon can be retarded by stowing them in the chili
space for current consumption and in the freezer for
seasonal stocks. Since the growth of mold on cured and
smoked rr.t...ats is favored by the presence of conden..ed
water, avoid excessive humidity. If the relative humidity is
higher than recommended, it is essential that good
circulation of air be maintained.

Hams and bacon which have been individually wrapped
on one or more layers of paper have a tendency to retain
upon the surface of thc meat any moisture which may have
come from the product after wrapping. This moisture, in a
measure, stimulates mold and bacterial growth. If hams so
wrapped are held at temperatures of 45° F. or above for a
considerable length of time. mold and slime will form on



ITEM

BEEF, FROZEN.

APPROXIMATE
KEEPING TIME

(MONTHS)

BONELESS. FABRICATED (W, 0 GROUND MEAT) 10
BONELESS. FABRICATED (W GROUND MEAT) 8

CARCASS, WHOLESALE CUTS 10
CORNED 6

DRIED. SLICED 12
LIVER, WHOLE / PORTION CUT 4

TONGUE. FRESH 4

BOLOGNA:
LEBANON 8

50 PERCENT BEEF 3-4
60 PERCENT BEEF 3-4
75 PERCENT BEEF 6

CERVELAT:
DRY 6

SOFT (THURINGER) 3-4
HAMS:

BONELESS. COOKED 6

SMOKED, BONE-IN 6

LAMB:
BONELESS. FABRICATED 6

CARCASS, WHOLESALE CUTS 8

TELESCOPED 8

SALAMI:
COOKED 3-4
DRY 5

SAUSAGE:
LIVER 3-4
NEW ENGLAND STYLE 4

PORK. BULK STYLE 3

VEAL:
CARCASS, WHOLESALE CUTS 1

Figure 3-1. Frozen storage of meat items.
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the surfaces kit' the meat. Surface slime and mold make the
ham unattractive and unpleasant to handle. but do not
necessarily indicate spoilzige. Accordingly, . ou should
carefully inspect such products to detertnine how far the
mold has penetrated. In most eases, where only the surface
is affeett...d. You can remove the mold from the meat with a
stiff-bristled brush. then wipe with a clean tioth. moistened

ith a N. megar or salt \\ ater solution and allow the meat to
air-dry. When the niold growth is heav y. it may be trimmed
away. If the ham does not have deep cracks or abrasions,
the meat underneath the surface is usually perfectly sound
and wholesome. When mi)ld growth or spoilage is
evidenced deeply between the muscles and around the
bone, look the meat over carefully.

C:irraNNCS and primal (lax. Quartrs. carcasses . primal
cuts of beef, lamb, and veal are hung or placed on racks
when in a chilled condition. If such items are in a solid
frozen condition when received, stow compactly as possible
in the freezer space. Compactly stack frozen, boneless
beef. Veal carcasses or cuts, particularly of the lighter
weights and lower grades, are subject to rapid deterioration.
Holding time of such items in the chill space should be held
to a minimum. Treat fresh chilled pork cuts as highly
perishable.

Variety meats and .sausage. These items are highly
perishable and storage time should be held to a minimum.

Exercises (016):

Match each frozen food item in column A with its
appropriate keeping time in column B. Each item in
column B may be used once or more than once.

Column A

Meat Items

(I) Lamb carcass.
(2) Ham., honcless. cooked.

_ (3) Beef, corned.
(4) Veal carcass.
(5) Lebanon bologna.

Column B

Keelung Time
(lthmths)

a. 6.
h 8

2. List the three factors that affect the keeping time of
smoked meat.

3. Give the two solutions that may be used to remove
surface mold on hams.

017. Cite the proce(1ures flu- issuing subsistenc-2 tii
organizations on a charge sale basis.

( 'harge Sales. The meat department is authorized to
make charge sales on a reimbursable basis. Individuals
dr:twine subsistence for an organization must have in their
possession a cutrent 1)1) Form 577, Signature Card. .,".11

request for subsistence are made on Al: Form
Subsistence Request. The activity drawing subsistence fills
out the request, with the esception of columns F. G. I I and
blocks 8 through 1 1 13. The store administrative
clerk reviews the issue request. assigns a voucher .",
suhvoueher number, and sends all copies to the issue
Meat department personnel must, upon receipt. make sure
the v(mcher number is entered in block 13 befor::
completing the t7ansaction. Enter the actual quantity issued
in column F (in ink). Normally the quantity issued is the
same as the quantity requested. Meat department personnel
will examine the individual's DD Form 577 to make sure he
or she is authorized to receive the subsistence. Sign all
copies of the iequest in block 8. The drawing representative
signs in block 10 and is given copy 3 of the request. Nleat
department personnel w ill enter the unit price in c-olumn G
and forward original and duplicate t.o the store
administrative clerk.

Exercises (017):

. What should individuals drawing subsistence tor an
organization have in their possession?

2. What individual must assign a voucher and subvoucher
to the AF Form 287?

What copy of the AF Form 287 is given to the drawing

representative'?

4. Which copies of the AF Form 287 are forwarded to the

store administrative clerk?
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Processing and Preparing Meats

IN TIIIS Cli ARFER. we will discuss the fo;!owing:
CI.-i....aracteristics of meats.

" Bone structur;:.
Meat processing.
Barbecuing meat and poultry.
Salvaging procedures.

4-1. Characteristics of Meats

Some meat is dark red. Other meat is light pink. Also.
the hones of young animals are not the same color as are the
hones of older animals. These and other different
characteristics indicate more desirable or less des::able
quality :in the same type of meat. Accordingly, we will
examine such characteristics in this section.

018. Classify types of meat Nv ith their characteristics:
name various cuts of pork the commissary procures.

Beef. Beef is the flesh of mature cattle a year 1,1' more
old. Grain-fed steers under 3 years of age provide the best
quality beef. Good beef has bright red flesh, well-marbled
tissue, and is finely textured with a covering of firm, white
fat. Steers and heifers differ in that a greater percentage of
edible meat (fat-to-bone ratio) is contained in steers. A
heifer is smaller than the average steer carcass. Steers can
be easily recognized by the presence of the pizzle eye (or
cap) located above the aitchbone at the rump end. Marbling
is the network of fat; thin lines running through the middle
of a cutas distinguished from the rim of fat around the
edges of the cut. Wher you first cut beef, it is a dark,
purplish red which turns oright red soon after exposure to
air. Less desirable beef has heavier lines of marbling and
tends toward yellowish fat on the rim or covering. Bones of
older cattle are white and brittle, while in young animals,
the bones are soft and red.

Veal. Veal is the meat of milk-fed calves usually under 3
months ot' age. Good quality veal is characterized by light
pink, finely textured flesh, surrounded by firm, white fat,
with gleaming white cartilage (the early, soft bone structure
which changes to harder bone as the animal grows older).
You will find the flesh of older calves redder than that of
younger ones. In older calves, the flesh is more like the
darker red of mature beef.

Baby beef is 3 to 10 months of age, and is larger in
conformation than pure veal. The flesh of baby beef is more
like the darker red of mature beef. Both baby beef and veal
have a high-moisture content. and the protective covering
of fat is thin.

CHAPTER 4

Lamb. Sheep under I year of age is classified as lamb.
The flesh of lamb is firm-grained and litzht pink in Lolo,
You v. ill find the hones soft, sr.-..d!, [arab has rt
plainly visible joint. This is a temporary cartilage which
forms a serrated (tooth-like) surface between the shaft of the
bone (tibia) and the head of the bone just above the fetlock
joint on the foreleg. Older sheep have harder .,,nd whiter
bones than lamb and no 'break joint i present. 1.11,!.
a "spool joint," that is the regular fetlock joiot
foreleg. The break joint has turned to bont.'. and
will no longer occur above the fetlock joint.

Pork. Pork is the flesh of hogs usually under 1 year of
age. Good pork has smooth skin, grayish-pink flesh, and is
fine-grained and firm-textured. with a coverikg of firm.
white fat. Poorer quality pork is dark pink to reti and
sometimes has fat with a yellowish tinge or case, especially
in lower grades. The commissary only procure, p::ik
cuts, such as loins, spareribs, hams, Boston butts, bacon,
shoulders, picnics, and fatback.

Exercises (018):

1. Match each meat type in column 13 with its related
characteristics in column A. Each item in column B
may be used only once. (column A). NOTE: Each
item in column B may be used only once.

(-olumn A

Characteristics

(1) Fin-n hoc fzt. bright red, fine-
teximed

(/) Hard white fat; gra, ish-pink
flesh.

(3) Light pink, firm-grained flesh;
soft, small red bones.

(4) Fine.textured, light pink flesh.

Column B

Meat Types

a. Veal.
b. Pork.
c. Beef.
d. Lamb.

2. In what cuts does the commissary procure pork'? Name
five out of eight.

4-2. Structure and Primal Cuts of Beef
The structure of an animal includes both bones and flesh.

Like all animals, cattle have major bones with which are
associated less important bones. En this section. we will
consider major bones and their relationship to the two major
divisions of 4 side of beef (hindquarter and forequarter).
Let's begin witl: hones.
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019. Associate major hones with their functional
characteristics.

Major Bones. Figure 4-1 shows a skeletal chart of a side
of beef. Observe this chart carefully as WC study bone
structure and refer to it often. We shall study these major
bones: neckbones backbone, pelvic bone, leg bones, ribs,
arml-one. and shankbone.

Neckbone. At the bottom left of figure 4-1. note the
neckbone. This hone consists of vertebrae (jointed hones)
which support the animal's neck.

Backbone. Above thc neckbone (fig. 4-1), you see thc
backbone, extending from neck to tailbone. The backbone
is similar to the human !Ipine. Notice these bones associated
with the backbone: the hladebone, which you use as one
guide in processing chuck: and the chine bone, used as a
measuring point in some beef processing. Although shown
here as a single point, thc chine bone is actually a ridge or
crest along the backbone. Notice that the backbone supports
the upper end of the ribs.

Pelvic bone. This very important bone, which
corresponds to the human pelvis, contains both the aiteh (or
rump) bone and the hipbone. Thc aitchbone is so called
because it resembles a rough capital letter H.

Leg bones. Strictly speaking, the leg bone refers to the
round bone of the hindquarters, but we also find a

shankbone attached by a joint to the round (leg) bone. Note
the stifle joint between the round bone and the shankbone.

Ribs. Cattle have 13 ribs, attached to the backbonc at one
end (left side, fig. 4-1) and to the breastbone at the other
end. A beef forequarter contains all but the last (13th) rib.
You will use ribs to determine where to make key
forequarter cuts.

Arm and foreshank bones. The armhone (lower center,
fig. 4-1), actually part of the animal's front leg, is
surrounded by meat which makes fine arm roasts. Use the
armbone as a guide when separating the arm and shank
from the chuck area of the forequarter. The foreshank bonc
is the lower part of the animal's front leg.

Exercises (019):

I. Match major bones in column A with associated
functions in column B. Each item in column B may be
used only once.

Column A

Major Bones

(I) Arm and foreshank.
(2) Pelvic bone.

Neckbone.
_ (4) Leg bones (including

hindshank).
_ (5) Backbone.
_ (6) Ribs.

Column B

Associated Facts

a. Include round bor.e, stifle
joint, and shank.

b. Attached to bone at one end.
c. Parts of foreleg.
d. Supports neck
c. Consists of aitchbone and

hipbone.
f. Includes bladebone and

chine bone.

020. Associate retail cuts with the appropriate primal
cuts of beef.

Hindquarter Primal Cuts. Carefully study figure 4-2,
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beef hindquarter chart. as vnii relate hindguin-L% bon:
structure to standard cutting lines (primal cut,' ;III, I

individual cuts. A hindquarter which consists of and dic
last (13th) rib. part of the backbone, and the pelvic and leg
bones (including the hinds hankicontains seven cuttinz
areas. I.et's study the details of each primal cut.

Shank. The shank (area 1 at the top of fig. pro\ idc,
ground beef and stew heel. The shank is the lowct end of
the animal's hind leg.

Heel of round. The heel of round (area 2 ) includes the
stifle joint. whieh joins the leg (round) hone to the

shankbone. It provides ground beef, stew beef, and rosisi.
Note the dotted line next to the hone. You have to cut a)ong

this dotted line in processing the heel of round arca.
Round. The round (area 3. fig. 4-2) is one of the choice

beef areas. It includes the round (leg) bone and yields sw iss
steak (a) and round steak ( b). Round steak is a favorite ith

customers.
Sirloin tip. Also called knuckle. area -I. is directly

opposite the round and contains such individual cuts as
roast and steak. Sirloin tip provides excellent tip roast, a
choice bit of meat.

Rump. Thc rump (area 5) includes the aitchhonc and
tailbone. Process the rump into roasts.

Loin. One of the most choice beef areas, the loin (atea ()
provides sirloin steak, porterhouse steak. T-bonc steak, and

top loin steak.
Flank. The flank (area 7) yields not only flank steak but

also ground bccf and stew beef. Note that the only hone in
the flank area is a part of thc 13th rib. The steak is removed
from area shown within the dotted line.

Forequarter Primal Cuts. Look carefully at figure 4-3.
The forequarter includes the neck, blade.bone, part of the
backbone, the first 12 ribs, and the shankbone. Let's
examine each of these primal cuts.

Shank. The shank (area 1) includes the foreshank bone
and a small portion of the armbone. (We discuss the hind
leg shank under Hindquarter Primal Cuts.) From thc shank,
you get ground beef, beef stew, and soup meat with bone.

Neck. The neck (area 2) is processeu into ground beef,
stew, boneless roasts, and bones can be processed and sold

as neckbones.
Chuck (area 3). This large area is onc of the more

desirable parts of the forequarter. You first separate the

chuck from the rib and plate section, and thcn process the

two sections into retail cuts from the various areas listed

below.
a. Area 3a. Process this area into bladebone pot roasts or

steaks. It includes part of the backbone and most of the
bladebone. Bladebone roasts and steaks can be recognized
by the long flat (blade) bone running through them.

b. Area 3b. Area 3b has a portion of the armbone and

bladebone and the first four ribs. Process into bone-in pot
roasts/steaks or boneless pot roasts/steaks.

c. Area 3c. The round bone and lower rib bones are
included in this area. Arca 3c yields round bone roasts or
steaks.

Brisket (area 4). The brisket yields ground beef. stew
beef, and boneless pot roast.

Rib (area 5). The rib includes the upper part of ribs 5
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PELVIC BONE

TAIL BONE

BACK BONE

NECK BONE

BEEF BONE CHART

AITCH (RUMP) BONE

HIP BONE

HOCK BONES

HIND SHANK BONE

STIFLE JOINT

KNEECAP

LEG (ROUND) BONE

SLIP JOINT

CHINE BONE

FINGER BONES

FEATHER OR
SPINE BONES

BUTTONS
BLADEBONE
CARTILAGE

BLADEBONE

RIDGE OF
BLADEBONE

RIB CARTILAGES

BREASTBONE

ELBOW BONE

FORE SHANK BONE

ATLAS ARM BONE

Figure 4-1. Skeletal side of beef.
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1 SHANK
A. GROUND BEEF
B. STEW BEEF

HEEL OF ROUND
A. GROUND BEEF
B. STEW BEEF
C. ROAST

3. ROUND
A. SWISS STEAK
B. ROUND STEAK

4 SIRLOIN TIP (KNUCKLES)
A. ROAST
B. STEAK OR ROAsT

5 RUMP, BONED AND ROLLED

"J. LOIN
A. SIRLOIN STEAK
B. PIN BONE STEAK
C. PORTERHOUSE STEAK
D. T-BONE STEAK
E. TOp LOIN STEAK

7. FLANK
A. STEAK
B. GROUND BEEF

Figure 4-2. Hindquarter cart showing cutting lines of standard cuts.

through 12 and a portion of the backbone. From this area
you receive top loin steak, rib steak, rib eye steak, and rib
roasts.

Plate (area 6). The plate area consists of the center rib
bones 5 through 12. It yields short ribs and ground beef.

Short plate (area 7). The shortplate consists of the lower
part of rib bones 5 through 12 and yields ground beef.

Exercises (020):

1. Match each individual cut in column B with its related
standard hindquarter primal cut in column A. The
individual cuts in column B may relate to more than
one primal cut.
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Column A

Primal Cuts

(I) Shank.
_ (2) Heel of round.
_ (3) Round.

(4) Sirloin tip.
_ (5) Rump.
_ (6) Loin.
_ (7) Flank.

0 7 9 3 8

Column B

Individual Cuts

a. Boned and rolled roast.
b. Flank steak.
c. Stew beef.
d. Ground beef.
e. T-bone steak, top loin steak.
f. Swiss steak.
g. Roasts and steaks (opposite

round area).



1. SHANK
a. GROUND BEEF
b. STEW BEEF
c. SOUP MEAT W/BONE

2. NECKBONELESS ROAST, STEIN BEEF OR GROUND BEEF

3. CHUCK
a. BLADE BONE POT ROAST OR STEAK
b. 7-BONE POT ROAST OR STEAK
C. ROUND BONE POT ROAST (ARM) OR STEAK
d. BONELESS POT ROAST (A, B, OR C)

4. BRISKET
a. STEW BEEF
b. GROUND BEEF
C. BONELESS POT ROAST

5. RIB
a. TOP LOIN STEAK
b. RIB STEAK
c. RIB EYE STEAK
d. ROAST

6. PLATE
a. SHORT RIBS
b. GROUND BEEF

7. SHORT PLATE, GROUND BEEF

07937

Figure 4-3. Beef forequarter chart showing cutting lines and location of standard cuts.
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2. March each individual cut in column B with its related
standard forequarter primal cut in column A. The
individual cuts in column B may relate to more than one
primal cut.

,414,t,rt

Pr ()a.)

; Chuck.
(2) Nate
(3) tilhmk.
41 Short piate.

i 5 ) Brisket
_ it)) Neck.

Rit,

Column 8

(-at.

t.;tuund heel.
Ste.N. beet.
Boneless pot roast
Steak.
Bladehone pot ro3st.
Short ribs.
Round 'acne pot roast.
Soup meat with hone.

4-3. Beef Processing

You are now ready to study the processing of beef. We
will discuss preliminary hindquarter breaking procedures
and the final processing of retail cuts of the hindquarter.
Then we will cover forequarter breaking and further
processing procedures. We will also .discuss fabricated
subprimal cuts of beef. Let's begin this discussion with
hindquarter processing.

021. Specify various steps in hindquarter breaking
procedures.

Hindquarter Breaking Procedures. Refer to figures 4-
4 through 4-9 as we discuss the breaking procedures for the
hindquarter.

Figure 4-4. Hanging hindquarter.

26

Figure 4-4. Hang the hindquarter, as illustrated, with the
meathook extending all of the way through the gambrel
cord.
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Figure 4-6. Sa

27

Figure 4-5. Renwve the spinal cord and all drv. da-1, or
discolored portions ot the hindquarter.

a. Locate the natural seam and follow the contour of the
round, cutting in a straight line in front of the kidney knob
perpendicular to the backbone down to the 13th rib.

b. Remove the kidney and all excess fat, but leave ;pi
ample covering of fat over tenderloin.

Figure 4-6. Saw through the 13th rib to complete
removal of the flank.
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Figure 4-7. Removing sirloin tip.

FiFure Mtirking Anglr: for removing full loin.

Figure 4-7. Next, remove the sirloin tip.
a. Locate the kneecap.
b. Cut directly underneath the kneecap to the round

bone.
c. On the top round side, line up from the kneecap to the

aitchbone, so that the cut is 11/2 inches from the aitchbone,
by following the leR bone.

d. On the bottom round side, cut from the kneecap down
to the aitchbonc to expose the front of the leg bone.

e. Insert the knife 1 inch below the rump knuckle at a 45°
angle and draw out 1 inch below the gland on the flank side,
leaving the gland on thc sirloin tip.

Figure 4-8. Mark the cutting line for separating the full
loin from the round area. Establish the correct angle by
using the third sacral vertebra and the rump knucklebone as
pivot points.
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Figure 4-9. Separating full loin from round.

Fe6tre 4-10. rim .,,tz ;L;.
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Figure 4-9. Complete the separation by sawing through
the hones. Cutting at this angle will result in less bone in
pinhone steaks.

Exercises (021):

I . Identify each true statement and correct those that are
false.

a. To hang the hindquarter, extend the inetth.-)ok
of the way through the gambrel cord.

b Before removing the flank, remove the kidney and
all fat coverim- the tenderloin._ c. When removing the sirloin tip, leave the gland
the full loin.

d. Separate the round from the hindsik hy
above the gambrel cord to the natural seam.

2. What is the procedure used to remove the flank
from the hindquarter?

3. In establishing the correct angle for the cutting line
separating the full loin from the round area, w ha;
pivotal points?

022. Identify cuts of meat obtained in final processing of
primal cuts from hindquarter; state how to separate top
round from bottom round and the cuts of meat obtained
from each.

Flank. Refer to figures 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12 in removing
the flank steak and processing it into steak.

Figure 4-10. To remove the flank steak from the flank
section proceed as follows:

a. Cut a thin strip from the navel side to untie the heavy
membrane.

b.. Remove the membrane by pulling from the thick en_i
to the opposite end.

c. Locate the natural seam under the flank steak.
d. Release the thick end and pull the flank steak as far as

it will pull easily; then cut off the flank steak.
e. Use the remaining portion of the flank for stew beef

and ground beef.



Figure 4-11. Flank steak .

Figure 4-12. You can now merchandise the flank steak in
any one of the following ways:

a. Shorten the muscle fibers by scoring the steak with a
knife, making crisscross cuts about 3/4 of an inch apart.

h. Tenderize the steak, using the tenderizing machine.
c. Prepare the flank steak with a pocket by opening the

Figure 4-11. The flank steak is lean, oval shaped, and
free of serious membrane or white fibrous tissue, with the
grain funnily lengthwise.

thick end of the steak crosswise toward each side (forming
an opening but not cutting through the side). Insert the knife
in the opening and cut a pocket on the inside of the steak.

d. Prepare fillet of flank by rolling the steak around a
piece of fat. Insert toothpicks or meat skewers, and cut it up
into individual steaks.

Figure 4-12. Merchandising the flank steak.
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Figure 4-13. Sirloin !iv

Figure 4-14. Merchandising sirloin tio with covering on.

31

Sirloin Tip. Refer to figures 4-13 and 4-14 in processing
the sirloin tip.

Figure 4-13. In the following steps the sirloin tip is
processed with the cover on.

a. Remove the kneecap by cutting parallel with the face
of the sirloin tip.

b. Remove any excess fat.
c. Cut the tip into steaks or roasts.
d. Use any trinimings for stew beef or ground beef.

Figure 4-14. Th :. sirloin tip may also be processed with
the cover removed. To remove the cover, follow the
natural seam around the sirloin tip. The merchandise the tip
as follows:

a. Cut the sirloin tip into roasts of varied weights. Thin.
wide slices of cod fat can be placed around roasts and tied
for a more desirable finished product.

b. Cut the sirloin tip in varied thickness for steaks.



Figure 4-15. Removing eitchbose Iton mod.

Fig= 4-16. Rolled rump roest.

Figure 4-17. Full round. bone-in.

Figure 4-15. Remove the ditch (rump) bone section from
the round.

a. Mark a line on the top round side 1 inch from
aitchbone, using the top point of the aitchbone as a guide.

b. Remove the rump from the round on the handsaw by
cutting through the leg bone at the 1 inch mark.

c. Remove the tailbone and trim.
d. Remove the meat from the exposed cavity of the

aitchbone.
e. At this point, you may leave the rump bone in and

process as bone-in rump roast or boric it.
f. Remove the aitchbone by following the curvature of

the bone.
g. Use trimmings for ground beef.

Rump Roast. The finished rolled roast is shown in figure
4-16. Use the following steps in preparing rump roast:

a. Form the boneless rump into a roll.
b. Tie the roil crosswise with roast cord, approximately

1 inch apart, or use netting.
c. Merchandise the roll whole or cut into varied weights.

Bone-In Round. To process bone-in round steaks, refer
to figures 4-17, 4-18, and 4-19. Figure 4-17 shows the full
bone-in round before processing.
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Figure 4-18. Processing bone-in round steaks.

Figure 4-19. Trimming bone-in mum: steaks.

Figure 4-20

33

Figure 4-18 . To process bcne-in round steaks, proceed as
follows:

a. Slice the round steak 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick, down
through the lymph gland.

b. Next, slice one Swiss steak 3/4 to 1 inch thick.

Figure 4-19. Remove excess fat mid the gland from
round steaks before merchandising.

Heel of Round. The heel (fig. 4-20) is the back portion
of the round that includes a portion of the shank meat. The
heel, is merchandised as pot roast, stew beef. or ground
beef.



Figura 4-22. Boning round from legtxme. 34

Figure 4-21. Separate the round from the hind shank by
cutting below the gambrel cord to the natural seam.

Pmcessing Beef Round into Boneless Cuts. Rcfcr to
figures 4-21 through 4-28. Remove the aitch (rump) bone as
we showed you in figure 4-15.

Figure 4-22. Bone the round from the leg bone.
a. Follow the natural seam to the leg bone.
b. Continue cutting around the leg bone down to the ball

portion of the leg bone. The weight of the round will assist
in the separation of the leg bone and round.

,. Release the round by cutting around the end of the leg
bor.e.
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Figure 4-23. Promising fun %teaks.

Figtue 4-24. Scparains top round from bottom ruund.

Figure 4-25 Top kiroid,) r,;
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Figure 4-23. To process full round boneless cut, ,

proceed as follows:
a. Slice the steaks 1/2 inch thick until you reach the

heavy deposit of fat in the center or the round.
b. Trim this excess fat and any discoloration from steaks

before merchandising.
c. Merchandise the remainder of round as roast, steak.

and stew beef.

Procuising the Individual Muscles of the Round. To
separate the round and process individual cuts, refer to
figures 4-24 through 4-27.

Figure 4-24. To separate the top round orn bottom
round proceed as follows:

a. Separate the top (inside) round from the bottom
(outside) round by following the natural seams.

b. Leave the eye of round atta;:hed to the bottom round.

Figure 4-25. In processing the top round, proceed as
follows:

a. Remove any discoloration and excess fat found on the
outside.

b. Merchandise the round as steak or roast.
c. Cut these steaks 1/2 inch thick.
d. Cut the roasts lengthwise (with the grain of the meat)

to give a uniform crossgrain carving when they are cooked.
e. Use the back portion for stew beef or ground beef.

4
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Figure 4-26. Full bottom ( ouiside) remd with e) attachcd.

Figure 4-27. Processed bonom round.

Figure 4-26 Process the full bottom (eye of round and
bottom round a., one unit) round as follows:

a. Remove the popliteal iymph gland.
b. Remove the silver strip located at the :-.eam whero the

sirloin tip was separated from the bottom round.
c. Cut these steaks 1/2 inch thick.
d. Cut the roasts into various sizes.
e. Use icimmings for stew beef or ground beef.

Figure 4-27 shows the bottom round processed further
into retail cuts.

a. Beef round bottom round rump roast.
b. Peef round eye round roast.
c. Beef round eye round steak.
d. Beef round bottom round roast.
e. Beef round bottom round steak.
f. Beef cube steak (derived from the portion of the sirloin

tip).
g. Stew beef from the horseshoe muscle.
h. Process all remaining trimmings into ground beef.

Figure 4-28 shows the sirloin tip processed lengthwise
for easier carving i;), the customer.

a. Split the sirloin tip lengthwise.
b. Use the portion next to the top round for roast.
c. Slice the remaining portion 1/2 to 3/4 inches thick for

steak.
d. Proc,:ss the balance into beef cube steak or ground

beef 82 percent.

4 6
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Figure 4-29. Cuts received from beef round.

Cuts Received from Beef Round. Figure 4-29 shows
and lists the standard retail cuts received from the round.

a Rump roast, boneless.
b. Round steak.
c. Round swiss steak.
d. Heel of round roast.
e. Round tip steak (cap on).
f Round tip steak (cap oft).
g. Round tip steaks (water thin, /8 inch thick).
h. Bottom round steak, eye removed.
i. Round tip roast (cut lengthwise).
j. Round tip steaks (sliced from tip, processed

iengthwise).

k.Rouud bottom round rump roast.
1. Round bottom round roast.
tn. Round top round roast.
n. Round top round steak.
o. Eye of round roast.
p. Eye of round steak.
q. Bottom round, eye still attached.
r. Beef cube steak.
s. Beef stew.
1. Beef shank cross cuts.



Figure 4-30. Trimmed loin of beef.

Full Loin. The full loin (fir 4-30) consists or two
wi:olesale cuts, the sirloin (a) and thc short loin (b). To
Et:parate the sirloin (a) from the short loin (b). locate the end
of the hipbone (pinbone) and cut parallel with the face of
the sirloin end. To process the sirloin and short loin, rcfer to
fwures 4-31 through 4-35.

Figure 4-31. In processing sirloin from fun loin.
merchandise as follows:

a. Cut these steaks of uniform thickness by keeping the
sirloin pressed against tlie guide.

b. Cut these steL,ks 1/2 to 11/2 inches thick (according to
customer demand).

c. Trim an individual steaks of excess fat and bone.
d. Remove any bone dust before merchandising.



Figure 4-32. Sirloin and pinbone steaks. cimmcd and untrimmed.

Figure 4-33. Trimmed abort loin.

Figure 4-34. Processing mtxtrt
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Figure 4-32 Notice the whole sirloin (top center);
pinbone steak, trimmed and untrimmed (center); and sirloin
steak, trimmed and untrimmed (bottom). You can bone and
merchandise the pinbone sirloin as top loin steak boneless
and tenderloin.

Figure 4-33 . Trim the short loin as follows:
a. Remove the excess chine bone.
b. Trim the backbone to remove any discoloration and

sharp bones.
c. Remove any excess flank meat and remove any tails

that exceed 1 inch before cutting into steaks.

Figure 4-34 . To process the short loin, proceed as
follows:

a. Cut steaks of uniform thickness by keeping the short
loin pressed against the guide.

b. Cut porterhouse and T-bone steaks 1/2 to 11/2 inches
thick and top loin steaks 3/4 inch thick. However, the actual
thickness of the steaks depends upon customer demand.

c. Remove any bone dust.



The upper cut is the trimmed loin of beef, showing location of steaks:
A. Sirloin
B. Porterhouse
C. T-bone
d. Top loin

The lower cuts arc steaks cut from loin of beef:
A. Sirloin, cut from large end of loin.

B. Porterhouse, cut from large end of short loin. A large tenderloin is characteristic of porterhousee steaks.
C. T-bone, cut after porterhouse has been removed down to point where tenderloin becomes thin. A smaller

tenderloin is characteristic of T-bone steaks.
D. Top loin steak, the remaining portion of short loin. Top loin steaks are characterized by very little or no

tenderloin.

Figure 4-35. Trimmed loin and steaks.

Figure 4-35. Trimmed loin and steaks. The upper cut is
the trimmed loin of beef, showing location of steaks.
Shown below are the individual steaks derived from the
loin:

a. Sirloin, cut from large end or loin.
h. Pinbone sirloin, cut from the end of the hipbone.
c. Porterhouse, cut from large end of short loin. A large

tenderloin is characteristic of porterhouse steaks.

40

d. T-bone, cut after porterhouse has been removed dowr
to point where tenderloin becomes thin. A smallei
tenderloin is characteristic of T-bone steaks.

e. Top loin steakthe remaining portion of short loin.
Top loin steaks are characterized by very little or no
tenderloin.

The shell full loin may be processed as bone-in or
boneless cuts.
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Figure 4-38. Shell sirloin processed.

Figure 4-39. Shell top loin.
41

Figure 4-36. Process the shell full loin bone-in from the
full loin.

a. Remove the tenderloin from the full loin.
b. Loosen the tenderloin from the chine bone and

hipbone.
c. Then following the contour of the finger hones and the

hipbone, lift the tenderloin from the full loin.
d, Place the loin against the guide, cut steaks 1/2 to 11/2

inches thick according to customer demand: trim according
to AFCOMS trim policy.

e. Process the sirloin section. Label the steaks as beef
loin shell sirloin steaks.

f. Process the loin section by first removinc; the chine
bone by using the spinal cord cavity as a guide.

g. Remove all excess flank meat that exceeds 1 inch
from the eye of the loin.

h. Merchandise these steaks as beef loin top loin steaks.

Figure 4-37. Shows the tenderloin:
a. Full tenderloin (may be trimmed and sold whole;.
b. Tenderloin roast taken from the larger section of the

tenderloin.
c. Tenderloin steak.
d. Tenderloin steaks (butterflied).
e. Tenderloin tips taken from the stnafl end of the

tenderloin.

Figure 4-38. Shell sirloin is shown separated from the
full shell loin.

a. Separate at the end of the hipbone.
b. Remove the hipbone froni the shell sirloin.
c. Merchandise as top sirloin steak, boneless.
d. Sell whole as roast or split lengthwise for smaller

roasts for easier carving. Label as top sirloin roast,
boneless.

Figure 4-39. Shell top loin section after shell sirloin is
removed.

a. Remove any excess flank meat that exceeds 1 inch
from the top loin eye muscle.

b. Bone the shell top loin area. Be careful not to cut into
the meat.

c. Process as beef top loin roast, boneless, whole, or cut
to desired thickness.

d. Process into beef top loin boneless steaks, cut 1/2 to
11/4 inches thick.



Figure 4-40. Cuts received from the beef loin.

Cuts received from the beef loin. Figure 4-40 shows and
lists the standard retail cuts received from the beef loin:

a. Beef loin top sirloin roast, boneless.
b. Beef loin top sirloin steak, boneless.
c. Beef loin sirloin steak.
d. Beef loin sirloin pinbone steak.
e. Beef loin top loin roast, boneless.
f. Beef loin top loin steak, boneless.
g. Beef flank steak.
h. Beef loin porterhouse steak.
i. Beef loin T-bone steak.
j. Beef top T-bone steak.
k. Beef kidney.
1. Beef loin tenderloin roast.
m. Beef loin tenderloin steak.
n. Beef loin tenderloin tips.

Exercises (022):

1. Which type of steak has the grain running lengthwise?
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2. Name the steak which can be merchandised with the
outside covering intact or removed.

3. The retail cut that has a gland in the center is

4. The cut of beef that has shank meat attached is the

5. How do you merchandise heel of round?

6. The silver strip separates the
from the

5



7. List the various retail cuts obtained from the bottom
rou

8. To separate the sirloin from the full loin, cut parallel
with the face of the sirloin end of the

9. What is the first step in processing the sh,fli !oin?

10. Name the retail cuts processed from the short loin.

11. A large tenderloin is characteristic of a
steak.

12. The last steak proc.tssed from the short loin is

13. The following are steps in separating top round from
bottom round and processing both. Sequence these
steps correctly.

a. Cut the steaks 1/2 inch thick.
b. Follow the natural seams in separating the top

round from the bottom round.
c. Use the back portion for stew beef or ground beef.
d. Remove any discoloration and excess fat from the

outside.

43

e. 1,eave the eye of round attached to th c. bottom
r011 rid

f. Cut the roasts lengthwise (with the grain of the
meat) to give a uniform crossgmin carving when
they are cooked.

g. Merchandise the round as steak or rOast.

023. Specify preliminary breaking procedures of the
forequarter and methods of final rib processing, and
identify types of rethil cuts which can be processed from
the forequarter.

Preliminary Forequarter Breaking. Rofer to figures
4-41, 4-42, and 4-43 for preliminary breakin pi oceditres.

Figure 4-41 . While the forequarter is hanging .)n tilt :. rail,
proceed as follows:

a. Remove the spinal cord.
b. Trim off any dark exposed surface, especially in the

neck area. Do not use this for ground beef.
c. Remove any meat in the cavity of thc

trim, and use it for ground beef.
d. Remove the skirt meat from the inside of the

forequarter on the plate section by cutting a thin strip from
the thin edge to untie the membrane; pulling the membrane
from the inside and the outside of the skirt: and cutting
under the skirt, staying close to the rib bones tind over the
rib cartilages.

1 S.
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Figure 4-42. Mei\.:handising th kul meat.

Ficrure 4-41. Senarating wing section trom crosscut chuck.
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Figure 4-44. Marking the rib.
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Figure 4-42. To prepare for merchandising, remove any
excess fat from the meat. The skirt may be merchandised in
any one of the following ways:

a. As skirt steak (filet of steak, center of fig. 4-42). To
prepare the skirt steak, cut a strip of cod fat approximately
1/2 inch square; place the strip of fat crosswise on the skirt
meat and roll it lengthwise, so that the fat will be in the
center; insert toothpicks to hold the roll together and slice
between the toothpicks to make individual cuts.

b. As ground beef (top right in fig. 4-42).
c. Beef stew (bottom right in fig. 4-42).

Wa
Figure 4-43. Count fetw. ribs from the neck and pierce

between thei and gf-t. ribs; then proceed as follows:
a. Cut beUFM1 the &MR and fifth ribs, parallel with the

rib bones.
b. Saw through the breastbone and the backbone to

separate the wing section from the crosscut section,

Processing the Rib (Wing Section). Figures 4-44
through 4-54 show processing of the wing section.

Figure 4-44. Measure 2 inches from the rib eye on the
small end and make a landmark to be used in separating the
plate from the rib.

r--
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Figure 4-45. Separating plate from rib.

Figure 4-45. To remove the plate (navel). saw from the
mark, keeping the line of cut parallel with the back of the
rib.

Figure 4-46. Processing short ribs and short plate.

Figure 4-46. To prepare shortribs (left in :1;_!. 4-4(i). cut
across the rihs in approximately 2-inch lengths, then cut
between each rib and remove any excess fat.

To prepar- the short plate (right in fig. 1-46),
between each rib bone and through the rib cal'..Qc:-,
remove the exces, fat, and merchandise it as ;;
bone in, or bone i! and grind the meat.

Figure 4-47. Merchandising cuts from plate.

Figure 4-47. Merchandise the plate in any of the
following ways:

a. With the plate boned. excess fat removed and used for
ground beef.

b. As stew beef (bottom left in fig. 4-47),
c. As skirt steak processed from die skirt meat. 'Fire skirt

meat is located on the inside of the short nlak- (second from
the left in fig. 4-47).

d. As soup meat (with boric :n. 'he short

45

plate) with the top layer of meat and excess fat remaining
on the cut (third from left in fig. 4-47).

e. As short plate with the top layer of lean meat and
excess fat removed (bottom center of fig. 4-47).

f. As short ribs processed from 5 through 8, cut full
length for barbecuing. The remaining ribs usually have too
much fat.

g. As short ribs processed from ribs 5 through 8 for
stewing or braisi

5 4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Figure 4-48. Trimming rib.

Figure 4-49. Trimmed rib.

0

Figure 4-50. Processing rib.

Figure 4-48. Remove the chine bone and trim
featherbones, proceeding as follows:

a. Hold the rib at an angle to cut at the base of the chine
bone (where the chine bone contacts the spinal cord
channel).

b. Close the guide on the saw to remove any sharp bones
and discoloration frcm featherbones.

c. Do not allow the saw blade to penetrate into the meat.

Figure 4-49. Then process the trimmed rib into steaks or
roasts.

Figure 4-50. Use the following steps in processing the rib
section into steaks and roasts:

a. Cut ribs 11 and 12 into top loin steak.
b. Cut the next two ribs, 9 and 10, into steak or roast.
c. Use ribs 7 and 8 for rib steaks.
d. Bone the remaining two ribs, 5 and 6, for rib eye

steaks, and merchandise rib boner as back ribs.



Rpm 4-51. Retail cuts trimmed.

Figure 4-52. Merchandising rib mast.

Figure 4-53. Boning rib.
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Figure 4-51. Shows rib section consisting of ribs 5
through 12. Trim retail cuts according to AFCOMS trim
policy, no less than 1/4 inch, no more than 1/2-inch
covering of fat.

a. Top loin steak.
b. Rib roast.
c. Rib steak.
d. Rib eye steak.
e. Back ribs.

Figure 4-52. Use the following steps in preparing no
roast:

a. Remove the backbone, the featherbones, and the
backstrap (left, fig. 4-52).

b. Place a thin (1/4 inch) layer of fat where bones have
been removed (center, fig. 4-52).

c. Tie the fat into place (right, fig. 4-52). This fat will
prevent excess shrinkage in cooking and facilitate carving.

Figure4-53. To bone standing ribs, proceed as follows:
a. Cut the meat from the rib bones down to the

featherbones.
b. Release the meat from the featherbones.
c. Lift the boneless rib from the cradle of bones.
d. Remove the backstrap from the natural seam.



Figure 4-54. Merchandising boneless rib.

Figure 4-54. Th- boneless rib may he processed into any
of the following retail cut:::

a. As boneless rib roast (top left, ti. 4-54). Roasts may
be merchandised as flat or rolled.

b. As boneless rib steak (bottom. fig. 4-54).
e. As rib eye roast ((op right, fig. 4-54) or rib eye steak

(bottom right, 4-54). To process the boneless rib into rib
eye, remove the Outer covering by following the natural
scams. Merchandise the lean trimmings from the cover as
stew beef or ground heel.

Exercises (023):

Identify each true statement and correct those that are false.

. The membrane is removed from the plate section
before processing.

Figure 4-55. Removing foreshank and brisket from crosscut chuck.
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2. The wing section And ere,seut section is separated
between the fifth and sixth ribs.

3. Separate the plate and rib 5 inches from the chine bort:
on the small end in a line parallel with the back of the
rib

4. The rib section yields rib steak, rib eye steaks, and
short ribs.

5. The backstrap is removed from boneless rib cuis.

6. From the following list ways to merchandise the short
plate, select those which are acceptable.

a As soup meat with the top layer of meat and excess
fat remaining on the cut.

b As short ribs cut full length for barbecu
c As skirt steak processed from thc skirt meat located

on the outside of the short plate.
d As stew beef.
e With the plate boned and used for ground beef,

with excess fat removed or not, depending on the
grade of ground beef intended.

f As soup meat with the top layer of meat and excess
fat trimmed from the cut.

g As short ribs cut for stewing or braising.
h As short plate with the top layer of lean meat and

excess fat removed.

7. Name the retail cuts which can be processed from the
rib section (ribs 5 through 12).

8. List the steps in preparing rib roast.

9. What are the retail cuts which can be processed from
boneless rib?

5



Figure 4-56. Processing forcshank and brisket.

41.

Figure 4-57. Merchandising brisket.
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024. Specify various steps in processing the brisket and
chuck section of the forequarter; resequence correctly
the steps in processing the arm section into roasts and
steaks.

Processing the Foreshank and Brisket. Figures 4-55,
4-c6, and 4-57 show brisket processing and merchandising.

Figure 4-55. Remove the foreshank and brisket from the
crosscut chuck; then proceed as follows:

a. Locate the knuckle and cut 1/2 inch above the knuckle
on the shoulder side. By cutting 1/2 inch above the knuckle,
you will avoid a large bone in the first arm roast.

b. Keep the line of cut parallel to the back of the chuck.
c. Saw through the arm and rib bones.

Figure 4-56. Separate the foreshank from the brisk,:t by
following the natural seam, located underneath the clbow
bone (note dotted line in fig. 4-56). Merchandise
foreshank as boneless stew beef, ground beef, or souphi.,ncs
with meat.

Figure 4-57. Merchandise the brisket in ny of the
following ways:

a. Bone-in brisket (left, fig. 4-57) may be used as bone-
in soup meat.

b. Bontless flat brisket (center) may be used for roasts of
various sizes, stew beef, or ground beef.

c. As rolled brisket, boneless, with the deckle removed
(right, fig. 4-57). To prepare large briskets for rolling, cut
the brisket lengthwise, reverse one piece, and then tie the
two pieces together with the fat sides cut. You can roll two
small briskets and tie them togetner for a roast.

Processing the Chuck Section. For processing of these
cuts, refer to figures 4-58 through 4-62.
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1:tgure A-58. Separating chuck snd shoulder.

Figure 4-59. Processing arm roasts and steaks.

4-00. Cuts processd from shoulder.
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Pigure 4-5S. Separate the enuck from the ;:houlder. You
ca, do this when either lb,: chuck (le i in fig. 4-58) or the
shoolder (right in the same figure) is needed for processing
at , later date. Keep this procedure to a minimum, due to
the amount of shrinkage and discoloration of the L:xposed
areas.

a. Locate the blade cartilage in the face of the chuck and
mark approxim.Aely 1 inch on the arm side.

b. Locate thk' ball portion of the ball-and-socket joint of
the arm on the neck end and mark 1 /2 inch from the ball on
the chuck side.

c. Connect the two marks and cut parallel with the back
of chuck to complete the separation.

Figure 4-59. Shows tne shoulder section being processed.
Start the cutting from the shoulder (arm) section.

a. Cut from the round arrnbone side back to 1 inch from
the blade cartilage.

b. Determine the thickness of roasts and steaks

accrding to patron demand.
c. Remove any bone dust.
d. Process soupbones with meat from the large ball

bone.
e. Bono the remaining portion of ;he arm and use it for

roasts, steaks, stew beef, or ground beef.

Figure 4-60. Notice the retail cuts processed from the
shoulder section. They are as follows:

a. Beef chuck arm pot roast. This cut is the last cut
processed from the shoulder side. The roast consists of a
portion of the bladebone, and the flanken style rits are left
attached.

b. Beef soupbone with meat.
c. Bc..f chuck shoulder pot roast, boneless.
d. Beef chuck arm pot roast.
e. Beef chuck flanken-style rib.

Process all roasts as steaks according to patron demand.

Figure 4-61. Cut the chuck into roasts and steaks as
follows:

a. Trim any excess chine bone.
b. Trim the backbone lightly to brighten its appearance.

Begin cutting from the face of the chuck
perpendicular to the back of the chuck.

d. Cut chuck roasts and steaks until you reach the heavy
deposit of fat in the neck area.

e. Remove any bone dust.
f. Use the neck for roast, stew beef, or ground beef.

Figure 4-62. The retail cuts processed from the chuck
section are as follows:

a. Beef chuck blade roast, cut from the fourth rib, is
identified by the presence of the blade cartilage.

b. Beef chuck 7-bone pot roast, cut from the first,
second, and third ribs is identified by the portion of the
bladebone resembling the number 7.

c. Beef chuck neck pot roast is derived from 6th and 7th
neck vertebrae, excluding the atlas bone.

Use the remaining lean meat for beef stew or ground beef.

5



Figure 4-61. Processing chuck. Figure 4-62. Cuts processed from chuck.

Figure 4 -63. Cuts processed from the forequarter.

Figure 4-63. The retail cuts processed from the
forequarter are as follows:

a. Beef chuck arm pot roast.
b. Beef chuck shoulder pot roast, boneless.
c. Beef chuck arm pot roast.
d. Beef chuck flanken style rib.
e. Beef chuck blade roast.
f. Becf chuck 7-bone pot roast.
g. Beef chuck neck pot roast.
h. Beef chuck neckbones.
i. Beef top loin.
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I. Beef rib roast, small end.
k. Beef rib large end steak.
1. Beef rib eye steak.
tn. Bccf rib back ribs.
n. Beef plate skirt steak rolls.
o. Beef plate short ribs.
p. Beef plate short ribs for barbecuing.
q. Beef shank cross cuts.
r. Beef brisket whole, boneless.

All processed cuts shown can be cut either as roast or
steaks.



Figure 4-64. Processing boneless beef chuck.

Figure 4-65. Cuts from boneless shoulder.
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Figure 4-64. Process the boneless chuck section from the
forequarter as follows:

a. Separate the beef chuck area from the beef forequarter
by Cutting between the 4th and 5th ribs.

b. Saw through the backbone leaving the chuck attached
by the breastbone.

c. Locate the shoulder muscle and follow the natural
seam down to the bladebone.

d. Remove the shoulder, following the contour of the
mock tender.

e. Make the separation cut where the chuck and the
shoulder come together.

Figure 4-65. Retail cuts derived from the shoulder
section of the forequarter are as follows:

a. Beef cube steak.
b. Beef chuck mock tender.
c. Beef chuck shoulder pot roast, boneless.
d. Beef chuck shoulder steak (swiss), boneless.
e. Beef chuck top blade roast, boneless.
f. Beef chuck top blade steak, boneless.
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Figure 4-fifi. Processed cuts from boneless chuck.

Figure 4-66. Notice the retail cuts processed from the
chuck section of the forequarter:

a. Beef brisket whole. boneless.
b. Beef chuck neck pot roast. boneless.
c. Beef stew.
d. Beef chuck short ribs.
e. Beef neckbones.
.f. Beef chuck tye roast boneless.
g. Beef chuck eye steak, boneless.

Exercises (024):

I . To avoid a large bone in the first arm roast. separate
the foreshank and brisket from the crosscut chuck

inch above the knuckle on the shoulder
side.

2. Separate the from I inch
from the blade cartilage.

3. The first cut processed from the chuck section is
roast.
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4. The following are steps in correct processing of the
arm section into roasts and steaks. Resequence their
order from the incorrect one given, deleting any steps
not needed:

a. Determine the thickness of roasts or steaks
according to patron demand.

b. Bone the remaining portion of arin , and use it for
roasts, stew beef, and ground beef.

c. Make ground beef. roasts, steaks, and stew beef
out of the remaining portion of arm, after boning
it.

d. Cut fmm the round armbone side back to di: iarge
ball bone: then slice carefully through its center.

e. Remove v bone dust.

6 2
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Figure 4-67. Major subprimat cuts of beef

Figure 4-68. Full loin.

--sltaft6.47,

Figure 4-69. Round.

5. List the proper cuts for processing the foreshank,
brisket, and chuck portions of the forequarter.

6. In separating thc chuck from thc shoulder, state where
you should make thc cut.

7. Name thc retail cuts processed from the shoulder
section.

025. Identify cutting and packing technqiues concerning
fabricated, subprimal cuts of beef.

Fabricated Cuts of Beef. The major subprimal cuts of
beef are shown in figure 4-67. Market-ready cuts may vary
depending on the packer's production methods. For
example, some packers divide the full loin (a) into three
cutssirloin butt, Aort loin, and butt tenderloin. For a
detailed description of each cut, follow figures 4-68 through
4-73.

Figure 4-68. The full loin contains the 13th rib where the
side was separated between the 12th and 13th ribs. The
flank is cut 3 inches 'above the eye muscle on the rib end,
and the tenderloin is trimmed within 1/2 inch of fat. The
sirloin cnd is separated from the rump parallel with the rib
end to give the correct loin angle for retail cutting of bone-
in sirloin steaks. Fat is trimmed within 1/2 inch. The loins
are packed one in a box.

Figure 4-69. The hind shank is removed at the stifle
joint. The aitch (rump) bone, sacral vertebrae, and tail
joints are removed. The round leg bone remains intact.
Exterior fat is trimmcd to within 1/2 inch. One round is
packed in a box with one sirloin tip.
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Figure 4-70. Rib.
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Figure 4-71. Sirloin tip.

We.

Figure 4-72. Ann chuck.

Figure 4-70. The rib is separated from the chuck between
the fifth and sixth ribs. The rib is separated from the plate 3
inches above the eye of the loin end and 4 inches above the
eye of the chuck end. The chine bone is removed along a
straight line where the vertebra joins the featherhones. The
bladebone remains in. Exterior fat is trimmed to within 1/2
inch. Ribs are packed two in a box.

Figure 4-71 . The sirloin tip is the portion of the primal
round that is underneath the round bone. The kneecap and
connective tissues are removed. All exterior fat is trimmed
within 1/2 inch. The sirloin tip is packed in a box with the
round.

Figure 4-72 . Armbone chuck (shoulder) is the portion of
the square chuck that remains after splitting in half.
Exterior fat is removed to within I /2 inch. The shoulder is
packed one in a box with the blade chuck.
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Figure 4-73. Blade chuck.

Figure 4-73. The blade chuck is half of the five rib
square chuck. The tip of the neck is removed at the atlas
joint. The entire throat area is trimmed completely free of
blood clots, glands, and surface fat. Exterior fat is trimmed
to within 1/2 inch. The blade chuck is packed one in a box
with the shoulder.

Exercises (025):

Identify exercises 1 through 4 pertaining to market-ready
subprimal cuts as being either true or false. Correct any
false statements.

1. Onc inch of exterior fat is left on all subprimal cuts.

2. The round is packed minus the aitchbone, sacral
vertebrae, and tail joints.

3. The rib is separated from the chuck between the fourth
and fifth ribs.

4. The sirloin tip and round are packed in separate boxes.

5. Complete the following statements about fabricated
cuts of bcef:

a. Some packers divide the full loin into three cuts:
sirloin butt, , and
butt tenderloin.

b. The portion of the square chuck remaining after
splitting in half is the
(shoulder).

c. The is one-half of the
five rib square chuck.

d. The blade chuck is packed one in a box with the

4-4. Cutting Differences between Veal and Mature
Beef

Veal differs from mature beef in structure and cutting
procedures. These are covered in thk section to the degree
you need to know them for your job.

026. Classify various types of meat according to related
characteristics.

Listed below are the five major cutting differences
between veal and mature beef:

a. The first difference is that veal is received in whole
sides. Mature beef has been separated into forequarter and
hindquarter before receiving.

b. A beef hindquarter contains the last (13th) rib, but we
separate a veal side behind the last rib. All ribs remain on
the forequarter.

c. NoCce the greater size in mature beef (areas 3,4, and
5, fig. 4-3) than in veal (areas 3 and 4, fig. 4-74). These
areas of veal are processed into blade and armbone chops
and roast. The corresponding areas of beef yield blade and
arm roasts and steaks. In veal these areas are called
shoulder, but in mature beef they are called chuck. Rib
chops are cut from veal rib; whereas mature beef yields rib
steaks and roasts.

d. In the veal leg, area 12, figure 4-74, notice that you
cut completely through the round bone just below the lower
end and process cutlets and roasts. In beef, two major cuts
are made from this part (fig. 4-2, area 3, the round; and area
4, the sirloin tip). In veal, only one major cut is made.

e. One final difference: Area 13 (veal hindshank, fig. 4-
74) is one major cut, while the sanie beef area is two cuts
(area 1, shank and 2, heel of round, fig. 4-3).

Exercises (026):

1. Match each of the types of meat in column B with its
related characteristics in column A. Each item in
column B mr..y be used more than once.

Column A

Characteristics

( I ) Received as a whole side.
- (2) Rib chops.

(3) Blade roasts.
_ (4) Forequarter received

separated.
(5) Rib roasts.

_ (6) Round arca constitutes
single major cut.

_ (7) Sirloin tip removed
separately.

_ (8) All ribs on forequarter.
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Column B

Types of Meat

a. Beef.
b. Veal.



1. Shank
a. Ground veal
b. Stew
c. Chop suey

2. Neck
a. Ground veal
b. Chop suey

3. Shoulder, blade bone chops

4. Shouider, arm bone t:hops

5. Brisket
a. Pocket veal roast
b. Stew
c. Chop suey
d. Ground veal

6. Rib-rib chops

7 Breast
a. Pocket veal roast
b. Rib lets
c. Stew
d. Braising
e. Ground veal

8. Loin-loin chops

9. Flank, ground veal

10. Sir lo;n-chops or roast

11. Rump, boned and rolled

12. Leg
a. Cutlets
b. Roast
c. Cutlets

13. Shank
a. Stew
b. Chop suey
c. Ground veal

figure 4-74. Skeletal chan of side of veal with cutting iines.
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Figure 4-75. Sidc of veal.

4-5. Veal Processing
We will consider a number of veal processing steps. The

next objective covers separating the hindquarter and
forequarter and processing the forequarter.

027. Specify appropriate cutting procedures to
accomplish steps in veal forequarter processing.

Separating Hindquarter From Forequarter. To
separate the hindquarter and forequarter, forequarter, first
place the veal side on the preparation table, meat side
down, as shown in figure 4-75. Then trim any discolored
surfaces, remove the kidney knob and spinal cord, and hang
it tender. Cut through the meat behind the 13th rib, leaving
all ribs on the forequarter; then saw through the backbone,
as shown in figure 4-76.

-

s -

Figure 4-76. Separating hindquarter from forequarter.

,o

Figure 4-77. Marking off rib from shoulder.
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Processing Forequarter. For the forequarter processing
steps we discuss next, refer to figures 4-77 through 4-89.

Marking off rib.from shoulder. Th; s is shown in figure 4-
77. First, count from the neck end and mark between the
sixth and seventh ribs. Be sure that the mark penetrates
through the meat to the opposite side.



Figure 4-78. Separating rib and naval fp. in

Separating rib and navel from Nhoulder (Ind brcast. This
is shown in figure 4-78. Now turn the forequarter over atlil
using the mark as a guide, separate it hy cutting between the
sixth and the seventh ribs.

Figure 4-79. Removing foreshank and breast shokl!der,

Removing the foreshank and breast ,t .,houlder. This
is shown in figure 4-79. Locate he7 .c joint where the
armbone joins the foreshank and ark 1/2 on the
shoulder side. Be sure to mark off parallel to the back anLi
then separate it. Figure 4-80 shows you difkrent ways to
merchandise the foreshank and brisket. Thcse arc i;s
follows:

Figure 4-80, Merchandising foreshank and breast.

a. As shank, whole (upper left-hand corner, fig. 4-80).
b. As shank, cut for stew (left side, second from top, fig.

4-80).
c. As veal stew, boneless (lower left-hand corner. fig.

4-80).
d. Using the large knuckle portion of thc Shank for a

soupbone.
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e. As ground veal for meat loaf.
.1. As ground veal.
g. As patties.
h. As breast, whole for stuffing (cut a pocket in the

breast before merehabdising).
i. As breast for stewing (cut into small pieces

approximately 1 inch wide).



Figure 4-31. Removing three-rib corner from shoulder.

Figure 4-Li2. cutting annbone steaks and roasts.

Figure 4-83. Cutting blade steaks and roasts.

Removing three-rib corner. This is shown in fig. 4-81
and involves the following:

a. Locate the bladebone cartilage and mark
approximately 1/2 inch on the shoulder side.

b. Cut parallel to the back through the first three rib
bones.

c. Cut parallel to and between the third and fourth ribs to
the first line of the cut to Minovc. Thc steaks processed
from the remaining shoulder will have better eye appeal
with the three-rib corner removed.

d. Process the three-rib corner into riblets for stewing or
braising, or bone the meat for grinding.
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Cutting armbone steaks. This is shown in figure 4-82 and
involves the following:

a. Cut steaks from the armbone side down to, but not
including, the large knucklebone.

b. Trim any excess fat and bone and remove any bone
dust.

c. Cut the knuckle portion into steaks or roasts. Be sure
to trim the knucklebone and any excess fat before
merchandising.

d. You can also merchandise the arm portion of the
shoulder as roasts.

Cutting blade steaks and roasts. This is shown in figure
4-83 and involves the following:

a. Remove any excess chine bone from the remaining
portion of the shoulder.

b. Cut steaks or roasts perpendicular to the back up to the
deposit of fat and gland in the neck.

c. Trim any excess fat and remove any bone dust from
the steaks or roasts.

d. The shoulder also can be boned and processed into
boneless roast.

6



Figure 4-84. Separating tress: trom ribs.

.

Figure 4-85. Cutting breast into three pieces of uniform size.

Figure 4-86. Slicing into'uniform strips for stewing r braising.
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Separating breast from ribs and processing breast. This
process involves the following:

a. Mark 4 inches from the chine bone on the small end,
cut parallel to the back, and separate the breast from the
ribs, as shown in figure 4-84.

b. Cut the breast into three pieces of uniform size, as
shown in figure 4-85.

c. Slice the three pieces into uniform strips for stewing
or braising, as shown in figure 4-86.



A. Breast whole for stuffing (cut pocket in
breast before merchandising)
B. Ground veal for =afloat
C. Ground veal
D. Patties
E. Stew, boneless
F. Stew, bone-in (cut approximately 1 inch thick)

Figure 4-87. Merchandising breast.

ditik

Figure 4-88. Removing chine bone trom ribs.

d. Refer to figure 4-87 for procedures in merchandising
the breast.

Processing rib chops. Remove the chine bone from ribs,
as shown in figure 4-88. See figure 4-89 for processed rib
chops with excess fat and bone dust removed.

Exercises (027):

1. Match each processing step in column B with its
related cutting procedure in column A. Each item in
column B may be used only once.

Column A

Tasks

(1) Cut behind 13th rib.
(2) Cut between sixth and

seventh ribs.
(3) Separate where the arm-

bone joins foreshank.
_ (4) Cut down to large knuck-

lebone.
_ (5) Mark 4 inches from chine

bone.
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a.

b.

C.

d.

e,

Column B

Processing Steps

Separating rib and navel
from shoulder and breast.
Cutting armbone steaks and
roasts.
Removing foreshank and
breast from shoulder.
Separating hindquarter from
forequarter.
Separating breast from ribs.
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Figure 4-90. Marking tot reuloving ti

Figure 4-91. Removing flank.

Figure 4-92. Separating !limp and loin from leg.

028. Specify appropriate cutting procedures to
accomplish steps in veal hindquarter processing.

Hindquarter Processing. As you process the deal
hindquarter, follow figures 4-90 through 4-97.

Removing flank. Figures 4-90 and 4-91 show you how to
do this:

a. Lay the hindquarter on the preparation table, with the
skin side down.

b. Mark 4 inches from the chine bone on the loin end.
c. Cut through the cod fat to the natural seam.
d. Follow the contour of the round (knuckle side) to the

!ower flank.
e. Cut in a straight line to the 4-inch mark to remove.
f. Remove any membrane from the inside of the flank

and merchandise this as stew or ground.
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Separating rump and loin from leg. This is shown in
figure 4-92. To do this, mark 1 inch from the aitch (rump)
bone, cut parallel to the aitchbone, and separate them.

7,s



hgure 4-93. Processing veal euitei...

Processing vc:1 cutlets. This is shown in figure 4-93. To
process veal cutlets, proceed as follows:

a. Slice cutlets of desired thickness until the heavy
deposit of fat in the center of the leg is reached.

h. Trim any Cess fat and dark or dry areas and remove
all bone dust.

Figure 4-94. Processing back pottion of leg.

Processing hack portion of leg. This is shown in figure
4-94. To process the back portion of leg (center top of fig.
4-94) proceed as follows:

a. Remove the shankbone (top right, fig. 4-94 ) at the
stifle joint.

h. Saw off the large portion of the 1z bone at the stifle
joint.

C. Fold the heel meat into the area where hc portion of
the leg bone was removed.
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d. Tie this up with roast cord.
e. Merchandise this as a semiboneless roast.
At the top left of figure 4-94 you can see the leg roast,

semiboneless, and tied. In the bottom left of this figure, you
can see ground veal and veal patties (bottom, second from
left, fig. 4-94). The back portion of the leg rnav also be
processed and merchandised as cubed steaks (bottom,
second from right, fig. -1-94) or boneless veal stew (bottom
right, fig. 4-94).

4
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Figure 4-95. Separating loin, sirtoin, and rump.

Separating loinsirloin. and rump. This is shown in
figure 4-95. Separate as follows:

a. Remove the loin from the sirloin at the hipbone.
h. Separate the sirloin by cutting 1 inch from the ball end

of the aitchbone and parallel with the loin end.
c. Merchandise the rump as bone-in or boneless roast.

figure 4-96. Processing loin chops.

Processing loin. This is shown in figure 4-96. To do this.
remove the chine bone, process the loin into chops or
roasts, trim any excess fat, and remove all bone dust.
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Figure 4-97. Processing sirloin chops.

Processing sirloin. This is shown in figure 4-97. Cut
chops or roasts into desired thickness, and remove any
excess bones from the chops (bottom left, fig. 4-96). Trim
any excess fat and remove all bone dust.



A. Leg of veal 1. Loin of veal Q. Armbone chop
B. Veal cutlets (round steak) Loin chop R. Blade and neck portion of shoulder
C. Veal kidney K. Breast (navel) for stuffing S. Blade toast
D. Stew, boneless L. Breast (navel) for stew T. Blade chop
E. Leg roast, semiboncless Rib of veal U. Shank, whole
F. Rump roast N. Rib chop V. Breast (brisket) for stuffing
G. Sirloin roast 0. Arrnbone roast W. Veal patties
H. Sirloin chop P. Veal cubed steak X. Breast (brisket) for stew

Figure 4-98. Cuts processed from a side of veal.

Cuts Processed From Veal Carcass. Notice the cuts
processed from a veal carcass shown in figure 4-98.

Exercises (028):

1. Match each veal hindquarter processing step in column
B with its related cutting procedure in column A. Each
item in column B may be used only once.

Column A

Tasks

_ (1) Mark 4 from chine bone
on loin end.

_ (1) Cut parallel to aitchbonc.
_ (3) Cut I inch from ball end of

aitchbone.
Remove excess bones
from chops or roaLis.

_ (4)
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t'olumn

Processing Steps

a. Separating loin, sirloin, and
rump.

h. Processing sirloin chops
c. Removing flank.
d. Separating rump and loin

from leg.
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4-6. Cutting Differences Between Lamb and Beef 029. Identify cutting differences in processing lamb.

As in beef and veal, there are particular cutting
procedures that apply only to lamb. We will take these up
here.
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A lamb skeleton. shown in figure 4-99, is obviously very
similar to a beef skeleton, but of course, it is much smaller.
Another difference between the two is that, whereas a lamb
hindshank contains break joints, beef does not.



Figure 4-100. Hindsaddle and foresaddle.

Figure 4-101. Separating hindsaddle trom :oresaddle

Figure 4-102. Separalitig ribs from shoulder.
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The terms "hindsaddle" and "foresaddle arc used to
describe the two basic divisions of lamb carcasses, shown
in figure 4-100. However, lamb carcasses are not split
lengthwise into sides. Also, when you make saddles of
lamb, you leave the two forequarters or hindquarters joined
at the backbone. Finally, where lamb loin yields chops,
beef loin yields steaks.

Exercises (029):

Identify each true statement about Iamb and beef cutting
differences and correct those that are false.

I. the terms "hindsaddle and "foresaddle" are used
to describe the two basic divisions of lamb
carcasses.

2 1 amb carcasses are split into sides.
3 1 amb loin yields lamb chops.

4-7. Lamb Processing

In discussing the processing of lamb, we will proceed in
the following order:

Separating the foresaddle from the hindsaddle.
Processing forcsaddle.
Processing hindsaddle.

030. Identify correct Iamb processing procedures.

Separating Foresaddle From Hindsaddle. This is

shown in figure 4-101. To perform this separation, first
remove kidneys and trim any dark surfaces from the neck
area. Then cut behind the 13th rib, leaving all of the ribs on
the foresaddle.

Processing Foresaddle. As you study the processing of
lamb foresaddle, refer to figures 4-102 through 4-112.

Figure 4-102 . Begin by separating the ribs from the
shoulder between the sixth and the seventh ribs (counting
from the neck end).



Figure 4-103. Processing rib section.

Figure 4-104. Removing breast from ribs.
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Figure 4-103. First, saw through the backbone of the rib
(rack) section, leaving an equal amount of backbone on
each side.

Figure 4-104. Here, measure 4 inches from the chine
bone and cut parallel to the back of the rib to remove the
breast.

7J



Figure 4-105. Removing chine bone.

Figure 4-106. Merchandising the rib section.
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Figure 4-105 . Next, remove the chine bone from the rib.

Figure 4-106 . Merchandise the rib (top of figure) in irsy
of these ways:

a. As French lamb chops (second from top, fig. 4-106).
To prepare, cut chops in between each rib and remove the
meat and membrane approximately 1 inch from the end of
the rib bone.

b. As rib chops (second from bottom and bottom, fig. 4-
106) For this, cut chops into the desired thickness and
remove excess fat and Done dust. Remove the lamb fell fo1
better eye appeal. You can also process double rib chops
from the rib section.

Su



Figun: 4-107. Removing neck.

Figure 4-108. Splitting shoulders.

Figure 4-109. Removing shank and breast from shoulder.

Figure 4-107. Remove the neck, slice it into uniform
cuts, and merchandise it as stew or boneless ground lamb.

Figure 4-108. Split shoulders through the center of
backbone, leaving an equal amount of backbone on each
shoulder.

Figure 4-109. Remove the shank and brisket from the
shoulder; then proceed as follows:

a. Locate the joint where the armbone joins the fore
shankbone.

b. Measure 1/2 inch from the joint on the shoulder side
and mark.

c. Cut parallel to the back to remove these cuts.

Mock duck is prepared from the top portion of a lamb
shoulder. To obtain this, separate the shoulder by removing
the top from the fib-and-neck portion. Next, remove meat
from around the joint end of the shank, just above the
breakjoint, to make the bill and mouth. Remove any
surplus fat. Now mold the meat into the desired shape and
secure it with small wooden skewers. Sew it up with roast
cord, then remove the skewers. Carve the wings on the
side. Use half cranberries for eyes and a strip of beef for the
tongue. Beef cartilage may be shaped into a fan and used
for the tail.
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Figure 4-110. Removing two-rib comer from shoulder.

Figure 4-I10. To remove the two-fib corner from the
shoulder, proceed in this way:

a. Locate the blade bone cartilage, measure 1/2 inch on
the shoulder side, and mark.

b. Cut from this mark through the first two ribs, parallel
with the back.

c. Cut parallel to zind between the rib bones to remove.
d. Process the two-rib corner into stew.

AL

Nowa 6-tt/ . Processing and vnewcimdiniing imisb woraiser.

Figure4-I! I. Process the lamb shoulder into these cuts:
a. As shoulder roast, bone-in (tOp kit. fig 4-111). Cut

two or three chops from each side of the shoulder and
merchandise the remainder of the shoulder for roast.

b. As blade chops (left and second from left, bottom,
fig. 4-111), Trim any fat and remove all hone dust from the
chops. Blade chops are identified by the Hadebone and the
color and texture of the meat.

c. As armbone chops (sigh; and tr:nl right,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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bottom, fig. 4-111). Trim any excess fat and remove all
bone dust from the chops. Armbone chops are identified hy
the round armbone and the color and texture of the meat.

d. As shoulder roast, boneless (top right, fig. 4-111).
P.:.move the shoulder from the rib, back, and neckbones by
following the contour of bones. Open the shoulder from the
sides only, cutting meat from the bladebones and the
armbones. Roll and tie this up with roast cord.
Merchandise boneless roasts in various weights.



Figure 4-112. Merchandising fo shank, breast, navel, and neck.

Figure 4-112. To process and merchandise the
foreshank, breast, navel, and neck (top, fig. 4-112) proceed
in this way:

a. Foreshank. For this you must do as follows: Remove
the lower portion of the shankbone. Merchandise the whole
for individual forelegs (bottom left, fig. 4-112), or cut into
smaller pieces for stew, or boned for stew or ground.

Figure 4-113. Separating loin from leg.

Processing Hindsaddle. To process the hindsaddle,
'ollow figures 4-113 through 4-121.

Figure 4-113. Separate the loin and leg; then locate the
hipbone. Cut immediately in front of the hipbone on the
loin end.
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b. Breast and naval. You cut these into ribbets by cutting
parallel with the rib bone and across the breastbone (center
bottom, 11g. 4-112), or bone or grind the breast and navel.

c. Neck. Slice th: neck into uniform cuts for stew
(extreme right, fig. 4-112) or bone the neck for stew or
ground.

Fig= 4-114. Processing loin.

Figure 4-114. To process the loin, Split the loin, leaving
an equal amount of backbone on each side. Then measure 4
inches from the chine bone and remove any excess flank by
cutting parallel with the backbone.



Figure 4-115. Merelousdisius

Figure 4-116. splittim,
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Figure 4-115. The loin may be merchandised as roast
(top of this figure) or loin chops (bottom 3 of this figui
You can identify loin chops by the T-bone and the color.
texture, and size of muscle. Trim any excess fat, rernzwe
all bone dust from chops, and merchandise thern hy varying
the number of chops per package.

Processing Legs. To process these split the legs through
the center of the backbone, as shown in figure 4-116. Trim
the tailbone from the legs, as shown in figure 4-117.
Remove the excess fat and flank from the legs, as shown in
figure 4-118. Saw off the lower shankbone, approximately
1 inch above the break joint, as shown in figure 4-119.



Figure 4-117. 'I rimming tailbone,

Figure 4-118. Removing excess fat and flank from legs.

Figure 4-119. Removing lower shankbone.
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Figure 4,-120. MerchandiMng ieg of lamb, whole.

Rpm 4-121. Merchandising leg of lamb. heves.
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Figure 4-120. Merchandise the whole leg of lamb in
these ways:

a. As American ler (left, fig. 4-120). To do this, remove
the shankhone at the stifle joint, leaving the shank meat
attached to the leg. Fold the shank meat into the natural
seam that is exposed when separating thc shankbone and
secure the meat into place. Saw through the backbone
every 1/2 inch to make carving easier. Remove any excess
fat.

b. As French leg (right, fig. 4-120). To do this, remove
the meat from the shankbone approximately 2 inches above
the break joint and scrape the bone free of meat. Sal.k
through the backbone every half inch for easier carving.
Remove the excess fat.

Figure 4-121. You can halve the leg may he halved into
the following:

a. Leg half (left, fig. 4-121). For this, cut the leg in half
by cutting parallel to the aitchbone. It is usually priced
higher than sirloin half.

b. Sirloin half (right, fig. 4-121). You can remove chops
to reduce the size of the leg. Cut the leg into chops or bone.
roll, and tie for toast.



A. Saddle (two legs joined together) J. Double kidney loin chops S. Crown roast

B. American leg K. Kidneys T. Triangle

C. Leg chops L. Double loin chop U. Mock duck

D. Boneless shank meat M. Loin chop V. Boneless shoulder roast

E. Leg with sirloin chops removed N. Rib (rack) W. Armbonc chops

F. Sirloin chops 0. Riblets X. Blade chops

G. French leg P. Breast Y. Foreshank

H. Loin, untrimmed Q. Double rib chops Z. Neck and neck slices

I. Loin, trimmed R. Rib chops

Figure 4-122. Cuts processed from carcass of lamb.

Cuts Processed From Lamb Carcass. For the retail cuts
processed from a lamb carcass study figure 4-122.

Exercises (030):

Identify each true statement about lamb processing
procedures and correct those that are false.

_ 1 Separate the foresaddle from the hindsaddle behind
the 13th rib, leaving all ribs on the hindsaddle.

_ 2 Separate the shank from the shoulder between the
sixth and seventh ribs.

_ 3 French lamb chops are processed from the loin.

4. The shoulder must be Fp lit at the backbone before
processing.
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_ 5. Mock duck is prepared from the top portion of a
shoulder.

_ 6 Before cutting retail cuts from the shoulder,
remove the three-rib corner.

_ 7 Remove the backstrap from the shoulder for
boneless roast.

_ 8 To sel,arate loin from the leg, cut immediately
behind the hipbone.

_ 9 Lamh legs may be merchandised whole, half, or as
sirloin cut into chops.



Pigure 4-123. Processing ham into halves.
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4-8. Pork Processing

The wholesale pork items received in the corniMssaries
to be processed are hams, loins, bacon, and salt pork. We
will discuss the processing procedures for each of these,
beginning with hiuns.

031. Given various steps in the processing of hams,
specify the weight range of ham for each step.

We will divide our discussion of hams into (a) hams 12
pounds and under, and (b) hams over 12 pounds.

Hams 12 Pounds and Under. Hams weighing 12 pounds
and under are sold either as half or whole hams. Split ham.,
in half, cutting parallel with the aitchbone (fig. 4- 23.
picture A). Remove the bone tip on the end of the butt
portion for better wrapping (fig. 4-123, picture 13).

d



Figure 4-124. Preliminary ham cuts.

Hams Over 12 Pounds. Process larger hams into
individual cuts. To do this, look at figure 4-124 as we
proceed. First, pierce the area of the knucklebone with the
knife to locate the edge nearest the center of the ham to
remove the shank portion (pictui,... A, fig. 4-124). Remove
shank portion at this mark by cutting parallel to the bone
(picture B, fig. 4-124). Remove the heel portion from the
bone side of the shank (picture C, fig. 4-124). Now refer to
figure 4-125. Here, slice the heel portion into breakfast
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Figure 4. -5. Further narn cuts.

slices, trim off any excess fat, and cut the remainder of
hock into seasoning pieces (picture A. tig. 4-125). Cut
center slices down to the aitchhonc of the butt portion
(picture B, fig. 4-125). Center ham slices are the most
choice ham cut. Next, place the remaining hutt portion face
down and remove the aitchbone portion (picture C. fig. 4-
125). Cut the aitchbone portion into small seasoning pieces.
Cut the cushion port;Jn into breakfast slices (fig. 4-126).
For final preparv;on, trim off any excess fat.

8



Figure 4-126. Slicing breakfast shees.

Exercises (031):

For exercises I through 5, specify the correct size range of
ham to which each of the processing steps cited pertains.

I . Sell whole.

2. Remove heel portion.

3. Cut cushion into breakfast slices.

4. Merchandise as half hams.

Figure 4-127. Pork chops properly preparvt.
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Figure 4-128. Removing rib section.

5. Remove the bone tip on the butt pcyciio,i toi bct..er
wrapping.

032. Specify steps in pork loin processing.

Pork Loin Processing. Loins may be processed and
merchandised in a variety of ways, depending upon
customer preference. For example, the entire loin may be
processed into chops and merchandised as end cut, center
cut, and rib chops. In addition, the loin may be processed to
produce roasts and country-style ribs along with center-cut
chops, or the loin may be boned and merchandised as
boneless loin roast and spareribs. First, we will discuss
processing the full loin into chops.

Center. end, and rib chops. The size of the pork loin and
customer preference governs the thickness of the chops.
Loins weighing 8 to 12 pounds are cut into chops 1/2 inch
thick, and chops from loins in the 12- to 16-pound-weight
range are processed 3/8 inch thick. Pork chops for stuffing
shows cut 1 to 21/2 inches thick. Figure 4-127 are the
properly processed chops. On the left are end-cut; center
center cut; and on the right, rib chops. Center-cut chops are
the most desirable of the three. Package chops to provide a
variety for customers (two or more chops per package).

Roasts and country-style ribs. Remove the rib section
seven ribs from the rib end of the loin, as shown in figure
4-128. To merchandise the rib section as bone-in roast.
make a cut approximately halfway down, across, -d
through the rib bones r easier carving. To prepare
boneless rib roast, remove 'le bladebones and upper layers
of fat from two rib ends. Place the two boneless pieces
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maim together, tat side out, and te them. The tini shod honel.:SY.
rib roast is shown in figure 4-!29. Merchandise the rib
bones as backribs.

Remove the loin end 5 inches from the tip of the loin end,
as shown in figure 4-130. Saw through the chine and hip
bone for easier carving, but do not remove them (see fig.
4-131.) Merchandise the loin end as sirloin roast.

Country-style ribs are prepared by cutting through the
length of the rib end diagonally, removing the bladebone.
Score between the ribs. To see these ribs, look at figure 4-
132.

Cut the remaining center-center portion of the loin into
chops, bone-in roast, or boneless roast. Prepare roams tyy
using thc same method in preparing rib roast.

Boneless roast and backribs. From this final mothod
processing loins, you will receive boneless roasts and
backribs. Remove the tenderloin from the inside of the loin.
Then remove the meat from the bones by following the
contour of bones, as seen in figure 4-133. Cut the boneless
loin in half to produce two pieces of equal length. Place one
piece of boneless pork loin on the preparation table, fat side
down, and place the pork tenderloin on the boneless lorn
lengthwise. Place the second half of the loin on top. fat side
up end tie approximately 1 inch apart. Merchandise this
loin whole or cut into roasts of various sizes.

Figure 4-129. Boneless rib mast.

Figure 4-130. Removing loin cnd.

Figure 4-131. Sawing chine bone.
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Arabi .s.

Figure 4-132. Country-style ribs.

Figure 4-133. Separating ntis and baciumne nom ow su ip.
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Figure 4-134. Separating rib hones from backbone.

To obtain backribs, separate the rib hones trom the
backbone, as shown ip figure 4-134. Merchandise the
backribs whole or cut through the ribs at two or three rib
intervals for individual servingsthis as shown in figure
4-135 .

Exercises (032):

1. Cut pork loins weighing 8 to 12 pounds into chops
inch(es) thick.

2. Cut pork loins weighing to
pounds each into chops 3/8 inch thick.

3. Separate the rib section from the pork loin
ribs from rib end of the pork loin.

4. Remove the 5 inches from the
end of the loin.

5. When processing bone-in rib roast, a cut is made
across and through the rib bones to make

033. State the procedures for processing slab bacon and
salt pork; differentiate between statements pertaining to
salt pork.

Slab Bacon. Bacon may be received in the commissary
meat department sliced and prepackaged or in slab form.
Slab bacon may be cut into 1- or 2- pound pieces for display
or sliced and displayed in one-pound packages.

Salt Pork. Salt pork is obtained from the belly section of
a hog. Salt may be received prepackaged or in bulk. Bulk
salt pork is also processed in pieces or sliced for display.
Processed packages of salt pork should not weigh more than
1 pound.

Exercises (033):

1. State the processing procedures for slab bacon and salt
pork.

2. Identify eLich true statement about salt port and correct
those that are fake.
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a Salt pork is obtained from the sides and belly
section (II a hog.

b. When it is received, salt pork is either prevackaged
or in bulk form.

c Once processed, packages of salt pork should not
weigh more than I pound.

4-9. Barbecuing Meat and Poultry

We are concerned with one last function in the
preparation of meats. This function is known as
"barbecuing meat and poultry." In sequence we win
discuss the following:

We are concerned with one last function in the
preparation of meats. This function is known as
"barbecuing meat and poultry." In sequence we will
discuss the following:

Equipment required.
Accountability.
Code dates.
Weight range of chickens.
Cooking and holding temperatures.
Displaying.

6?) IS

4

"
Figure 4-135. Cutting rib section into bxlividual servings.
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034. Differentiate between statements concerning
barbecuing meat and poultry.

Equipment Required. The necessary miscellaneous
accessories for the barbecuing and displaying of items are
pi.rchased as commissary operating sup1;1ies. These include
such items as plastic or foil lined bags. wrap dispensers,
pliofilrn. basting or cleaning brushes, heat thermometers,
sauces, seasoning, cleaners, aerosol silicone, food release,
aluminum foil pans, and teflon mitts.

Accountability. Barbecue items are the responsibility of
the meat department manage! and are accounted for as
regular meat items. Therefore, ,-,ere must be used to assure
that raw product costs are fully recovered. Each barbecue
item sold stands on its own merit, and losses are not
absorbed by other items in the meat department.

Keeping Time of Chickens. Barbecued chickens have a
shelf life of only 2 days. On the second day, they are sold
chilled, and after the second day, they are discarded.

Code Dates. All barbecued items are dated or coded to
insure freshness. Use different colored ties to identify items
packaged each day.

Weight Range of Chickens. Use only chickens within
the 2- to 3-pound-weight range, and make certain they are
thoroughly cooked.

Cooking and Holding Temperatures. To insure that
chickens are cooked thoroughly, a minimum internal
temperature of 165° F. must be reached. In barbecuing
pork, the minimum internal temperature must be 170°. The
holding warmer must maintain an internal temperature for
barbecued items of at least 150° F.

Displaying. To preclude unsanitary conditions and
enhance eye appeal, display barbecued items in see-through
bake-and-serve bags.

Exercises (034):

Identify each true statement and correct those that are false._ I. Salt and pepper may be purchased as operational
supplies for barbecuing items.

_ 2 Losses of barbecued items sold may be absorbed by
raising the prices of other meat items.

_ 3 Barbecued items are discarded after the third day.

_ 4 Use different colored ties to identify items
packaged each day.

S Chickens used for barbecuing shoulO weigh
between 2 to 4 pounds each.

_ 6 The internal temperature for cooking pork is a
minimum of 170° F.
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4-10. Salvaging Bones, Fat, and Trimmings

Throughout this chapter, we have referred to boning and
trimming. In this section, we will again talk about these
tasks and also about bones and fat disposition.

035. Differentiate between statements concerning
procedures to follow in salvaging bones, fat, and
trimm5ngs.

Beef Trimmings. Trim all meat from bones before
discarding. Meat left on bones results in higher prices for
customers. Discard any dark exposed trimmings. Under no
circumstances should ground beef be used as a salvage
outlet for dark trimmings. Be careful of fat in ground meats.
Too much fat in ground meat is not attractive and will result
in customer complaints and also a loss to the customer.

Disposition of Bones and Fat. Much of a beef carcass
consists of bones and fat. Some bone will be left on retail
cuts of meat. We have, however, bones, fat, and dark
outside trimmings which are not usable. Accordingly, the
meat department must dispose of these items. If possible,
your local defense property disposal office will obtain a
contract for the sale of bones and fat. They are stored in
containers, under refrigeration, until picked up by the
contractor. To preclude undesirable odors and spread of
germs, the containers must be washed and sanitized
frequently. For the same reasons, the contractor must make
pickups frequently. List turned over to the contractor on AF
Form 129 (prepared in triplicate). The contractor or his or
her representative signs the forms and retains the third
copy. Forward the original and duplicate to the voucher and
control clerk, who will post quantities on a monthly basis.
On each operating-gain-and-loss test, the abstract is
subtotaled. The quantities turned over to the contractor are
priced, extended. and 90 percent of-the value is entered on
the inventory as a sale from the meat department.

If a contract for bones and fat is not possible, these items
are disposed of by sanitary-fill personnel.

Exercises (035):

Identify each true statement and correct those that are false.

_ I Use all trimmings for ground meat or stew.



2. Sanitize containers used tor bones iind fat 4. Al= Form I 29 is prepared in duplicate tor all bones
frequently. and fat sold.

3. If possible. a contract is made for the sale of hones 5 All of the value of the items :.eleased to the
and fat, contractor is credited to the meat department.
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CHAPTER 5

Wrapping and Pricing Retail
Meat Cuts

YOU HAVE LEARNED the methods, principles, and
procedures for processing beef, veal. lamb, and pork. Now
you are at the payoff point. Customers like to see meat in
neat, clean, and sanitary packages. You must learn proper
packaging and display procedure. This is the key and final
reason for meat processing. Be as careful in packing and
pricing meat items as you are in cutting and preparing them.

You must learn about the packaging equipment and about
the supplies you need wrapping film, packaging trays,
wrapping machines and stations, scales, and sealing
devices. In this chapter. you will find all of the information
you need to produce attractive packaczes.

5-1. Packaging Supplies

The supplies required are clear or styrofilm meat trays
and PVC films, rolls only.

036. State the proper procedures for storing wrapping
film; specify the appropriate size trays and wrapping
film needed to tray and wrap selected retail cuts of meat.

Wrapping Film. Figure 5-1 lists the roll size and
machine setting for each size tray to be used with automatic
wrapping machines. Film is a perishable product which
requires special storage and handling.

Storage. The following guidelines apply to storage of
film:

a. Store film in original containers until ready to use.
b. Do not stack roll stock tubes on end.
c. Do not stack roll stock cartons over 50 inches high.

Conditions for storing film. Ideal conditions for storing
film are as follows:

a. Store film in a dry place not subject to extreme
temperature, humidity, and direct sunlight.

b. Relative humidity for storing bulk stock should be
from 35 to 50 percent and for packages from 50 to 65
percent.

c. Temperatures for storing all types of film should be
65° F to 75° F.

Film type. Film should bean uncoated-elastic type. The
elasticity minimizes the amount of rewraps. Seal the film at
the lowest possible temperature.

Meat Packaging Trays. Figure 5-2 lists the appropriate
size trays to use with various meat cuts. For instance, tray
model 2S, which is 8 inches long, 51/2 inches deep, is used
for porterhouse, rib steak, T-bone steak, etc.

Exercises (036):

I . What precautions imist you take when vou stack film?
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2. What should the relative hunndity be for storing hulk
stock of film'?

3. What is the proper temperature range for storing all
kinds of film'?

4. Using figures 5-1 and 5-2 as necessary, specify the
appropriate size tray and film needed to tray and wrap I

each of the meat cuts listed below.

a. Top round steak
b. Chuck roast
c. Rib steak
d. Tripe
e. Chop Suey

5-2. Wrapping, Pricing, and Displaying

In this section, we will discuss the wrapping. pricing,
and scaling systems used in meat departments. We will also
discuss proper display and rotation methods that enhance
sales of retail meat cuts.

037. Identify the proper procedures for packaging meat;
classify types of wrapping systems with their related
characteristics.

Packaging Merchandise. To package meats properly,
definite procedures, equipment, and training are required.
It cannot be overemphasized how essential proper wrapping
is to the patron. Proper tightly sealed packages enhance
bloom and cause the product to appear more attractive and
palatable. improperly wrapped packages are passed over
and remain in the case. When cuts of meats have lost their
bloom and eye appeal, convert them to other products
through reprocessing.



MODEL NO

MACHINE
ROLL. SETTING

SIZE (LENGTH OF
PRODUCT IN

INCHES)

A. TRAYS
1

1

FLAT PACKAGE
ROAST OR BULK PACKAGE
FLAT PACKAGE
FULL PACK OR LARGE ITEM

11

12

11

12

11

12

11

12

2 FLAT PACKAGE. FULL PACKAGE OR SHINGLED 1 4 1 4

8 FLAT PACKAGE 1 6 1 6

2 -S F!..AT PACKAGE 1 2 1 2

BULGING PACK 1 4 1 4

4 --S FLAT PACKAGE 1 4 1 4

BULGING PACK 1 6 1 6

8 S FLAT PACKAGE 1 6 1 6

FULL PACK 3/4- THICK ITEM 1 8 1 8

10S FLAT PACKAGE 1 4 1 4

OVER 3/4" THICK ITEM 1 6 1 6

12--S FLAT PACKAGE 3/11 " THICK ITEM 1 8 1 8

15S FLAT PACKAGE 1 1 1 1

17S FLAT PACKAGE 1 2 1 2

0/942

Figure 5-1. Film roll size and machine setting for cut.

MODEL
NO. (INCHES)

USAGE

TRAYS:
1 ............ . 5 X 5 X 1 CHOP SUEY. GROUND BEEF. KIDNEY. BULK SAUSAGE. HAM FOR SEASONING.

PORK HOCKS. SMALL ROAST.
11/2 8 X 31/2 X 1 SHORT RIBS. TONGUES. PORK HEARTS. WHOLE FRYERS. CHICKEN WINGS. BEEF

STEW.
2 B X 51/2 X 1 GROUND BEEF. BEEF HEARTS, TRIPE. PORK FEET, CHICKEN NECKS AND BACKS.

..;HICKEN BREASTS, CUT UP FRYERS. CHICKEN LEGS AND THIGHS.
a 10 X 3 X 1 HEAVY ROASTS.
2S 8 X 51/2 X % CLUB STEAK. PORTERHOUSE. RIB STEAK. T-BONE STEAK. CUBE STEAK. RUMP

ROAST. BONELESS CHUCK ROAST. LAMB CHOPS. VEAL CHOPS. VEAL STEAK.
VEAL ROAST. PORT CHOPS, SPARE RIBS. PORK ROAST. ROLLED PORK ROAST.
PORK STEAK, SIRLOIN TIP STEAK. SIRLOIN TIP ROAST.

4S 9 X 7 X % CHUCK ROAST. CORNED BEEF. ROUND BONE, PORK STEAK, BONELESS CHUCK
ROAST. POTERHOUSE, RIB STEAK. CHUCK STEAK. SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

8S 93/4 X 73/4 X % CHUCK ROAST. ROUND BONE. POT ROAST. FULL CUT ROUND STEAK. SIRLOIN
STEAK. FULL CUT SWISS STEAK. CHUCK STEAK

10S 101/2 X 51/2 X % BOTTOM ROUND STEAK. TOP ROUND STEAK. PINBONE SIRLOIN STEAK. FLANK
STEAK

12S 103/4 X 83/4 X % FULL CUT LARGE ROUND STEAK. FULL CUT LARGE SWISS STEAK. SIRLOIN STEAK,
BONE IN. WHOLE VEAL BREAST.

15S 51/4 X 4% X 1/2 FORMED GROUND BEEF. SLICED LUNCHEON MEATS, AND BOILED HAM
17S 8 X 4 X % SHORT RIBS. CENTER CUT BEEF SHANK, VEAL A 1PATTIES. LAMB LOIN

CHOPS.

0 794 6

Figure 5-2. Meat packaging trays.
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Rime 5-3. Handwrap station connected by conveyor to shrink tunnel, automatic scale, and labekr.

Principles. Packaged meats must represent accurately the
quality of the contents of the package. Keep ihe following
principles in mind when packaging meats:

a. Select packaging supplies that are economical in cost,
are compatible with the equipment, and require little
manpower.

b. Select packaging material that protects the meat and
enhances its appearance until it is prepared for
consunlption.

c. Cut and trim all meat to insure a minimum of exposed
bones that may puncture or break packages.

d. Tailor package to the cut of meat.

Automatic wrapping and pricing. A completely
automatic wrapping system consists of a wrapping machine
with a built-in shrink tunnel, a conveyor, an automatic
weighing and cpmputing scale, and a labeler. No initial
overwrap by the operator is required. The wrapping
machine accepts tiays within a given range of sizes. Most
machines are available with multiple film arbors. You
select the required size of film by turning a control to draw
film from the arbor desired.

Handwrap (automatic weighing and labeling). This
system consists of a handwrap station connected by
conveyor to a shrink tunnel and an automatic scale and
labeler, as shown in figure 5-3. Handwrap stations also
have multiple film arbors that hold rolls of film of various
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sizes. The weighing and computing scale and labeler is
fully automatic and operates in the same manner as with the
automatic wrapping system.

Handwrap stations. Handwrap stations, as shown in
figure 5-4, may be either of the console type (A) or of the
tabletop type (B). The station has suspended rolls of film, a
hot wire cutoff, and a built-in hotplate for sealing packages.
The station may be used with either the automatic,
semiautomatic, or manual scaling system.

Exercises (037):

1. Why k proper packagimg so important''

2. What should you do with mcaN that have lost their
bloom and eye appeal'?



3. Match each wrapping system in column B with its
related appropriate characteristics in column A. Each
item in column B may be used more than once.

Column A Column B

Characteristics W.,Ipping Systems

) Consists of a built-in
shrink tunnel. Conveyor.
and automatic scale.

(",) Multiple 111rn arbors.
_ I 31 Console or tabletop type.

I 4 ) Consists of suspended
rolk of film, liot wire cu-
toff, and built-in hotplate.

a. Automatic machines
b. Handv.rap stations.

038. Classify selected characteristics of scales with their
related, appropriate type of scaling system.

Scaling Systems. Scales must be checked for accuracy,
leveled, and adjusted before each day's operation. Do not
use that require maintenance. Post signs on those needing
maintenance or not weighing correctly. It is the manager's
responsibility to insure that all scales are in proper order and
adjusted to zero balance. He or she inspects packages at
random to insure correct weight and prices. Before you

11111111112;

1411101111.,...jail

Figure 5-4. Handwrapping stations.
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weigh and wrap meat items, be sure that scales are properly
calibrated to allow for the weight of the packaging
materials. Three scaling systems are authorized: (1)
automatic, (2) semiautomatic, and (3) manual systems. We
discuss these next in the order named.

Automatic- systems. One system consists ol three
components: the scale, the label producer, and !tic label
activator. After a slug indicating the name of the item is
inserted and price dials are set, the system automatically
weighs, computes, and issues a label. If the system is
connected to the automatic wrapping and pricing machine,
the scale will automatically place the label on each
package. If used in conjunction with handwrap stations. the
package of meat is manually placed on the label activator
containing the label which results in the label affixed to ihe
outside of the package.

The other automatic system contains the entire system for
weighing. computing. and labeling in one compact
housing. The actions of both systems are si:nilar and obtain
the same results.

Serniauromatic system. This system also consist, of three
components: a scale with a keyboard attachment, a label
printer which is electrically interlocked with the keyboard
to operate as a unit, and a label activator. The keyboard
indicates the price per pound.

Manual .systern. This system likewise consists of three
components: prepack scale, label printer. and Elbe!
activator. The scale contains a dial which the operator uses
to set the price per pound. When a package is placqd on the
scale, it weighs and computes the total price of the package.
The operator inserts a name plate slug into the label printer.
so that the name of the item will appear on the printed label.
The label printer has a keyboard by which the operator
manually transposes information (weight and total price)
produced by the scale. The label is then manually placed on
the third component, the label activator.

Maintenance. Periodic maintenance is performed on
wrapping machines a minimum of twice annually. The
manufacturers calibrate and verify the accuracy of the
scales and tag them to reflect this calibration.

Exercises (038):

1. Match each characteristic in column B with its related
type of scaling equipment in column A. Each item in
column B may be used more than once.

Column A

Scaling Equipment

_ (1) Automatic scale.
_ (2) Semiautomatic scale.
_ (3) Automatic scale in com-

pact form.
- (4) Manual scale

Column B

Characteristics

Weight and total price
manually transposed on key-
board.
The keyboard is used to set
the prices per pound.
Housing contains weighing,
computing, and labeling
equipment as one unit.
Prepack scale.
Automatically weighs. com-
putes, prints. and issues a la-
bel.



039. Identify rules for proper display of meat items.

Display and Rotation. We now come to the final. and
one of the most important processing steps, the displaying
of meat items. We will talk here about some of the most
de:, -able display techniques. We will also discuss the
importance of rotating meat items.

Diyplay layout. The most efficient display layout is one
in which you can put meat into the display case from
behind. The wrapping room, if possible. should be directly
behind the display cases. Otherwise, it takes more time and
effort to reload the case and also distract cutlomers. A pan
dolly. rack, or similar aid, is used to move meat from the
scale to the display case.

Signs for meat displays should not be hand printed, but
made with black lettering on a sign-making machine. Neat
signs add to the attractiveness of your display. Commercial
signs are available in a wide variety and you should use
theni whenever possible.

Display arrangements. You will find display cases
stocked in one of two ways: (1) grouped by type of meat
Ope:!f. veal, lamb, pork, etc.), or (2) grouped by method of
cooking (roasts, broiling meats, and braising meats). A key
display feature is to keep the entire bottom of the case filled
at all times (the customer likes to feel that he has a wide
selection). During slack periods, a single layer is usually
enough, but during busy periods, items may be stacked two
or three layers deep. It is best to arrange items by typesall
beef together, all pork together, etc. This arrangement aids
customers in identifying meats. They are accustomed to
seeing beef in a certain section of the case. Then, too,
meats such as beef and pork contrast in color. Keep
contrasts down by using the type-of-meat grouping plan. If
it is necessary to relocate a certain cut of meat, use
appropriate signs to direct the shopper to the new location.

Display lighting. Good lighting helps the customer to
read signs. labels. and prices, and makes the case more
attractive. What color should use liehting be? When only
fluorescent light is used, the soft white-natural fluorescent
tubes, because its peakness tends to make up partly for the
lack of incandescent sparkle. When fluorescent light is used
in combination with incandescent, deluxe cool white is
preferred.

Rotation of meat. In the delicatessen display case. place
tray meats so that the oldest cuts are nearest the clerk and
toward the rear of the display case. In the self-service
display case, the reverse is true. This will provide for
proper rotation of processed articles. In meat departments
with multiple deck display cases, use the top portion of the
display for smoked mc.a:,. 11..1e items. Code date all
meat items to assure that the freshest meat is always
available to the customer.

Exercises (039):

I . What is the best groupine method for stosAing display
cases?

2. What is the best type of lighting to use over a meat
display section?

3. State the proper procedure for rotating processed meats
in sell-service type display ases.



Grading and Cooking Meats

IN THE PRECEDING chapters. we have diseassed the
majority of the information that you will need to pi ogress in
your career field. However, as we stated at the beginning
of Chaptet quired to do manv othcr tasks.

AFCOMS' .1 providing the vela: best service
possible to its L. .omers has made it necessary for
meateutters to expand their knowledge of meats beyond the
normal processing. preparing, and displaying. 1 here are
many ways in which the meat department can improve
customer service. In thk chapter. we will discuss two areas
where your knowledge can greatly improve castomer
servicearading and cooking meats.

Because of meat prices, it is very important that
commissaries receive proper meat araOes. We will discuss
the grading of beef. veal, calf, lamb, and pork. You will be
able to see the difference between quality grades and yield
grades and what each means. Also, we will look at some
methods of cooking meats. Why? Many times customers
will ring the bell at the meat counter and ask how to cook a
certain kind of meat. We will look at some ways to cook
meats so you won't have to say "I don't know.- when a
customer asks you.

6-1. Grading Meats

The Federal grading of meat is a voluntary service,
provided under the Agricil'airal Marketing Act of 1946,
which is designed to taci ...ate the marketing of livestock
and meat. The «1st .-al meat grading is paid for by
fees collected iiom the_ u.iers of the service.

040. Cite the types of evaluations used by the USDA beef
grading system; explain the purpose ot' beef quality and
beef yield grades, and list the quality grades used in
commissaries.

Grading System. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) beef grading system includes two separate kinds of
evaluations. One is for quality, indicating the tenderness,
juiciness, and flavor of the lean. The other is for yield of
retail cuts in a carcass.

Quality Grades. Each USDA beef grade is a measure of
a distinct level of quality. The two major factors used in
evaluating the quality or palatability of beef are marbling
and maturity. Marbling is the flecks of fat within the lean.
and maturity is the age of the beef. Generally. marbling
increases beef eating quality, and increasing age has the
opposite effect. One factor that is no longer used in beef
quality grading is conformation or carcass shape. Revisions
in USDA standards in February 1976 eliminated this factor.
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Because beef can vary so much in quality. it a,kca eight
grades to span the range---UsDA prime. choa:c. good.
Standard, commercial. utility. cutter, and eanaci.
conunissary meat departments ordinarily buy the a,-1-..des of
prime and choice, and. up -Tit! -quest. USDS good.

Prime. Prime grade a aost tender, juicy. and
flavorful. It has lots of a inch enhances both fli or
and juiciness. Most prime and choice beef is produced from
cattle about IS to 24 months old.

Choice. Choice grade beef is quite tenoer, anJ
flavorful. It also has a lot of marbling to enhance path the
flavor and juiciness. Retailers have found that the choiae
grade beef is preferred most by their customers.

Good. Good grade beef often pleases thrifty shoppers
because it is leaner than the two higher grades mentioned
above. It is relatively tender, but because it has less
marbling, it lacks some of the juiciness and flavor of higher
grades.

Other grades. USDA utility, cutter, and canner arades of
beef are seldom. if ever, sold as retail cuts. They eo mostly
into ground beef or into processed meat products.

Yield Grades. Yield grades indicate beef carcass
cutability or the amount of usable meat a carcass will yield
after the waste fat has been trimmed off. The numbers 1
through 5 are used to identify the yield grades. Yield grade

1 is the highest yield of retail cuts and yield grade 5 is the
lowest. The two types of gradesquality and yield--are
independent of each other. Carcasses 'n the same quality
grade, choice for example. can vary tt:rn yield grade 1 to
yield grade 5. The quality grade ant cid grade together
indicate the total value of a be, carcass. giving a
measurement of both quality and quantity of lean meat.

Exercises (040):
I. What are the two types of evaluations used by the

USDA beef grading system?

2. What does the beef quality grade indicate?

3. What factor is no longer used in beef quality gratimg'?

4. What beef quality grades are used in commissary meat
departments?



5. What does the beef yield grade indicate?

O. What yield :trade indicates the highest yield of retail
cuts"!

041. Distinguish between selected true/false statements
pertaining to grading veal and calf.

Veal and Calf Grading. The standards used in the
quality grading of veal and calf differ from those used in
beef quality gradinu. Where there are eight grades that
make up the beef quality grading system, only five are used
in grading veal and calf. The specified grades are prime,
choice, good, standard, and utility.

Veal and Calf Characteristics. Differences between
veal, calf, and beef carcasses are made primarily on the
basis of the color of the lean. Other important factors are the
texture of the lean and character of the fat; however, you
should also consider the color, shape, and ossification of
the bones and cartilages.

Typical veal carcasses have a grayish pink color of lean
that is very smooth and velvety in texture. Veal carcasses
also have a slightly soft, flexible character of fat and
marrow, and red rib bones. I3y contrast, typical calf
carcasses have a grayish red color of lean, flakier fat, and
somewhat wider rib bones with less red color. Veal and calf
are graded using a composite evaluation of two general
grade factorsconformation and quality.

Conformation. Conformation of carcass shape
discriptions included in each of the grade specifications
refers to the thickness and fullness of the carcass and its
various parts. You evaluate the conformation of veal and
calf by taking various parts of their carcass and evaluating
each part separately for shape. You then combine the
evaluations of all parts together to get an average of the
conformation of the whole carcass. In doing these
evaluations, consider the size of each part evaluated as
compared with other parts.

Quality. In veal carcasses, unribbed calf carcass, and
ribbed calf carcasses where the degree of marbling is not a
consideration, quality can be evaluated by using certain
factors. One is the amount of feathering (fat intermingled
with the lean between the ribs), and second is the quality of
fat streakings within and upon the inside flank muscles. In
making these evaluations, the grader considers the amount
of feathering and flank fat streakings in relation to color
(veal) and maturity (calf). In addition, the grader considers
other factors if he or she feels that these factors will result in
a more accurate quality assessment. Examples of such
factors include: the firmness of the lean; the distribution of
feathering; the amount of fat covering over the diaphragm
or skirt; and the amount and character of the external kidney
and pelvic fat.

Exercises (041):

I . Place the letter "T'' in front of correct statements.

_ a Veal and calf quality is graded by the same eight
quality grades as beet".
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h The color of the lean is the primary basis in
dktinguishing between veal, calf, and beef.

c Typical veal carcasses have a grayish red ,}lor of
lean and flaky fat.

d Veal and calf are graded using a composite
evaluation of yield and quality.

The grader can consider factors other than
feathering and quantity of fat to get a good quality
assessment.

042. Cite the differences in grading Iamb, yearling
mutton, and mutton carcasses, and state the
characteristics to use in grading each carcass.

Grading of lamb, yearling mutton, and mutton carcasses
is based on developmental differences in their muscular and
skeletal systems.

Lamb Carcasses. Lamb (sheep less than 1 year old)
carcasses have slightly wide and moderately flat rib bones.
The lean is light red and has a fine texture. Lamb carcasses
also have break joints on their front shanks.

Yearling Mutton Carcasses. Yearling mutton (sheep 1
to 2 years old) carcasses have moderately wide rib bones
which tend to be flat. They have a slightly coarse texture of
lean and may have either break joints or "spool" joints on
their front shanks.

Mutton Carcasses. Mutton (sheep over 2 years o:d)
carcasses have wide, flat rib bones and a dark red, coarse
texture of lean. These carcasses have spool joints on their
front shanks.

Grading Lamb. As in beef grading, lamb, yearling
mutton, and mutton grading is based on two separate
evaluations of quality and yield. Quality indicates
conformation and characteristics of the lean. '1 leld
indicates the estimated amount of closely trimmed,
boneless, major retail cuts to be derived from the carcass.
There are five quality grades for lamb and yearling
muttonprime, choice, good, utility, and cull; mutton,
however, is not eligible for the prime grade. The same five
numbers (1 through 5) used in beef, veal, and calf yield
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grading are used to grade lamb and mutton. The lowest
number represents the highest yield or degree of cutability.

Quality Grading. You can best evaluate the quality of
the lean by looking at the texture, firmness, and marbling in
a cut surface in consideration with the age of the carcass.
You cannot actually see these characteristics in grading a
carcass; however, you can indirectly evaluate the quality of
the lean by considering the feathering (fat intermingled

ithin the lean between the ribs) and the streaking of fat
within and upon the inside tlank muscl,:..s. Also, check the
firmness of the fat and lean. Consider all of these factors in
relation to the maturity of the carcass.

If vou remember, conformation is no longer a factor in
quality grading beef. It is still considered an important
factor in quality grading lamb and mutton carcasses.
Conformation evaluationss of lamb, yearling muuon, and
mutton carcasses refer to the relative development of the
muscular and skeletal systems; however, consider the
thickness and fullness of the carcass and its various parts in
evaluating for conformation. Evaluate various parts of the
carcass separately for individual conformation. Consider
not only the proportion of each cut of the carcass, but also
the general desirability of each cut as compared to other
cuts. Combine the conformation evaluations of individual
parts to get an average evaluation of the whole carcass.

Yield Grading. As we said before, lamb and mutton
yield is graded on the same numbering system (I through 5)
as beef, veal, and calf. The yield grade of a lamb or mutton
carcass is determined on the following three characteristics:
the amount of external fat, the amount of kidney and pelvic
fat, and the conformation grade of the legs. You can
evaluate the amount of external fat for carcasses with a
normal distribution of fat by checking the thickness over the
center of the ribeye muscle. Then, measure perpendicular
to the outside surface between the 12th and 13th rib. On
intact carcasses, measure fat thickness by probing or
examining the carcass thoroughly.

Exercises (042):

1. What characteristics determine the grading of lamb,
yearling mutton, and mutton carcasses?

2. What are the normal characteristics of the lean in a
Iamb carcass?

3. Name the two types of grading evaluations used in
grading lamb, yearling mutton, and mutton carcw.ses.

4. How is the quality of lamb and mutton lean best
evaluated?

5. State the factor that is no longer used in beef quality
guiding. but is used in lamb and mutton quality
grading.

6. State the three characteristics used to determine lamb
and mutton yield grades.

043. Cite specific factors used in grading pork.

Pork Grading. The USDA standards for grades of pork
carcasses provide tOr separation according to class and
grade. Class is determined by the apparent sex of the animal
at the time of slaughter. Grade reflects the quality of pork
and the relative proportion of lean cuts to fat cuts in the
carcass.

The grades for harrow (a castrated pig) and gilt (a young
female pig) carcasses are based on the two general
considerations. The first is quality, indicating the
characteristics of the lean, and second, is the expected
combined yields of the four lean cutsham, loin, picnic
shoulder, and Boston butt.

Quality grading. You can bet evaluate the quality of pork
lean by looking at a cut surface of a major muscle, if this
type of surface is available. In these cut surtace
evaluations, consider the texture, firmness, and marbling.
A good example of a major muscle that can be checked for
lean quality is the loin eye muscle at the loth rib. When the
cut surface of a major muscle is not available, evaluate the
quality of the learn indirectly, based on quality indicating
characteristics that are evident in pork carcasses.

Yield grading. Pork yield grades are based entirely on the
expected carcass yields of the ham, loin, picnic shoulder,
and Boston butt. The following are the minimum pork yield
grades: U.S. No, 1, 53 percent and over; U.S. No. 2, 50 to
52.9 percent; U.S. No. 3, 47 to 49.9 percent; and U.S. No.
4, less than 47 percent. No consideration is given to a
development of quality superior to these described as
minimum for pork grades.

Exercises (043):

1. The USDA provides for segrega: n of pork carces
according to %;-.ha: factor.

2. How is lean quality best evaluated?

3. What are pork yield grades based on?
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6-2. Cooking Meats
In this section. we will discuss sonic methods of cooking

meats such as roasting aild hroiliie. We will also discuss
cooking meats in liquid aud moist heat cooking braising
meitts.

044. State the meaning of roasting, and cite specific facts
related to roasting meats.

Roasting Meats. Roasting is a dn, -heat cooking method
used for relatively tender large cuts of meat. usually in an
oven. When roasting meat in the oven. use an open pan
with no liquid added. Place the meat on a rack so that it is
helO out of its drippings it cooks. Some roasts have bones

serve as a natural rack . A good example of such a
' l rib.

-earch has shown that meat can be satisfactorily
roasted while frozen and still yield as much meat as roasts
partially or completely thawed. Basically, the same
Cookii-it procedures apply to both frozen and fresh meats
since they are both roasted at the same constant low
temperature. However. additional cooking time is required
for frozen roasts as compared to cooking fresh or chilled
roasts. The additional cooking orne for frozen roasts
:ncludes the recommended cooking time plus another one-
third to one-half of the time recommended for cooking
refrigerator-chilled roasts (361 to 400 F.).

h is difficult to make a roasting timetable that would
apply to all kinds of roasting. The many variables involved
in meat cuts, cooking procedures, and cooking equipment
makes it difficult to do. Figure 6-1 is a timetable for
roasting some ot the common cuts of meats. It gives some
approximate weights, oven temperatures, and cooking
times. This timetable is based on cooking meats at
refrigerator temperature (36° to 40° F.).

Once a roast has finished cooking, it should be allowed to
set or rest in a warm place for 15 to 20 minutes before it is
carved. This resting period allows the roast to become more
firm, retain more juices. and makes it easier to serve.

Exercises (044):

1. State the meaning of roasting.

, ii adUltional cooking time is required to cook
a frozen roast as compared to cooking a chilled roast?

3. What should be done with a roast once it has finished
tooking?
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045. State the meaning of broiling: procedures for
broiling meats.

Broiling Meats. Another dry-heat cooking method is
broiling. Broiling is a dr:. -heat cooking method using direct
or intense radiant heat. This method is used to cook small
individualized meat cuts such as steaks, chops, and patties
or hamburgers. Individual t.ots for broiling should be
between 1 and 2 inches thick for the best results. Broiled
meat should not be seared. Searing does not seal in the
juices but increases the broiling loss instead.

Figure 6-2 is a recommended timetable for broiling
meats. Shown is a list of commonly broiling cuts of meat
with recommended thickne,s and ...00kinf times. The
following is a list of procedures used to broil meats in an
oven:

a. Set the oven regulator for broiling
h. Place the meat in a hroiling pan. 3 to 5 inches from the

heat (increase distance for fcuien meat.
c. Turn the meat once durine cooking.
d. Season meat only after the side is brovn,-cl (Salt

tends to draw the moisture to the surface of meat. cau,ing it
to dry out.)

e. Broil the second side to the desired doneness.
seasoning further if desired. Serve at once.

To check broiled meat for its degree of douens. make a
small slit or cut in the steak or chop with a sharp knife.
Simply look at thc internal meat to determine how done it
is. It' the steak or chop is cut bone-in, make the small slit
near the bone. This arca is usually the least done.

Exercises (045):

I . State the meaning of broiling.

2. What degree of thickness should individual meat cuts
be for broiling?

3. When should broiled meat be seasoned'?

4 How ,cd meai :hecked for doneness?

046. Differentiate between methods of cooking meats in
liquids and braising meats.

Cooking in Liquid. Cooking in liquid involves the
cooking of meats covered with water or other liquids. Meat
(large cuts and stew meat) cooked in liquid should be
simmered and not boiled. When meat is simmered on cook
below the boiling point, there is less shrinkage and more
flavor, tenderness, and juiciness. Simmering occurs when
the bubble:i of the cooking liquij do not i-,uist through the
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(3031- 325E Ovi:Al T(MPERATUU)

CUTS APPrIUX, WEIGHT

APPROX COOKING TIME

(MINUTES PER LB.)

RIB ROAST 6108 25 TO 30

RIB EYE ROAST 4 TO 6 20 TO 22

TENDERLOIN WHOLE 4 TO 6 (425 OVEN TEMP) 45 TO 60 (TOTAL TIME)

TOP LOIN BONELESS ROAST 10 TO 12 10

TOP SIRLOIN ROAST 8 25
TOP ROUND ROAST 4 TO 6 25 TO 30

(MP ROAST ROAST 4 10 6 25 TO 30
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST 3 TO 4 35 TO 40
GROUND BEEF LOAF 1 TO 3 1 TO 11/2 HOURS

P0,61(

;30tli 10 350f OVEN TEMPERATURE)

LOIN CENTER 3 TO 5 30 TO 35
HALF LOIN 5 TO 7 35 TO 40
BLADE END LOIN 3 TO 4 40 TO 45
ARM PICNIC SHOULDER

BONE 'IN 5 TO 8 30 TO 35
BONELESS 2 TO 5 35 TO 40

BOSTON BUTT 4 TO 6 40 TO 45
FRESH HAM

WHOLE BONE, IN 12 TO 16 22 TO 26
WHOLE BONELESS 10 TO 14 24 TO 28
HALF BONE/IN 5 TO 3 35 TO 40

TENDERLOIN ONE-HALF TO 1 45 TO 60

SMOKED PORK

HAM WHOLE 10 TO 14 18 TO 20
HAM HALF 5 TO 7 22 TO 25
HAM SHANK PORTION 3 TO 4 35 TO 40
HAM RUMP PORTION 3 TO 4 35 TO 40
LOIN 3 TO 5 25 TO 30
SHOULDER BUTT ROLL 2 TO 4 35 TO 40
CANADIAN BACON 2 TO 4 35 TO 40

LEC:

LEG 'ALF
LEG SIRLOIN HALF
LEG BONELESS
RIB

!AP'

3:' E)

5 TO 9
3104
3 10 4
4 TO 7
2 TO 3 (375F OVEN TEMP)

25 TO 30
30 TO 35
25 TO 30
30 TO 35
30 TO 35

Figure Timetable for roasting meats.

:45

1
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CUTS THICKNESS APPROX TOTAL COOKING TIME

BEEF

RIB. RIB EYE
PORTERHOUSE
TOP LOIN
T-BONE. SIRLOIN
FILLET

CHUCK STEAK
CHUCK STEAK

PORN

RIB & LOIN CHOP
SHOULDER STEAK
HAM SLICE (SMOKED)
HAM SLICE (SMOKED)
LOIN CHOP (SMOKED)
CANADIAN BACON (SMOKED)

LAMB

SHOULDER CHOP
RIB CHOP
LOIN CHOP
SIRLOIN CHOP
LEG CHOP

1 IN.
1 IN.
11/2 IN.

11/2 IN,

4 TO 8 OZ.
1 IN.
1 './2 IN.

3/4 IN. TO 1 IN.
'/2 TO 3'4 IN.
..."2 IN.

1 IN.
1/2 TO 34 IN

V4 IN.

TO 1 IN.
1 IN
1 IN.
3/4 TO 1 IN.

3/4 TO 1 IN.

15 TO 20
20 TO 25
20 TO 25
30 TO 35
15 TO 20
25 TO 30
40 TO 45

20 TO 25
20 TO 25
10 TO 12
16 TO 20
15 TO 20
6 TO 8

10 TO 20
12
18
12 TO 14
1410 18

Figure 5-2. Timetable for broiling meats.

)t- . .erature range for simmering is
frorr 6' F. Figure 6-3 gives some approximate
weights and cooking times for cooking some common cuts
of meats in liquid. The liquid left over from simmering
meats is well-flavored and very nutritious. It should be used
for sauces, gravies, stock, or other dishes whenever
possible.

Braising Meats. Braising or moist heat cooking is done
by browning meat in fat and then :,i,nmering the meat in a
covered pan with a little liquid. Meat can be browned in its
own fat or other fats may be added. The meat must be
browned on all sides before adding the liquid for simmering
in the covered pan. The meat may be cooked in its own
juices after browning or a liquid can be added. Cooking
should be done at a slow pace for more flavor, tenderness,
and juiciness. Figure 6-4 shows some approximate degrees
of thickness and cooking times for braising some of the
common cuts of meats.
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Exercises (046):

1. Place the letter "T" in front of correct statements.
Correct any false statements.

_ a When cooking meats in liquid, the meat should be
placed in boiling water for less shrinkage.

b Simmering is best achieved when the cooking
temperature range is 208° to 275° F.

c Meat can be browned in its own ' braising.

d For added flavor, braise meats at a fast pace to
enhance the juiciness.
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CUTS

COOKING IN LIOUID

APPRGX WEIGHT APPROX TOTAL. COOKING TIME

II'

iRt sH (JR CORNED BEEF
SHANK CH)SS CUT

lit Et OR S1tW

PuRK

FFILSH SPARE RIBS

FRESH COUNTRy SlyLE 1-1113S

RESH HOCKS

4 10
TO IBS

SMOKED HAMS WHOLE 10 TO 16 LEIS

SMOKED HAMS WHOLE S TO 8 [BS

ARMED PICNIC.SHOULDER 5 TO 9 LISS

SHOULDER ROLL 2 TO 4 Lgs

LAMB

STE A 1 TO 1' I PIE CIS

3', 10 4', HRS
2' , TO 3 MRS
2 TO 3', HRS

2 TO 2'; HRS
2 TO 2, MRS
2, TO 3 HRS

4') TO 5 HRS
3 TO 4 HRS
3', TO 4 HRS

1' 2 TO 2 HRS ii

1', TO 2 MRS
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Rivard tr-3. Tlesztattla four cooking meats in liquids.

MOIST HEAT COOKINC.

(BRAISING AND COOKING IN LIOUID)

TO BRAISE MEAT. IT IS FIRST BROWNED ON ALL SIDES IN ITS DWN FAT OR OTHER FAT MAY BE ADDED. A SMALL AMOUNT OF LIOUID MAY BE ADDED DR IT

MAY BE COOKED IN ITS OWN JUICES. COOKING SHOULD BE DONE SLOWLY

BRAISING

CUTS THICKNESS APPROX TOTAL COOKING TIME (FIRS)

BEEF

POT ROAST 3 TO 5 LBS 2'/.2 TO 3'i, HRS

SWISS STEAK 1 '/, TO 21/4 LBS 2 TO 3 HRS
FLANK STEAK 1', TO 2 LBS 1'.., TO 2 v2 !-IRS

ROUND STEAK ',. TO 1 IN 1 TO 1 ', HRS

PORK

CHOPS TO 1 /; IN 45 TO 60 MIN
SPARE RIBS 2 TO 3 LBS 1 V, HRS

COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS 1' , TO 2 HRS
TENDERLOIN, WHOLE 3a TO 1 1B 45 TO 60 MIN
SHOULDER STEAKS IN 45 TO 60 MIN

LAMB

SHOULDER CHOP . TO 1 IN 45 TO 60 MIN
SHANKS 34 TO 1 LB EACH 1 TO 11/2 HRS

LAMB FOR STEW 1'.2 IN PIECES 1'; TO 2 HRS

ngurre 6-4. Timetable for bum:4 catasta.
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Meat Department Management

FROM *THIS CHAPTER you will learn effective
techniques for management of a commissary meat
department. The four general areas we will cover are: (1)
equipment. (2) planning and scheduling, (3) inspections
and evaluation. and (4) tests and pricing procedures.

7-1. Equipment

In this section, we will discuss the categories of
equipment and operatintz supplies authorized in the meat
department. We will also examine how to determine the
quantity of equipment that is authorized and, last but not
least, how equipment and operating supplies are controlled.

(147. Identify by category the types of me:At department
equipment; and state how operating supplies are
authorized and the fund used for purchasing them.

Category I Equipment. Category I equipment consists
of major items of equipment, such as display cases,
automatic wrapping machines, grinders, and bandsaws.
Contracts for maintenance and repair of this type of
equipment may also be authorized. The contracts may
cover such services as replacement of saw blades,
sharpening and replacement of knives and plates for
grinders, and maintenance and inspection of scales. The
quantity of Category I equipment that may be purchased is
determined by the classification of the store, which is based
on the average monthly sales for the latest 3-month period.
Oniy the actual quantit) of equipment that can be used
efficiently should be procured. This type of equipment is
normally obtained by local procurement.

Category H Equipment. Category II equipment consists
of miscellaneous items, such as pans and meat wrapping
stations. The commissary may requisition this type of
equipment from base supply on a reimbursable basis, obtain
it directly from the General Services Administration (GSA),
or purchase it locally. The store manager is re,,ponsible for
determining the quantity of each item purchased.

Operating Supplies. Items required for the operating of
the store with a unit cost of less than $500 may be obtained
as operating supplies. These items consist of such items as
handtools, cleaning supplies, knives and plates for grinders,
packaging trays. and wrapping films. Operating supplies
may be obtained from base supply on a reimbursable basis
or directly from the GSA.

Funds for Purchase. Unless otherwise indicated or
limited, all items of Categories I and Il equipment and

operating supplies are purchased with the surcharge
revolving fund. This includes the cost of equipment, certain
installation costs, and the cost of maintenance.
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CHAPTER 7

Exercises (047):

1 . Identify each of the following items as belonging to
either Category I or Category 11 equipment.

a Meat grinder.
b Bandsaw.
c Wrapping station.
d Display case.
c Pans and racks.

2. State how the quantity of Category 1 eluipment is
determined and obtained.

3. Who is responsible for determining the quantity of
category il equipment items to purchase?

4. List four items that may be procured as operating
supplies.

5. What fund is used for purchasing equipment and
operating supplies?

048. Specify procedures for the control of equipment
and supplies.

Controlling Equipment. Final accounting f or

equipment and supplies is the op-o4ye responsibility of the
store manager, but he must have help from the meat
department manager to make the system work. To this end
everyone in the store mustpe chrigul to turn in required
forms that reflect the actual sArt, and equipment on hand.
An inventory of all types of equipment is taken at least
annually and when there is a change in store managers. A
record of this equipment is maintained and is subject to
audit.

Controlling Operating Supplies. All department
managers have the responsibility of insuring good supply
discipline. An operating level should be established for
each ite m iimaerkkorapposiPmememetlim.30.14,17



SuiLe more
ureharge funds are used for operating supplies than for any

other authorized category, good supply discipline mast be
exercised in establishing levels in procuring, storing, and
consuming. supplies. The objective is to have sufficient
Quantities on hand while at the samc time aoidng
overstockage and waste. Operating supplies ire invemoried
month! y.

Exercises (048):

Identify each true statement and correct those that are fake.

1- . An inventory of all types of equipment t:11:en at
least annually.

2. A record of equipment on hand is Illaint.a :led and is
not subject to audit.

.1a4ritterliyrliertril4rt5yt

3 More surcharge funds are used for operating
supplies than for any other authorized category.

7-2. Planning and Scheduling

One of the supervisor's major duties is that of planning
and scheduling, which involves organization and staffing,
meat items authorized, daily assortment of items for sale,
and meat purchases.

049. Explain the basic organization and staffing of
ALFCOMS.

Organization. The Air Force Commissary Service
(AFCOMS) is a major command. The commander of
A FCOMS has command jurisdiction over assigned
personnel, facilities, property, and funds through a
headquarters staff, two subordinate regional commanders
overseas (Pacific and European), and 15 CONIC'S complex
directors.

Complexes. Each CONUS complex is responsible to the
AFamls commander, while our complexes overseas are
rsponsible to the regional commander. Each region may
have one or more complexes within the geographical area.
Where a commissary complex has been formed, all

offunctions above the store operation level are consolidated in
he complex office. The regional commander and complex

director are responsible for the operation of all
commissaries. The satellite store manager is resporihie to
the commissary complex director for operation of the stoic.
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C,,mrhissary (.in.e/c). The conmUssary officer is
tesponsible to the tegional commander. The store manager
provides oerall guidance for operation of i1 three
subdepartments (grocery, meat, and produce) and is

lesponsible to the conimissan' officer. Th meat
department minim:et- is responsible to the store for
an efficient !lie at department operation.

Staffing. Authorization, for staffing are contamed in
AFM 26--3. Air Force Ilanpower Standards. This manual
provides per..:onnei authorization guidelines for :act-. Wwk
center (commissary) on the basis of average month!y sales
volume for the commissary store. The actual nut-!,hcv
personnel at an individual ston: is determined bv
authorities operating under Air Force
recommendation and advice of the store mati:ig,:r
department managers have the responsibility of keephig the
store manager informed of additional ina.ip,,wer
authorizations that may be needed.

Exercises (049):

. Who has jurisdiction over the (Iv erseai.
eommanders'.'

"). flow many complexes can each region

Who is responsible for the overull gnidance tor
operation of the meat department':

4. How are the manpower authorizations determined at
individual stores"?

050. Cite meat or meat product items authorized to be
stocked and sold in the meat department; indicate meat
tenderizing processes and guidelines for stocking and
selling fish.

Meat and Poultry. Refer to figures 7-1 and 7-2 I'm- meat
items authorized in the meat department. To avoid
confusion in the location of certain items. grocery it,:nis are
also listed. Whenever the possibility of cashier confusion
exists regarding the proper department for recording of a
sale, distinctive labels or markings are used for
clarification. Note that the items indicated to the extreme
right of figures 7-1 and 7-2 are the only metit items
authorized to be stocked and sold in the meat department.

Pretenderized beef. Your commissary may also sell
pretenderized beef. This is beef that has been injected with
a tenderized ,a.ibstance before the animal is siauttered.
The tenderizing action takes place when the meat rcach..s a
certain temperature while cooking. The three typet; of
processes used for thi, :;:ndcrizifig are: (1) papilin..;),Apaya,

!Th



GROCERY
ARTICLES SUBSECTION

DAH. r Pr()DUCTS
7. TYPES C. r ANC-1 PACK A6F n

MI AT I. "AR

ML T AN() ML,,T PRODUCTS
AN BULK

PAC. ,ANADIAN PREPACKAGED
BACON SMOKED SLAB
13ACCN SMOKED SLICED °F1E PACKAGEO
HAM COOKED CANNED OR OTHE RWISE REOLJIRING REF RIGE RATION
HAM SMOKED WHOLE
HAM S OOKED PROCESSED

BEEF AND BEEF PFIODUCTS
BRAINS
BONE LLSS CHILLED CH F HOLE N
CORNED VDT CANNED
DRIED SLICE 1-) BULK
HEARTS
KIDNEYS
LIVER BEEF
LIVER CAL,
OXTAILS
SWIE THREADS
TENDERLOIN
TONGUE FRESH OR SMOKED (NOT CANNED/
TRIPE BULK
WHOLE-SALE CUTS

LAMB
CARCASS ANO WHOLESALE MARKET CUTS

xl

xl

MEAT
DEPARTMENT
SUBSECTION

PORK
BELLIES DRY. SAL CURED
BONELESS SMOKED BUTTS X

BOSTON BUTTS ... X

FATBACK.S. DRY SALT CURED X

HAMS FRESH X

LOINS. BONE IN OR PARTIALLY BONEO X

SHOULDERS. FRESH OR SMOKED. INCLUDING PICNIC STYLE
SPARERIBS. HALF SHEET .... . X

VEAL
SIOES AND OR WHOLESALE CUTS X

LEGEND 1 FROZEN PREPACKAGEO
2 CHILLED

Figure 7-1. Location of meat and poultry iteTrIS.
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MEAT
GV:iOCERY DEPARTMENT

ARTICLES SUBSECTION SUBSECTION

.HORTENING
at L TYPES PACKERS' PREPAcKAGLD
ALL TYPES BULK . .

X

. ...........
MEAT AND MEAT PRODII(.:TS iMiSCELLANEOUS)

CHILI CON CARNE ;NOT CANNL X1 X2

ADCHt.rtit ANY PACKAtAING R 11_1KINO rir.hluttitAitUN . X2

FROGLEGS X1 X2

LUNCHEON MEAT REQUIRING H!-J RIGLHATIUN X1 2

MEATLOAF. ASSORTED . X1 .>G

RABBIT -DRESSED DOMESTIC X1 X2

SAUSAGE. BOLOGNA .
X

SAUSAGE. CERVELA1, DRY ON sovr
SAUSAGE. FRANKFURTERS X

SAUSAGE. LIVER X

SAUSAGE. PORK. BULK OR Ly
SAUSAGE. SALAMI .. X

SAUSAGE. SCRAPPLE
SAUSAGE. OTHER ..... X

SAUSAGE. ALL TYPES. FROZEN PREPACKAGED X . ........

POULTRY
CHICKEN. DRESSED. EVISCERATED

FOWL FRYERS. ROASTERS. BROILERS X1 . ....... X2

CHICKEN. READY TO COOK
BROILERS. CAPONS. FOWL ROASTERS X1 X2

PACKERS. PREPACKAGED WHOLE OR PARTS X1 ..... X2

DUCKS AND GEESE DRESSED. EVISCERATED X1 ..... ......... X2

TURKEY DRESSED. EVISCERATED X1 X2

EGGS. FRESH X

WATER FOODS
FISH

FROZEN. PREPACKAGED OR BULK X

SALTED. SMOKED OR DRIED (NOT CANNED) X

SHELLFISH- FRESH OR FROZEN X1 , X2

OTHER
MEAT PIES X

MEAT DINNERS X

PDRTON PACK (BRAND.NAME STEAKS. CHOPS. P.4 rTiEs ETC ) Xl . ......... . . x2

LEGEND 1. FROZENPREPACKAGED
2. CHILLED

Figure 7-2 Location of meat and poultry Items (continued).
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(2) bionielin-pineapple and (3) ficin-figs. When this type
ot beef is sold. display signs are used advising patrons that
the meat has undergone a tenderizing process and. if
known. the required cooking temperature at which the
tenderizing actions takes place. On the label of each retail
cut, the name of the tenderizing ptocess is listed. The
purchase of name brand tenderized beef is not authorized.
On orders to DPSC. the meat uepartment must stipulate the
type of tenderizing process desired.

Frosll ,;/slm. Prepackaged fresh fish is authoriz.ed to be
stocked and sold under the following guidelines:

o. Procure fresh fish only from approved sources. lusuie
that these products are inspected in accordance with AFR
163-2, Veterinary Food Inspection. and that procedures
comply with applicable portions of AFR 163-8. Control of
Foodborne Disease

b. See that all fish arrive at the commissary within 24
hours after processing.

b. Do not accept previously frozen fish, and reject items
which do not arrive at the proper temperature.

d. Keep fish at a temperature of 35° F. or lower, but do
not allow them to freeze.

e. Do not commingle fish products with meat products.
Meat department personnel will not perform steaking.

filleting. packaging. or other processing of fish products.
g. Destroy gre.944-1.p.irrredeets4S-ItttoPti-ft0er-re04.44.,,_any g nuts 44..clo.10 al-ter

Exercises (Ozu):r c-4.56 i txt3 0.4e

1. Identify each of the following meat or meat products as
being either located in the grocery department or the
meat department.

_ a Bacon, smoked, sliced-prepackaged, frozen.
b Beef, boneless, chilled.
c Beef liver.
d Shortening, all types, bulk.
e Fish, salted, smoked or dried (not canned).

2. List three types of tenderizing processes used in
pretenderized beef.

3. When must fresh fish arrive at the commissary after
being processed?

051. Identify procedures pertaining to the proper
operation of a delicatessen.

Delicatessen. A delicatessen section, on a clerk-service
basis, is authorized as a part of the meat department. This
"deli" will provide a variety of ready-to-eat meats or meat
products and cheese. Note, too, that these items are not
prepacked but rather displayed in bulk.

Since most deli sales are impulse motivated, a clean,
wholesome appearance is very important to promote there
sales. It is important to maiaain sanitation standards.

During the day',- operation. areas (sheers, cutting boards,
etc.) that come ontact ith the deli products should be
cleaned and saw. [zed. Unload and clean Lli.play eases at
intervals not to ex eed ô days. using an approved cleaning
solution. Keep deli backup chill boxes in a clean, orderly
condition at all times. In order to prevent contamination of
ready-to-eat products, do not process raw meats from the
meat department in the deli section. The deli receives sonic_
items M a frozen state, such as turkey loaf, turkey breast,
and roast beef. Then these items under refrigeration at a
temperature of 45 F.. no higher. Once these items are
thawed. they arc
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Exercises (951):

I. How should meat items be displayed in a delicatessen
section of the meat department?

2. How often should deli display cases be clean!..ci

3. At what temperature should frozen items be thawed in
the deli?

052. State factors used when deciding the amount and
types of meat to be placed on sale.

Amount and Types Meat. In deciding how much
meat to display, use post sales as your main guide. By
reviewing these past sales, you can almost predict the
amount of sales on any given day of the week or month.
Naturally, you must also consider the space available for
display.

Factors to consider when deciding the types of meat to
purchase and display are consumption data, customer
pre fcrence . religious custom , holidays, season, and
availability of the product. Only the highest quality meat
items, consistent with price and customer acceptance,
should be purchased and sold.

Meat Selection. The meat department must maintain, as
a minimum, an adequate selection of beef, pork, poultry,
and smoked meats. Also, a selection of lamb and veal is
also recommended. To minimize patron requests for special
cuts, supply adequate variations in thickness, sizes of
steaks, and packaging of chops and roasts. You must accept
special orders, in which trim is requested that differ from
standard trim, and process them according to the wishes of
the customer. However, first trim, weigh, and price the cut
in standard form. Then trim it further to the specifications
of the customer.

The following is a list of the minimum selections of retail
cuts required in the display ease:

a. Beef-20 cuts.
b. Pork-4 cuts.
c. Smoked pork--4 cuts.
d. Poultry--6 selections.

1 l



Specific meat items to be stocked at all times are:
0. Ground beef.
b. Sirloin steak.
r. -bone andior porterhouse steak .

d. Dry-heat roast.
c. Stew ing beef.
f. Cube steak.

Chuck steak and:or roast.
h . P,Irk chops (loin-rib).
i. Pork roast end rib or hal f-lom half or end.
I. Ham, butt or end-slices, and shank half or encl.

(Thicken

Exercises (052):

. State the factors to consider when deciding die
amounts of meat to be placed on sale.

2. State the factors to consider when deciding the types of
meat to he placed on sale.

3. What quality of meat items should be purchased and
sold by the meat department?

4. Identify the following statemems pertaining to meat
selection as being true or false. Correct any false
statements.

a As a minimum, meat departments must maintain
an adequate selection of beef, pork, poultry, and
smoked meats.

b Steaks, chops, and roasts should be sold in one
standard size.

e. There should be a minimum of 20 cuts of pork
stocked in the display case,

d The meat department manager has an option of
stocking stewing beef or cube steak in the or she
,tisplay cases at any time he chooses.
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7-3. Tests and Pricing Procedures

ln this section. we will discuss culti,..r.
ground meats for fat percentage inventories. an.i price
adiustments.

053. State the purpcse of a cutting tz.it, and die
proct,ziures use:4 'o per'orni a cutting tesi .

('utiing ests. The prescribed procedore rot e,tabl isiuung
retail prices for processed meats. meat piod acts itud
rmiltry is to pxdetermine the average vicl for tah in
relation to the average weight of the wholesale allicle or
carcass. taking into consideration the wast[ hone. tat. ;r;
shrinkaiw . Shrinkage is a varying p.:rcc wage (1

una1/4 oidable loss. h is caused by normal evap,ration o!'
moisture and drainage during storage. cutting. display. and
rewraps. lhercfore, an initial markup of 11/2 to 2 percent is
required to cover these losses.

,-1F Form 400. You will use Air ro7...' Ferni 00,
Processed item Test t fig. 7-3). to recoi,l )11 tests.
Refer to figure 7-3 :is we discuss tii ;... for
conductinrz a cutting or process item test. 'Ile Item's shown
on this form are only a small portion of a cat..,L.s. and are
provided only as an example for you to toilk,w. LA real
Processed Item Test form would list ail cuts oi meat and
cover several pages.

Block I. The description of the wholesale nec bcing,
tested.

Block 2. Tag weight --This is the weight rcce;.,led at the
time of delivery.

Block 3. Price pc: pound Is noted f:
when the item is received.

Block 4. Cost of item-1s derived by taking the weight of
the item, multipliei by the price per pound. (block 2 X 3 =
cost of item.)

Column A. DescriptionEnter the names of the retail
cuts to be processed. Establish a sequence. When enteiing
fat, bone, and suet, enter the contract price and the 90
percent notation. The defense property disposal office
(DPDO) returns 90 percent of the monthly proceeds they
receive from the sale of suet, bones, fat, and meat
trimmings, enter the total saleable yield and over-the-
counter price. Column B. Enter the weights of each
processed item in column A Record this from the
automatic computing scale and labeling machine. Enter the
weight in pounds and hundredths of ounces. Include also
the weight of fat, bone, and suet. Total these weights. This
total should be less than the tag weight you started with.

In order to figure out the weight of saleable yield, you
must subtract the weight of fat, bone, and suet in column A
from che weight of processed items in column B.

Block 5. ShrinkageThe difference between the total
weight in column B and the tag weight in block 2 is
considered shrinkage (unavoidable loss). Enter this weig,hi
in block 5.

Column C. Percent of YieldCompute and enter in
column C the percentage of yield for each retail cut,
compared to the weight of the carcass of wholesale cut from
which they were processed. Refer to the first processed item
in figure 7-3. There are 23.09 pounds of beef loin sirloin

)1-:, Ole 01:2.0
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PROCESSED I TEM TEST

I Pt '., 1,11' 1 r4

BEEF CARCASS

USDA CHOICE YIELD 3 OR BETTER

631
l' i4 , i ,i ', I

S1 07
Tt '., .* I

$675.17

A

. ,.,. .1,I r'.
(ttlo t

$ .,.

I

.,-,
illr,I ' ll MAI

.,11
. A .US
!I Si

\ I1!At
,f, .)

BEEF LOIN SIRLOIN STEAK 23 29 3 66 1 91 14 III 1 98

: BEEF LOIN SIRLOIN
PIN BONE STEAK 6 75 1 07 1.11 7 49 1.18 7 97

BEEF LOIN TOP SIRLOIN 2 71 43 2 15 5.83 2 22 6 02

BEEF LOIN TOP LOIN STEAK 3 60 57 2.01 7 24 2 08 7.49

1
BEEF LOIN T -BONE STEAK 22 40 3.55 2.45 54 88 2 52

BEEF LOIN PORTERHOUSE STK 9 15 1.45 2 50 22.88 2.57 23 52

BEEF ROUND STEAK 39 63 6.28 1.83 72.52 1 90 75 -i..1

R

BEEF ROUND SWISS STEAK 4 54 72 1 73 7.85 1 80 6 17

BEEF ROUND TOP ROUND STK 5 36 85 ,1.83 9 81 1 90
I-

10.18

BEEF ROUND TIP ROAST 20 26 3.21 2.01 40.72 2 08 42 14

TOTAL SALEABLE YIELD 415 26 65.81

ta
BONES FAT, SUET
11.04 6 F 909/. 205 14 32.51 .09 94 20 39 20 39

15

t
OVER THE COUNTER PRICE 1.59 1.66

1 /

18

19

TOTAL', 620 40 98.32 658.95 689.28

-, sm4IN(AGE
(2 Total Col 9)

10.60

6 '.. SHRINKAGE (1) .7

1.68

1 I l)SS (E 4) (4 1-) 16.22

. LOSS IE 4 4) (4 E. 4) 2.40

8 (.A1r4 1,. 1) (.1 L,) 14.11

, (;A1N ti/ / cot ( 4 41 (4 - '! 2.09

0A1E TE.ST CONDUL TED BY Pi Sul TS COMPUTE 0 BY If s T AlPR(WED By

NOTE Any significant variatIon between normal yield % and actual yield % must De eDla.ned on Da, t

Figure 7-3. Sample of Air Force Form 400.
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steak. Fhis 23.09 is divided by the w cHia I ih.: V. noiceilc
artiele. 031 pounds. For example. .-23.i19
eq11.11 306. Use this same tormuia to I ieute the bercentages
for all items ill column A. ti.eiw.e 7-3. ith iuding the e,tal
saleable yield (415 631 i an.I bones, fat, and suet
(205 14 631 32.51 One \ on ha\ fini-hed, add
these ilgaW toimher and enter thc f,tal lii olumn C. This

shoil:i; be shatly less than too pel,2ene
Column D. Current Price--This is thi price at which tile

retail cut is being sold at the time the coning test ie

performed. You can get tins price twin the meat
department office. Remember, the price we real tze trom the
side of f:u bone. and suet is 90 peccent of the eoetract
price. Suppose the contract price is 11.0e as show n on the
form, Multiply this figure by 90 percent to get the euerent
prfte of the fat. bone, and suet 11.04 x .0994
per pound). Place this in column D.

Column E. Value--In order to get the 1va.ue ot.,.eich retail
cut (if the computer scale isn't being useill multIplv the
weight of each item by the current price 123.09 1.91
44.10e After this has been completed. add the values and
enter the total in the section provided.

Block 6. Percent of Shrinkage---You can get percentage
of shrinkage by dividing thc shrinkage in block 5 by the tag
weight in block 2 (10.60 ± 631 = 1.68).

Block 7. Gain or Loss---The total value of the processed
items compared to the cost of the wholesale articles
determines the profit or loss of the cutting. test. If the total in
column E is greater than block 4. vou are working at a gain
(E 4 = gain). If the total in column E is less than block 4.
then von are working at a loss. Enter this figuee at the top ol
block 7 and cross out thc appropriate word (gain or loss).
Derive the percentage of gain or loss (the bottom of block 7)
by dividing the gain or loss by the total cost of the item
(16.22 ± by 675.17 = 2.4).

Then adjust the prices of the processed items to show the
to 2-percent gain to cover losses. In order to figure the

total return value of 11/2 to 2 percent. you must multiply the
cost of the item by the percent (675.17 x 1.02 = 688.67).
This figure is the true value that must be returned after
processing, (You will not enter this figure on this form.)

Working with this new true-value figure. you can
determine whether your prices need to be adjusted up or
down. Do this by finding the difference between your true-
value figure and your total value (688.67 - 658.95 =
29,721. This figure is thc amount you need to increase or
decrease in order to reach your true-value figure. Then
divide this figure by the saleable yield. You may adjust the
amount now shown either up or down, depending on
whether you need to make or lose money. (Again, this
figure will not be entered on the form.)

Column F. Adjusted Prices-These are the new prices at
which you will be selling the retail cuts after having
adjusted cost of each item.

Column G. Value-Multiply the weight of each
processed item by the adjusted price of each item (Column
E x Column F = Column G).

Block 8. Determine the adjusted gain by subtracting cost
of the item from the total value; (i.e., (,89.28 675.17 =-
14.11). Enter in top of block 8. Te detcrnile the pereent of

eain, divide the H the cost of item. ls;ek...e:!
We adjusted pct.:eta. tee.. 14. I I -:- 675.1? " 't. Hitcc
this in the bottom of block S.

Over-the-Coto/re, Pric, . This is the average Hee tlett
the patron pays for the product. You have two dinerent
figures to 1m.Imt here You g.2t the over-the-couni:.r price
for cartent price be ili \ iding the total wilue ui e,Nuon by
the total saleable yield (i.c., 658.95 11`..20
(See fig. 7-3.f You divide the total value in cow tun 1-
the total saleable yield to get the over-the-counter prtee for
the adjusted price (i.e.. 689.28 ± 415.26

The store manager must approve all cuti in.& tests.
requem'V. CAtting tests must be conducted at ieay onec

a month. when sigMficant changes occur in w,igilt
or when the style or method of cutting ,'te,r.e,:.1 for
merchandising reasons. The results of the ,tnal\ ,!, of the
cutting test will dictate the necessity of other :oiling tests.
The consistency of the meatcutters in cutting up e,,reasses
also will have a bearing on the frequency of tests.

unsistency. When conducting cut e
Important that the same method of cuttiui. ;.ind
used to secure average yields of meat cuts. A en.*- :et
also insures the patron a true value of the prodect. lhi
technique incieases eye appeal and create, aniform
movement. Tests on various carcass \\ eighis dcpotel upon
weight ranges used, grade, conformation. hiiei..c arc
and trim.

Accumulation. In order to set up averare we:zhts
resale cuts. your meat department will aceue.e.ee coning
test results indefinitely. Each time you usc the a,-.suinuiated
results as a pricing tool, the figures become more valuable.
From accumulated cutting tests, you can d;n::.rinInt- die
percent yield of cach cut. This percentage, when applied to
a given weight of a carcass, side, or wholesale cut.
indicates the average weights of the resale meat cuts. The
percentage of yield for resale cuts will remain the same as
long as the method of cutting is not changed and quality
(grades) remains constant.

Meat types. Record on AF Form 400 the cutting tests for
all types of meat that requires processing. A separate folder
for each type (beef, pork, veal, lamb, and ham) is
maintained in the meat department. Keep each form for 6
months.

Special cuts. Although we must have coneistent cutting
tests, using thc same method of cutting as we have
discussed previously, that does not prohibit our occasional
deviation for special orders. Meatcutters process special
thickness and special cuts for customers. F0 eahrance
customer service, you and other meatcutter, wtH ik !dice
canned hams and tenderize meat cuts as requested Freezer
orders for sides or quarters of beef may be processed on aa
optional basis, but your first priority is maintaining the best
possible meat selection in the display cases.

Pricing Charts. Thc pricing guide formats tug. 74)
assists the meat department manager in cstabbshie,,1 retail
prices for processed meat items. Selling prices, as listed on
the charts, are merely an example. and these ne not to be
interpreted as actual prices to be used. Determination of
selling prices results from several different factors, such as
patron demand, variations in yield, and the resolts of AF
Form 603, Record of Operation.
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TAIL CUTS

RTERFIOUSE
,BONE STK
iLOIN STK
P LOIN ST(
IUND STK
P ROUND
STEAK
1TTOM ROUND
STEAK
STK

IUCK BLADE
STEAK
FUCK 7-BONE
STEAK

ME STK
ANK STK
B STK
IP ROUND
ROAST

)TTOM ROUN
ROAST

P ROAST
B ROAST
-IUCK BLADE
ROAST

-IUCK 7- BONE
ROAST

IUCK ARM
ROAST

eE ROUND
ROAST

,FORT RIBS
FEW MEAT
ROUND BEEF

75%
ROUND BEEF

82%

AFCOMS BEEF PRICING GUIDE CARCASS COST PER POUND

1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1 09 1.10 1.11 1 12

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX SUGGESTED RESALE PRICE MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX
2 13-2.43 2 15-2.45 2.17-2.47 2.19-2.49 2.21-2.51 2.23-2.53 2.25-2.55 2.27-2 57 2 29-2 59 2 31 2.61
2072.- .37 2.09-2.39 2 . 1 1 - 2 . 4 1 2.13-2.43 2.15-2.45 2 17-2.47 2.19-2.49 2 . 2 1 - 2 . 5 1 2 23-2.53 2 25,2 55
2.03-2 33 2.05-2.35 2.07-2.37 2.09-2.39 2.11-2.41 2.13.2.43 2.15-2 45 2 17-2.47 2 19-2.49 2 21 2 51
2.15-2.45 2.17-2.47 2.19-2.49 2 21-2.51 2 23-2 53 2.25-2.55 2.27.2 57 2.29.2.59 2 31 2.61 2 33 2 63
1.93-2 23 1.95-2.25 1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01.2 31 2.03-2.33 2.05.2.35 2.07-2 37 2 09-2 39 2 11.2 41

1.99-2.29 2.01.2.31 2.03-2.33 2.05-2.35 2 07-2.37 2.09-2.39 2.11-2.41 2 13-2.43 2 15-2 45 2 17,2.47

1.91-2.21 1.33-2.23 1.95-2.25 1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01-2.31 2.03-2.33 2.05-2 35 2.07-2 37 2 09.2.39
1.99-2.29 2.01-2.31 2.03.2 33 2 05.2.35 2.07-2.37 2.09-2.39 2.11.2 41 2.13-2.43 2 15-2 45 2 17 2 47

1.05-1.35 1 06-1.36 1.07-1.37 1.08-1.38 1 09-1.39 1.10-1.40 1 11-1 41 1 12-1.42 1 13-1 43 1 14-1.44

1.09-1.39 1.10-1.40 1.11 -1.41 1.12-1.42 1.13-1.43 1 14-1.44 1.15-1 45 1.16.1.46 1 17-1 47 1.18-1.48
1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01-2.31 2 03-2 33 2.05-2.35 2.07-2.37 2 09-2.39 2 11-2.41 2 13-2 43 2.15-2.45
1.95-2.25 1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2 01-2 31 2.03-2 33 2.05-2 35 2 07-2 37 2 09.2 39 2 11.2 41 2 13.2 43
1.91-2.21 1.93-2.23 1.95-2.25 1.97.2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01-2 31 2.03.2 33 2 05.2 35 2.07-2 37 2 09.2 39

1.91-2.21 1.93-2.23 1.95-2.25 1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01-2 31 2 03-2 33 2.05-2 35 2 07-2 37 2 09,2 39
1

1.89-2 19 1.91-2.21 1.93-2.23 1.95-2.25 1.97-2.27 1 99,2 29 2.01-2.31 2 03-2 33 2 05-2 35 2 07.2 37
1.97-2.27 1.99-2.29 2.01-2.31 2.03-2.33 2.05-2.35 2.07-2.37 2 09-2.39 2.11.2.41 2 13.2 43 2 15-2 45
1.89-2.19 1.91-2.21 1.93-2.23 1.95-2 25 1.97.2.27 1.99,2.29 2.01-2 31 2 03-2 33 2 05-2 35 2 07-2.37

95-1.25 .96-1.26 .97-1.27 .98-1.28 .99-1.29 1 00-1 30 1.01,1.31 1 02-1 32 1.03-1.33 1 04-1.34

1 15-1 45 1.16-1.46 1.17-1.47 1.18-1.48 1.19-1.49 1.20-1 50 1 21 1 51 1 22-1 52 1 23-1 53 1.23,1.54

1.17-1.47 1.18-1.48 1.19-1.49 1 20-1 50 1.21-1.51 1 22-1 52 1.23-1 53 1 24-1.54 1 25-1 55 1.26-1 56

2.07-2.37 2.09-2.39 2 11-2.41 2.13,2.43 2.15-2.45 2.17-2 47 2.19-2.49 2 21-2 51 2 23-2.53 2 25-2.55
.85-1 15 .86-1.16 .87-1.17 .88-1.18 .89-1.19 90 1 20 91-1 21 92-1 22 .93,1 23 94-1 24

1.15-1.45 1.16-1.4b 1.17,1.47 1.18-1.48 1.19-1.49 1 20-1 50 1 21,1 51 1.22-1.52 1.23,1 53 1.24-1.54

1.01,1.31 1.02-1.32 1 03-1.33 1.04-1.34 1.05-1 35 1.06-1.3e 1.07-1.37 1.08-1 38 1.09-1.39 1 10,1.40

1.29-1 59 1.30-1.60 1.31-1.61 1.32-1.62 1.33-1.63 1 34-1 64 1.35.1 65 1 36 1 66 1.37-1 67 1 38-1 68

3TE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PRICES OF SEASONALLY HIGH AND OR LOW DEMAND ITEMS MAY BE ADJUSTE0 BY 20%70 ALLOW FOR ORDERLY MOVEMENT OF BEEF CARCASSES

1 1 C)
Figure 7-4. AFCOMS beef pricing chart.
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SECTION IIIINVENTORY
ITEM 0 1 . Pint (- AM( NT I TEM (Ts, PRICF /a:MOON 7

CHEESE, AMER, LB. 18, 69 12 02 iinoi,(.F1 1 7237 55

CHEESE. SWISS. LB. 3 67 2 01

BACON, SLAB, LB. 128 .60 76 80

BACON (LEAN), SLAB L 15 .62 9 30

HAM, COOKED. LB. 218 80 174 40
HAM, COOKED. (SLI), LB. 106 .85 90 10

BEEF CAr4;ASS, LB. 7845 .70 5491 50

HAM, FRESH, LB. 240 53 127 20

HAM, FRESH, SHANK, LB 77 -17 36 19
HAM, SMOKED, LB. 197Y 49 96 65
PORK, BOSTON BUTT, LB 38 .49 18 62
VEAL. SIDES, LB. 228 .90 20r, 20

BEEF LIVER. LB. 18 67 12 06
PORK, LOIN, LB. 500 77 385 00
PROCESSED MEATS 500 50

CARRIED FORWARD 7237 55 1 0 T A L 7237 55

Figure 7-5. Sample of Air Force Form 603 (reverse).

b
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RECORD OF OPERATION
DEPARIMENT

8110UUCE }111/11 Ai
I RUM IDA711 TO IDATA1

SALES RECORD
ii RECEIPTS

SOURCE AMOUNT

MONDAY
CASH 1 315 50

OPENING INVENTORY
(FROM LINE 3 SEC IV PREVIOUS REPORT)

7.667 07

CHARGE SUBS SUBSECTICN 5 DEC 1.480 00

TUESDAY

CASH 1 396 12 SWIFT & CO 6 MC 3 547 10

CHARGE 144 03 SUBS SuBSECTION 7 MC 2 ti9O 75

WEONESDAY
CASH 1 179 29 SUITS .1 DEC 1 433 05

CHARGE ARMOUR & 1 0 11 01C

THURSDAY
CASH 1 412 81 SUBS 50BSECTION 12 DEC 1 129 18

CHARGE 18.1 91 HOR MAL Pv (t) i 3 ()IC I 41 32 ;
{

36 SUBS 503SEC TioN 14 DEC 1 115

FRIDAY
CASH 1 130

CHARGE

SATURDAY
CASH 1 117 (11

CHARGE

CREDIT (TURN IN AND TRANSFER OUTI 17 ,

MONDAY
CASH 1 147 35

CHARGE

TUESDAY
CASH 1 J23 52

CHARGE 167 59

WEDNESDAY
CASH 1 188 62 TOTAL 23.028 13

CHARGE
INVENTORY (SEE REVERSE)

RESULTS

THURSDAY

CASH 1 331 33
1 TOIAL sAu.s

1FHOM SF c-rON

15.775 83

CHARGE 159 29
2 TOTAL RECEIPTS

11140m sECTBJN,i1 :-.J.028 13

FRIDAY

CASH 1.399 21
3 TOTAL INVENTORY

(FROM SECTION in,
7.237 55

CHARGE
4 VALUE OF ITEMS

SOLO
ILINE 2 LINE 31

15,790 58

SATURDAY

CASH 1.177 82
5 GAIN OR LOSS

,PIFFFRFNCE BETWEEN}
INE 1 ANO LINE 41

(14 75)

CHARGE
b PERCENTAGE

GAIN OR LOSS
ILINE 5 LINF 11

LOSS 0935...FOR

CREDIT (TURN IN AND TRANSFER OUT)
6 MONTH PERIO0 TO OATE

7 CUMULA IVE GAIN UR LOSS
34 49

TOTAL 16.775 83
8. 6 MONTH PI RI0030 OATS

CURRENT PERIOD TO OATE
%

018

Figure 7-6. Samp e of Air Force Form 603 (front).
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l;sing of pricing charts does not eliminate the
requirement for cutting tests. Meats are procured in the
types. weight ranges. and gra(ks show n in the prieMg
charts.

Exercises (053):

1. What is the purpose of cutting tests

What is the number and name of the Iona used to
conduct Cutting tests?

3. In conducting cutting tests, where do you ohtain the
price per pound?

4. How do you figure out the weight of the saleable
yield?

5. Who must approve all cutting tests?

6. How often must cutting tests he conducted?

7. What is the purpose of a pricing chart?

054. Cite the factors and procedures used to perform fat
percentage tests.

Fat Percentage Tests. To insure that ground meats do
not exceed the allowable fat percentage, fat tests are
performed during each processing day. The veterinarian
also performs similar tests periodically to verify the
commissary tests.

Allowable percentage of fat. Label ground beet' with fat
content ranging from 19 to 25 percent as ground beef not
less than 75 percent lean. This labeled ground beef will
never exceed 25-percent-fat content. Label ground beef
containing 18 percent or less fat (derived from lean
trimmings) as "ground beef not less than 82 percent lean.'.

Equipment. The fat-measuring kit is contained in a
carrying case consisting of two funnels, three test tubes, a
calibrated scale with movable pointer, two cleaning
brushes, a power cord with plug, and a heater.

Operation. Insert a sample of ground meat, weighing .1
pound, under the heating element. Turn on the machine for
a 15-minute interval (the machine may be unattended
during this period); fat will be rendered from the sample.

ou will use both a calibrated scale and a movable pointer.
located next to the tL st to measure the percentage it

lat that has dripped into the test tube. A ftc i. ea, h testing.
thoroughly wash the funnels, test tubes, and screen.

Exercises (0541:

1. Why do you perform lat-percentage tests.'

2. What is the ma \ amount of tat conkmi
in ground beef?

How much ground meat is used to conduct a fast test')

4. How long must the machine be turned on to get a fat
sample?

055. Cite the types of meat department inventories and
explain specific procedures used in taking each type;
state the factors used to price retail meat cuts.

Meat Department Inventory. The purpose of the meat
department inventory is to determine the exact financial
condition of the meat department. The inventory will assist
in determining consumption !actors and requirements and
adjusting gains or losses by setting up selling prices. The
types of inventories used in the meat department are the
semiannual and semimonthly inventories. Inventories can
be taken on a more frequent schedule if required. A
management inventory is taken when there is a change in
accountability or when directed by HQ AFCOMS.
Inventory procedures are the same as for the semiannual
inventory.

Operating insiructions (01). Commissary management
publishes a detailed GI for meat department inventory. The
01 outlines specific procedures for meat department
employees in conducting the inventory.

Semiannual Formal Inventory. A physical inventory is
taken as of the close of business on the last working day of
February and August. AF Form 603, Record of Operation,
is used for inventory (fig. 7-5). The form is overprinted
with the nomenclature of items to facilitate the inventory.
Commissary management appoints two distinct teams to
perform two separate inventories and insure that all count
differences are reconciled. All inventory entries are

A5Mrecorded in ink.
Inventory procedures. Items processed and packaged in

the meat department are inventoried at the sale price
indicated on each individual package. Indicate items so

huniredMisofa, 109
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inventoried as a single-line entry on the inventory form; for
example, processed meats----S157.30. These items are not
subject to an inventory price adjustment in the succeeding
month. Sct the price of fat, suet. and hones which have not
been disposed of before the inventory at 90 percent of the
established contract price. This is indicated on the form as a
single-line item entry in the same manner as prescribed for
processed items. Inventory vendor packaged merchandise
by item at the selling Vendor packaged merchandise is
inventoried by item at the selling price in effect on the last
day of sale prior to inventory. Imoice costs must be
recouped when two more lots procured at different prices
are on hand. Items awaiting processing afe incLintofied at
the exact invoice cost.

Other Inventories. A semimonthly inventory is taken on
the Saturday closest to the 15th of t;te month and the last
sales day of the calendar month. This inventory determines
that the established retail prices are not resulting in
excessive profits or a loss. Persons taking the counts.
recording, and making extensions must sign the inventory
forms. Additionally, the meat department manager and
store manager will sign to attest to the correctness of the
inventory. You will use AF Form 603 to accomplish all
inventories. The semimithly inventory may be taken
using dollar inventory procedures to the extent feasible. A
copy of the inventory is kept for 6 months. If the inventory
results in excessive gains or a loss, the commissary officer
attaches an explanation and a statement of corrective
action.

Record of Operation. After the physical count,
recording, and extensions are done, complete the front of
AF Form 603. This is the actual sales record, listing the
operating gains or losses for the meat department. Refer to
figure 7-6 as we discuss this form. Section I lists cash
and/or charge sales for each day of the two-week period and
then totals the sales. Section II lists the opening inventory
and receipts for this period.

Section IV. Enter the total sales from section I in block 1
of section IV. Enter the total receipts from section Il in
block 2. Take the total inventory from the reverse side of
the form (section III) and enter in block 3. To get the value
of the items sold, subtract the total inventory from the total
receipts and place in block 4. The gain or loss is the
difference between block I and block 4. List the gain or loss
in block 5. In this case, we see a loss of $14.75. Find the
percentage of loss by dividing the loss by the total sales. In
block 7, we enter the cumulative gain or loss for the six-
month period to date. List the percentage in block 8.

A gain or loss of up to 3 percent of sales for the
evaluation period is permitted (evaluation period is the
period since last inventory, usually 15 days). This variance
is authorized to permit flexibility while recovering losses or
decreasing gains during subsequent evaluation periods. It is
not an authorization for the meat department to operate at a
gain oni lo An operating gain or loss of.4 2044411-ef4
percenV alifilorized on the semiannual inventory. Control
section personnel tabulate the results on the AF Form 603
and forward the results to store and complex management
personnel prior to the next duty day.

Rework file. All losses resulting from damage or
deterioration are supported from the initial markup. Normal

losses resulting from deterioration and items processed io
other retail saleable items are recotded on AF Form 2365,
Rework File. The store manager or a designated
representative initials all individual entries in excess of $20.
The rework file is attached to the AF Form 603 for the
accounting period.

Pricing Meat Items. Selling prices of processed meat
items are set at a ievel to recoup invoice costs. Prices for
processed items are based on cutting tests, analysis of
operation, standard commercial prices for comparable
items, and customer demand. Exercise care to pi-event wide
fluctuations in selling prices. The meat department manager
must obtain approval from the store manager prior to
adjusting prices.

Factors on Pricing Cuts. Based on the yield, the
following factors are considered when establishing the price
of each cut:

a. Prevailing commercial prices.
h. Season and approaching holidays.
c. Demand for steaks and ground meat.
c. Demand for roast on holidays.

Exercises (055):

1. What are the two types of inventories taken in meat
departments?

2. When should each of the inventories be performed?

3. What method is used to inventory processed meats?

4. Why are variances authorized in the meat department's
gains or losses?

5. Who must initial entries in excess of $20 on AF Form
2365, Rework File?

6. List the factors to be considered in pricing retail cuts.

7-4. Inspections and Evaluations

One of the supervisor's major duties is the evaluation of
their department' operation. At this time you should
receive self-satisiaction of a job well done. The supervisor
accomplishes tnis duty by careful and thorough inspection
of all phases of the meat department operation. How
customer complaints are resolved are of the utmost
importance.



056. List the areas of inspection w nitin the meat
department; and cite the respoasihilitxs 0/ meat
department personnel towards inspecting the meat
department.

Inspections. The meat department manager directs the
meat department operation. plans for inuirovements. and
insures that Unproved methods and procedures are placed in
effect and followed. For proper mem department operation,
the manager must continuously inspect all phases ot the
operation. Otherwise, he or she could not detect procedures
or conditions that need improvement. -the manager's duties
also include inspecting meat and supplies for quantity and
condition and inspecting the entire meat processin:.:
procedure: meatcutting, wrapping, pricing. and displaying.
The supervisor insures that early morning breaking erews
break a full day's supply of carcass bet:f imo primal or
subprimal cuts for processing into retail cuts. He or she
plans for preparation of at least 50 percent of the daily
requirements prior to the time it is needed. Preparation of
this type is essential to insure a complete supply of retaii
cuts is available for display at all times.

Substandard conditions. Whenever you notice
procedures or conditions that can be improved. notify )our
supervisor. If he/she thinks more space will help, they will
take action to secure more space. additional tables and
equipment, or whatever is necessary to make work safer
and more efficient. Stay alert to possible hazards. Your
supervisor will call in specialists, as needed, to correct such
conditions as defective electrical appliances, refrigeration
equipment, etc. Meatcutters are not allowed to make major
repairs to such equipment. Have your subordinates report
substandard conditions that your supervisor may not know
about.

Exercises (056):

1 . List the areas of inspection within the meat
department.

2. How often must the meat department manager inspect
all phases of the operation?

3. Ilow much of the daily meat requirements must be
prepared prior to the time it is needed?

4. What individual is responsible for gettilw additional
equipment when it is needed'?

1 l I

057. Cite the factors to be analyzed in e. ain1( ing (tie
effectiveness of the meat department operation.

Operations Evaluation. The supervisor :he

effectiveness of the meat department operation
analyzing four factors: customer complaints. production
charts, reports. and ac1/4.ounting records. Each has a seNrate
meaning. All of them conihined tell how elf,c,entk the
department is operming.

E%ercises (057):

1 . What are the t..etors to be analyzed i ev..u.i;i11,.: the
effectiveness ot the meat department operation?

2. Which of these factors tell how etfl,...iL;;;I\ nieat

department is operating?

058. Cite the correct procedures to use
customer complaints.

Resolving Customer Problems. No mot,.
delicate than that of resolving customer compla;ns. What
you say and how, and your manner tow ara customers
determines whether you resolve customer problems or
whether you have a more difficult time. According to
industrial studies, human relations have a giv:ucc influence
on a person's success than any other single factor. Some
days will be more difficult than others, and customers will
complain. Suppose one says that he or she got a tough cut of
meat. Should you suggest that the meat was not prepared
properly? No. this would likely add fuel to the flames.
Should you defend your meat as "only the very best"?
This, too, is likely to further upset the customer and put him
or her on the defensive. Probably the best solution is to
listen carefully to what is said and then ask how you can
serve them now. You will always gain by being considerate
of people and by listening to their side of the story. This
does not mean that supervisors or meatcutters should take
abuse and insult. But very few people w ill furnish such
abuse in the face of courtesy and consideration.

Exerc ;es (058):

is the correct procedure to usc hull customers
complain?

2. Place the letter "T" in front of correct statements and
an 'F' for those that :ire false.

a. According to industrial studies, human relations
have a greater influence on a person's success then
any other single factor.
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h If customers complain that they got a tough cut of
meat. you should tell them that they didn't prepare
it properly.

c. Defending your meat as "only the very best" will
likely further upset customers and put them on the
defensive.

d. For good relations, 1;watt:utters should take any
abuse or insult inflicted by a customer.

059, Specify the purpose of the USAF Graduate
Evaluation Program.

Reasons for the Program. The Graduate Evaluation
Program is a major aid in the quality co,atrol of formal and
career development courses and serves as a source of
information to determine the following:

a. Ability of recent graduates to perform their assigned
tasks to the level of proficiency specified in the applicable
specialty training standard.

b. Extent to which recent graduates use their acquired
skills.

c. Extent to which recent graduates retain the knowledge
they attained.

d. Need to revise the approved specialty training
standard, formal or career development course in order to
improve training ...ffectiveness and responsiveness to the
requirements of the using commands.

c. Need for further evaluation of training problems
identified bv the evaluation of graduates.

Exercises (059):

Some of the following statements about what is
determined, using the USAF Graduate Evaluation
Program as a source. are valid: some, invalid. Write V
for those valid and IV for those invalid:

a The extent to which recent graduates use their
acquired skills.

b The need for further evaluation of training
problems identified by the comments of graduates
submitted voluntarily.

c The ability of r2cent uaduates to perform their
assigned task:i to the level of proficiency specified
in the applicable training standard.

d The extent to which knowledge att,;ined by recent
graduates is used by them for innovative problem
solving on the job.

e The need to revise the approved specialty training
standard, formal, or career development course in
order to improve training effectiveness and
responsiveness to the requirements of the using
commands.
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

,\ ER I nt

Refertmei,

!'
( ) C

(4) e.
(5 ) d.
(hi h.

002 1
You must saustactonly perform in the 5-skill-level position ior

lo,,,iths to- more, successfully complete t)tis com,.. 111.t he

recommended for upgrading by your supervisor.
002 2 Your o n el forts

; The specialty suminaly section. the duties and lesponsibilities
sechon. and the spccialt quahlieattons section.

003 AFSCs bIIIi. 61230. 01250.
003 - c.

(2) a. h. c.
(Ho 4 through E-5
003 5 Knoo I .1 to. types. giades. and cuts ot tundamentals

of merchandising and marketing: and pi onerty and monehuy
accounting.

( 6.-- oncli.
004

11-41(1).v.;.12 14.5-

&..
004

-56.

CHAPTER 2

(105 I. ( ) c
(21 d.
(3) c. 014 I. Pull.

(4) a. 014 2. Quality ,ssuran,-e.

(5) g. 014 3. Dates of pack

(6) h. 014 4. Feh 17.

(7) f. 014 A.phanumcrical.

(8) h. 014 6. Mar 20.

(9) h. 014 7. Pull date.

006 Hopper, feed tray, worm, grinder plate. and knife. (116 I. (1) h

006 2. A safety interlock switch. (2) a.

006 3. Th.... end slice plate. (3) a.

006 4. Remove all bone nd cut it into thin strips. (4) c.

006 5. Adjust the meat gauge plate to the desired thickness. (5) h
016 2. (I) The type ot cure: (2) the length of the smoking period; and

007 I. F Carcass beef is received through the storage room door, (3) the method of packaging.
007 2. T. 016 3. Vinegar and salt water.
007 3. F. Located in the wrapping room.
007 - 4. T. 017 I. A current DD Form 577.

017 2. Thc store administrative clerk.
008 - I. Intended purpose- 017 3. Copy 3.
008 2. Metal mesh gloves, safety aprons, hardhats, and safety shoes. 017 4 The ofiginal and duplicate,
008 - 3. Away.
008 4. Knife pouch or storage rack.
008 - 5. Hooks. CHAPTER 4
008 6. Guards: and guides.
008 - 7, Safety interlock switches. 018 1. (I) c.
008 S. Metal mesh gloves. (2) b.
008 9, Faulty or exposed: firmly secured: covers. 13) d.
008 10. Alarms and fire axes (4) a.
008 - II. Legs. 018 2. Any five of the tollowing eight:

At the dose of ea...11 business da . lhoiourhly e lean M.: enthi.,-
tables %%itli hot %5,iter, int improved detergent. and a NlIt . 3,1

(ii istIc brush

I ( leanliness and giooming. lean clothing: proteetim, yoo:

health
OW lIceause yoo 'mut wink in temperatures ot to

I Piocessing area. equipment: display cases, stoia25

personnel: meat on display: food handlers' cards, meat
011 2 To inspect the condition and proper temperature of the iv,

CH A PTFR

012 I. In ,chechers designated in writing hy the ',tore imp,.
012 2 Three.
012 3 DPSU
012 1011percent.
012 5. Their net weight

CI

013 I Anus% space to permit proper air :nodal ion.
013 2. In stacks .2 inches from the floor, 4 to t,

and a noninmal 24 inches front the ceilaig
013 3 In s rushed ice e intamers with drains to the oots,ie
013 4 Temper frozen heel in a chill box at 32 to .Ss an hAterr,,i

temperature mat 28' to 30° F. Process and sell the beef chilled.
Inform customers that the beef has been frozen nefore.

015 I.

015 2.

( 1 ) c.
(2) C.

3) a.
(41 1

15) d
(6) b.
Re-corded on temperature charts, poted on ihe outside ;it Mc

boxes. They are checked twice daily , at the beginning
and the end of the day.

009 I, 140° F. a. Loins.

009 - 2, Meat and fat accumulates in cracks and crevices and breed
bacteria growth.

h.
c.

Sparerihs.

009 3, Always elean and sanitize for reuse, if machine is used for
processing beef.

d.
c.

Boston butts.
Bacon.

009 4. Weekly. I. Shoulders
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g. Picnics.
h. Fatback.

Ol9 - I. (I) c.
(2) e.
(3) d.
(4) a.
(5) 1.

(6) h.

020 I. (I) c,d.
(2) c, d.
(3) 1.

(41 g.
(n) a.

(6) c.
(7) h, d.

020 2. (I) d g.
(2) a. i.
(3) a, h, h.
(4) a.

(5) a, h, c,
(6) a, b, c.
(7) d.

e.

02-5-5 b
44114.- a. Remo% e the foieshank and brisket from the crosscut chuck.

b. Separate the foreshank front the brisket and merchandise.
c. Separate the chuck trom the shoulder and mercliandise.

024 6. a. I ,ocate the blade cartilage in the force of the chuck and
mink approximately I inch on the arm side.

l) Locate the ball portion of the ball-and-socket Joint of the
arm on the neck end and mark I,'2 inch trom the ball on the
chuck side.

c. Connect the tsx o marks and cut parallel with the back of
chuck to complete the separation.

()^.1 - 7 Beet chuck atm pot roast: beef souphono with meat: beet chuck
shoulder pot roast, boneless: beef chuck arm pot roast; anti beef
chu,-k flanken style rib

025 I. F Leave 1.'2 inch of exterior tat.
025 - 2. T.

3. F. Beiv.cen Mc lifth and sixth lib.
025 4. F. Round and sirloin tip ate packed together.
024 - 5. a. Short loin.

b. Armbone chuck.
c. Blade chuck.
d. Shoulder.

021 I . a. T. 020 -- I. (1 ) h
b. F. Change "all fat" to "excess fat." (2) h
c. F. Leave the gland on the tip. (3) a
d. F. Cbmge "above" to "below." (4)

021 2. Locate ( atural scam and follow the contour of the round,
cutting oi a straight line ia fro;;; of the kidney knob,
perpendicular to the backbone down to the 13th rib.

021 3. The third sacral vertebra and the rump knucklebone.

022 1. Flank. 027 - I

022 2. Sirloin tip.
022 3. Bone-in round.
022 4. Heel of roand.
022 5. As pot roast, stew beef, or ground beef.
022 6. Sirloin tip; bottom round. 028 1.
022 7. Beef round bottom round rump roast. eye of round roast.

bottom round roast, bottom round steak, cube steak, stew beef,
and ground beef.

022 - 8. Hipbone.
022 - 9. Remove the excess chine bone. 029 I.

022 10. Sirloin. pinbone, porterhouse. T-bone, and top loin steaks. 029 - 2.
022 - 11. Porterhouse. 029 3.

022 12. Top loin. 030 - I .

022 13. b
e.
d.

030

030

- 2.

- .; .

g.
030 4.

a. 030 - 5.
f. 030 6.

c. 030 7.
030 8.

023 I. T. 030 9.
023 - 2.7'P. Fourth and fifth rib.
023 3. F. Change "5 inches from the chine bone" to "2 inches front 031 I

rib eye." 031 2.

023 4. F. Delete short ribs. 031 - 3.
023 - 5. T. 031 4.

023 6. a, b, cl. g. h. 031 5.

023 - 7. Top loin steak, rib roast, rib steak, rib eye steak, and back ribs. 032 I.
023 8. (I) Remove the backbone, the featherbones, and the backstrap. 032 2.

42) Place a thin (1/4 inch) layer of fat where bones have been 032 3.
removed. This will prevent excess shrinkage in cooking and 032 4.
facilitate carving. 032 5.

(3) Tie the fat into place.
023 - 9. Boneless rib roast (either flat or rolled). boneless rib steak, or

rib eye roast,
033 1.

024 - I. 1/2.
024'- 2. Chuck: shoulder.
024 3. Blade. 033 - 2.
024 - 4. d.

a.

a.
(5) a.
(6) I).

(7) a.
(S) b,
(I ) d.
(2) a.

(3) c.
(4) b.
(5) e.

(I) c.
(2) d.
13) a.
(4) b.

T.
F. They are not split lengthwise into sides.
T.
F. Leave all ribs on the foresaddle.
F. Separate the ribs from the ..mulder between the sixth and
seventh ribs.
F. French lamb chops are processed from the rib.
T.
T.
F. Remove the two-rib corner.
T.
F. Cut immediately in front of the hipbone on loin end.
T.

TV. elve poands and under.
Over 12 pounds.
Over 12 pounds.
Twelve pounds and under.
Twelve pounds and under.

1/2.
12 to 16.
Seven.
Loin end .
Carving easier.

Slab bacon is cut into one- or two-pound pieces. or sliced and
displayed in one-pound packages. Salt pork is processed .in
pieces or sliced for display in not more than one-pound
packages.
a. F. Salt pork is obtained only from the belly section.
b. T.
c. T.
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4014 3 I on +he 2.,"41 dc-y 4ivey Arcsold cfOleci avIcl Affer
i

o34 1 -1-
)4.1 1. ,... I,,, ..., ;,...1,..

secow tio-y
, ,,i,,,,,,.. ., ,,; ;,,,. i: ,,,,... iu,,,,,,,,,. ...,, a ,,h.:,ny V il ill!

1034 L i I'.' ....1Ses ale not ,i0..-a0,.1 0.-1c; 1,,,,,,, ii,-, 'me .,,,,Piitras".- -Id idiracc 1'' .! iLl tit., i'lli ...':i ,1 tills 11ile lli ,'Illi ..... '.. .1..,:i..,ilic

depaitinclit it43 i l'iiik 5 'Xi.: 11,.lat la;" kl a`t, ..'illIICIN 011 liIC .. yected t..tis ass

034 5 F. Ilic should \ ciirh from .'' to i poutios al I I

vi,10, 01 mc h tin. I. im i-tcrils slaitildsit . and tiosion butt034 4 I.

\ dr\ 11.-.0 ,00t.n.i. method Used for large relatively teridei ems
034 6 I oi nicar

035 1 . I ils,iird ..ill ...Liik ,,,,,,,....! t,,,,..u,,,,I, (11.1 , t i.. or ie.:out:1i, ii,1,d ,:t.,l'isil`i" allti: pill!. ;ill aitt'l iii10-1illIti lt1 Oils'

(i3i i
.:, ii ia lilt' iill1L' I i'llimIlr Pik,/ 1.1! e0,11,...11,i i.. , t1i't i I., 40 H.

035 3. I 04.1 - It 'ill, i.1.1 tic alit iv cil to set ti, cest ill .1 \Lam, 1.1.i,:c !or 15 to .20

035 4 1 It is prepared in triplicate. minutes 1,2rdic it is L at-N. siii

015 5 1-. Ninet!, percent of the 5.1'..11 Is s'ICkill.ti A dr, -:is.it c.4.,,,, ,,,e,,,,,,,,, 0,1141 dliv, l iiiic, ., i, 1.ii.ltil lleltit, r.c-,

Between I and .! inches.
045 Onl alter the side o. Mowns.id
045 \lake a -.mall silt m swak tit chtl, sr, nite

t..11Alrfli:k oaf, a I- .

016 1)0 hot stack roll stock tubes Lind sia..k.

cartons oL el 50 Italie. faith
030 2. Erom 35 to 50 percent and pack:tee, twin tt 05 pot cent
036 3. 65` I' to 75"1:
036 4. a. 10-5; 14.

b. 4-S or 8-5; 14 foi ii-S1 and 10
c. 2-S. 14

2; 14.
C. I; I I.

037 1. Proper packaging enhances bloom and . the iNroduct to
apiiiear more attractive and plat iblc.

03"/ 2. Conven them to other products through reprocessing
037 3. a.

( I) a.
(2) b.
t3) h.

038 (1) e.
(2) b.

c.
(4) a, d.

039 1. By type of [neat.
039 2. If only fluorescent lights are used, use only soft white-natural

fluorescent tubes, because the color is better.

039 3. The oldest meat cuts are placed in the front of the display case
nearest the customer.

CHAPTER 6

040 I . One is for qualiq and the other is for yield.
040 2. Quality indicates the tenderness, juiciness, and flak or of the

lean.
040 3. Conformation or carcass shape.
040 4. Prime, choice, and USDA good by written request.
040 Yield indicates beef carcass eutability or the amount of usable

meat a carcass will yield after thc waste fat has been trimmed
off,

040 6. I.
041 I. a. F. Only five grades are used-prime. choic. good.

standard. util,r
b. T.
c. F. Veal carcasses have a gritylsh pink color of lean that is

very smooth and velvety in texture.
d. F. Veal and calf are graded using eomposite evaluation of

conformation and quality.
e. T.

042 1. On developmental differences in ibeir nius...i:u1:r and skeletal
systems.

042 2. The lean is light red and has a fine texture
042 3. Quality and yield grades.
042 4. By considering thc texture, firmness and marbling i.chen

observed in a cut surface.
042 5. Conformation.
042 6. The amount of external fat: the amount of kidney and pelvic fat.

the coat orma6on grade oi the lees.

)15

,i

sl. 1- 1\1c.c !,:ati ai ;I 'Jo.

11-',1'11 I: 7

0.17 a

I

ir-t 7 "Fhe .-t ate:: 'in. es1;11In;,

classit'is ;mon l l.:15- local

(14'7 1. 1 he state imolai:el
047 4 r Ein0011, : .

den gnnder,.
4-1 -~ Surcharge ilk tor land

048 2. 1- Delete "not.'
41.4.4!)...tuNttirPrrge"/0%-;itT!iir*
048 T.

049 I. The commander of .AFCOSIS.
049 - 2. One or more complexes within the geographical area.
049 3. The store manager.
049 - By inanposser authorities operating ltuder FolTe directives

on recommendation and advice of M..: i-itor,! manager.

050 1 it (40k:in, e
isleat

c. Meat
\lea,

050 2. Papain- papa hiiimelimpineapple, and nein-figs.
oso within 2.1. nm.

051 I. In bulk.
(151 2. At intervals .-scs-cd 6 days
(151 3. 45' F ti,nOicr

052 .
Past sales an.' spa. c at !able

052 2. Consumption .1.c. reli.ticlus custom.
holidays. cL-ason and. ot produe:.

052 3. Only Mc qualit consistem miree and enstoraer
demand .

052 -I. a. T.
0 F. Supol adesi.i.ce ana0ons m thri..1,:icsses. sues. .ind

11.222'111:C patron nitillt's!, lir special cuts
I 1 herr. should bc a multiunit-, ot ion;

LI. 1:. These Items Nht.",lIll be sl-zked ar aim tin.cs.

053 I. It is a pros-crime I,+;- cimibiishing retail prices by predeternuning
the average , rel.) , caeh cut 'ineat or poifdr 6:lation to the
average weight o: the carc.tss. constdcrinr bones, fat.
and shriik.we

053 2. AF Pritc,:isseci kern Test.
3. From incon Mc item is nic,iistd

1_2(1



053 4. Subtract the lveight of fat. bone and suet Irom the actual
amount of meat available to patrons after the item has been
processed.

053 5. The store manager.
053 6. At least once a month. when significant changes occur in

weight ranges, or when style or method of cutting changes for
merchandising reasons.

053 7. To assist the meat department manager in establishing retail
priees for processed meat items.

054 I. To insure that ground meats do not exceed the allowable fat
percentage.

054 2. 25 percent.
054 3. .115 hundre4415 of a pouAa
054 4. A 15-minute interval.

055 I. Semiannual and semimonthly.
055 2. Semiannuallyas of the close of business on the last working

day of February and August. Semimonthlyon the Saturday
closest to the 15th of the month and (he last sales day of the
calendar month.

055 - 3, Inventoried at sale price on each package and entered as single-
line entries on the inventory torm.

055 4. To permit flexibility while recovering losses or decreasing gains
(luring subsequent evaluation periods.

055 S. The store manager or a designated representative.
(155 6 Prevailing commercial prices, season and approaching

holidays, demand for steaks and ground meat, and demand for
niast on holidays.

056 I . Meat and supplies. meatcutting. wrapping, pricing, and

displaying
056 2. Continuously.
056 3. Fifty percent.
056 4. File supervisor.

057 I . Customer complanos, production charts, reports and

accounting records.
057 2. All of them.

058 1. Listen carefully to ss h,t( is said and then ask how you can serve
them now

058 2. a. T.
b. F.
c

d. F.

059-I. a. V.
b. IV.
C. V
(1. IV.
e. V.

AUGAFS.AL ( 830342 ) 200,
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STOP- 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

6125 01 01

MEATCUTTER

Carefully read the following:

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet address tab against the
"VRE answer sheet identification number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do
not match, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each column.
3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item. (When you review for the course

examination, you can cover your answers with a strip of paper and then check your review answers
against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If
you have to change an answer on the answer sheet, be sure tl .at the erasure is complete. Use a clean
eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your unit trainer or OJT

supervisor. If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.
DON'Ts:

I. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review exercise.
2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double marks or excessive markings

which overflow marking blocks will register as errors.
3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE is the Learning
Objective Number where the answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to
you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and
locate the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully review the
areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-bock
Course Examinat.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully and select the best answer to each question.

I. (001) Which of the following AFSCs correctly matches the given title?

a. 61230, Subsistence Operations Specialist.
b. 61251, Apprentice Subsistence Operations Specialist.
c. 61270, Meat Processing Supervisor.
d. 61299, Subsistence Operations Supervisor.

2. (002) Which of the following is not a requirement, but could be beneficial to you in your career progression?

a. Complete this ECI course.
b. Enroll in off-duty education courses.
c. Perform assigned duties satisfactorily.
d. Be recommended for upgrading by your supervisor.

3. (003) One of the duties of an AFSC 61250 is to

a. sharpen sawblades.
b. conduct security inspections.
c. supervise meatcutting personnel.
d. inspect and evaluate meat processing activities.

4. (003) Which section of the meatcutter specialty description lists mandatory knowledges?

a. Duties and Responsibilities. c. Specialty Summary.
b. Specialty Qualifications. d. Specialty Data.

5. (004) Which publication is the directive for commissary meat departments?

a. AFCOMSR 145-2.
b. AFCOMSR 145-3.

c. AFM 146-6.
d. AFM 39-1.

6. (004) You can locate information in AFCOMSR 145-2 by using the

a. glossary.
b. attachments.

c. chapter title.
d. table of contents.

7. (004) In AFCOMSR 145-2 the mcat department is listed in

a. Chapter 4, section c. c. Chapter 5, section c.
b. Chapter 4, section d. d. Chapter 5, section d.

8. (005) Which of the following handtools has a wide bevel?

a. Handsaw.
b. Steak knife.

c. Boning knife.
d. Butchers steel.

9. (006) The piece of powered equipment that has a sharpening attachment is the

a. bandsaw.
b. meat slicer.

1'2

c. meat grinder.
d. meat tenderizer.
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10. ((X)6) The first step in operating a bandsaw is to

a. place the meat firmly against the gauge plate.
b. push the carriage toward the blade.
c. adjust the meat gauge plate.
d. turn on the switch.

11 . (0(17) The meat grinder and tenderizer are located in the

t. meat wnipping room. c. adjacent to the restocking aisle.
b. meat processing room. d. carcass beef storage room.

12. (008) When operating powered equipment, do not wear

a. hard hats.
b. safety shoes.

c. safety aprons.
d. metal mesh gloves.

13. (009) To maintain proper saniiation in the meat department, the minimum temperature or water used must be

a. 140° F.
b. 150° F.

c. 160° F.
d. 180° F.

14. (009) Heavy paper or mats used on the processing area floors must be removed and the floors must be cleaned

a. daily.
b. weekly.

15. (010) A meatcutter with an ailment should

a. eat properly.
b. go home immediately.
c. report to the dispensary immediately.
d. stay out of temperature ranges from 00 to 500 .

c. twice a week.
d. three times a week.

16. (011) The primary purpose of veterinarian inspections is to

a. maintain high standards of sanitation for equipment and facilities.
b. insure that customers are sold only the highest quality meats.
c. maintain high standards of sanitation for meatcutters.
d. prevent the spread of germs and/or infectious diseases.

17. (011) When meat is received at the commissary, veterinarians inspect it for

a. weight and germs. c. cleanliness and weight.
b. quality and disease. d. condition and proper temperature.

18. (012) When receiving meat from the commissary warehouse, which copy or copies of the AF 129 must the inchecker
sign?

a. only the first. c. First and third.
b. first and second. d. Second and third.

19. (012) All carcass meats must be

a. age graded when received.
b. 100 percent weighed when received.
c. inventoried at weights supplied by the vendor.
d. weighed, when received, at the discretion of the commissary officer.

3 6125 01 01
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20. (014) If a package of bacon had a code date marked Mar 16, what type of code date system is being used?

a. Quality assurance system. c. Standard AM1 system.
b. Alpha numerical system. d. Revised AM1 system.

21. (014) To insure a reasonable home storage period, almost all fresh chilled pork sausage must be delivered

a. within 72 hours after packaging to allow for rotation and sale.
b. within 10 days after packaging to allow for rotation and sale.
c. with sufficient shelf life remaining to allow for rotation and sale prior to the code date.
d. with sufficient shelf life remaining to allow for rotation and sale prior to the pull date.

22. (015) Thermometers in refrigerated areas are located at what height above the floor?

a. 2 feet.
b. 4 feet.

c. 5 feet.
d. 6 feet.

23. (0 i 6) What is the approximate keeping time for a frozen beef carcass?

a. 10 months.
b. 8 months.

c. 6 months.
d. 4 months.

(016) Which of the following does not affect the keeping time of cured or smoked meat?

a. Type of cure. c. Method of packaging.
b. Amount of fat. d. Length of smoking period.

25. (017) When making a charge sale, who reviews and assigns a voucher number to the AF Form 287?
a. Store manager. c. Meat department manager.
b. Drawing representative. d. Store administrative clerk.

26. (018) Steer and heifer meat differs in that steers have a greater percentage of

a. marbling.
b. edible meat.

c. purplish red meat.
d. white and brittle bones.

27. (018) The presence of a break joint is a characteristic of a

a. beef carcass. c. pork carcass.
b. veal carcass. d. lamb carcass.

28. (019) Which bone is used as a guide when processing chuck?

a. Aitch.
b. Blade.

c. Pelvic.
d. Foreshank.

29. (020) The yield from the heel of round is correctly identified as

a. ground beef, stew beef, and roast.
b. ground beef, club steak, and roast.
c. swiss steak, roast, and ground beef.
d. sirloin tip, porterhouse, and T-bone steaks.

30. (020) The yield from the beef neck area is correctly identified as

a. ground beef, stew beef, and pin bone steaks.
b. short ribs, ground beef, and cube steaks.
c. ground beef, stew beef, and cube steaks.
d. ground beef, stew beef, and boneless roast.

4
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31. (021) The full loin of a beef hindquarter is removed using which of the following as pivot points for the cutting line?

a. Pinbone and rump knucklebone.
b. Aitch bone and rump knucklebone.
e. Third sacral vertebra and rump knucklebone.
d. Fifth sacral vertebra and rump knucklebone.

32. (022) The retail cut that has grains running lengthwise is the

a. flank steak.
b. round steak.

33. (022) The silver strip is located between the

a. eye and top round.
b. top and bottom round.

c. T-bone steak.
d. sirloin tip steak.

c. eye and bottom round.
d. sirloin tip and bottom round.

34. (022) Sirloin is separated from the full loin by cutting parallel with the face of the sidoin end to the

a. chine bone.
b. backbone.

c. hipbone.
d. legbone.

35. (022) Before cutting thc short loin of beef into steaks, remove excess flank meat and remove any tails that exceed

a. 1 inch.
b. 3/4 inch.

c. 1/2 inch.
d. 1/4 inch.

36. (023) The wing section of a beef forequarter is separated from the crosscut section between the

a. fourth and fifth ribs. c. sixth and seventh ribs.
b. fifth and sixth ribs. d. seventh and eighth ribs.

37. (023) Before processing 0- beef rib into retail cuts, remove the chine bone and trim the

a. backbone.
b. backstrap.

c. knucklebones.
d. featherbones.

38. (024) To avoid a large bone in the first beef arm roast, remove the foreshank from the crosscut section

a. one-half inch below the knuckle on the shoulder side.
b. one-half inch above the knuckle on the shoulder side.
c. one inch above the knuckle on the shoulder side.
d. one inch below the knuckle on the shoulder side.

39. (024) When processing the chuck section, beef chuck blade roast is cut from the

a. eighth and ninth ribs. c. fourth rib.
b. sixth and seventh ribs. d. first, second, and third ribs.

40. (025) The fat on fabricated, subprimal cuts of beef is normally trimmed down to

a. one-half inch. c. one and one-half inch.
b. one inch. d. two inches.

41. (025) The portion of the primal round that is underneath the round bone is the

a. sirloin butt.
b. sirloin end.

5

c. sirloin tip.
d. blade chuck.
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42. (026) A major difference between veal and beef is that

a. veal carcass is much longer than beef carcass.
b. the veal hindquarter is separated behind the last rib.
c. veal is received in quarters while beef is received in whole sides.
d. two major cuts are made from the veal leg, and one major cut is made from the corresponding beef area.

43. (027) In veal forequarter processing, the chine bone is used as a measuring point for separating the

a. rib and naval from the shoulder. e. breast from the rib.
b. shank from the shoulder. d. three rib corner.

44. (028) The flank is removed from the veal hindquarter

a. 2 inches from the chine bone.
b. 4 inches from the chine bone.

45. (028) Veal cutlets are processed from the

a. sirloin.
b. round.

c. loin.
d. rump.

c. 6 inches from the chine bone.
d. 8 inches from the chine bone.

46. (029) When "saddles" are made in lamb carcasses, the forequarters or hindquarters are left joined at the

a. break joint.
b. hindshank.

47. (030) Before processing lamb rib,

a. remove the feather bones.
b. remove the lamb fell.

48. (030) One of the ways to merchandise lamb neck is as

a. lamb stew.
b. mock duck.

c. shoulder.
d. backbone.

c. score the rib bones.
d. remove the chine bone.

c. lamb chops.
d. lamb roast.

49. (030) American leg of lamb carving procedures differ from French leg of Iamb carving procedures in that American
carvers

a. do not remove the excess fat.
b. merchandise the whole leg of lamb.
c. saw through the backbone every 1/2 inch for easier carving.
d. remove the meat from the shankbone and scrape the bone free of meat.

50. (031) Most hams weighing more than 12 pounds are

a. sold whole.
b. sold halved.
c. sold halved after slices are removed.
d. processed into breakfast slices, ham hocks, center slices, and seasoning pieces.

51. (032) Which type of pork chops are most desirable?

a. End chops.
b. Rib chops.

c. Blade chops.
d. Center-cut chops.

6 6125 01 01
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52. (033) One similarity in processing slab bacon and salt pork is that both may be

a. sliced and inerchandised in one or two pound packages.
b. sliced and merchandised in two pound packages.
c. sliced and merchandised in one pound packages.
d. cut into one or two pound pieces for display.

53. (034) What is the minimum internal temperature for barbecuing pork?

a. 1650.
b. 170().

c. 175°.
d. 185°.

54. (035) What is the preferable method for disposing of unusable bones and fat in the meat department?

a. Dispose of them yourself.
b. Contact sanitary fill personnel.
c. Try to obtain a contract to sell them.
d. Obtain detail personnel to dispose of them.

55. (036) Which of the following identifies the proper conditions for storing wrapping film?

a. A temperature between 650 to 750 F for storing all types of film.
b. Film stored in a dry place where it will receive direct sunlight.
c. A relative humidity of 35 to 50 percent for storing packages.
d. Roll tubes stacked on end.

56. (036) One characteristic of film is that it

a. contains no elasticity
b. is coated on one side.
c. must be sealed at a very high te mperature.
d. must be sealed at the lowest possible temperature.

57. (037) When cuts of meats have lost their eye appeal,

a. rewrap them immediately.
b. dispose of the product immediately.
c. convert them to other products through reprocessing.
d. have the veterinarian check the product for spoilage.

58. (038) Scaling systems must be calibrated at least

a. once a year. c. once a month.
b. twice annually. d. once every quarter.

59. (039) Which of the following techniques is most desirable for use in displaying meats?

a. A front loading case.
b. Hand printed display signs.
c. Meat items arranged by group type.
d. Soft natural subdued blue lighting.

60. (039) When stocking meat in a self-service display case from behind, you should

a. place meats so that the oldest cuts are away from the clerk and toward the front of the display case.
b. place meats so that the oldest cuts are nearest the clerk and toward the rear of the display case.
c. stock smoked meat a d sausage on the bottom shelf.
d. stock meat in a single layer.
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61. (040) Which type of grading system uses the marbling and maturity of the beef as majorevaluating factors?

a. Yield grading. c. Standard grading.
b. Quality grading. d. Commercial grading.

62. (040) Commissary meat departments buy

a. prime, good, and standard grades.
b. prime, choice, and USDA good grades.

c. prime, standard, and commercial grades.
d. prime, commercial, and USDA good grades.

63. (041) Differences between veal, calf, and beef carcasses are made primarily on the basis of the

a. bone sharie.
b. carcass shape.

64. (042) Lamb carcasses have

a. dark, red, coarse texture of lean.
b. wide and moderately flat rib bones.
c. "spool" joints on their front shanks.
d. slightly pink, coarse texture of lean.

c. color of the lean.
d. degree of marbling.

65. (042) Which of the following is one of the factors used to determine the y Id grade of lamb or mutton?

a. Observing the muscular and skeletal system.
b. Marbling when observed in a cut surface.
c. Observing the amount of feathering.
d. The conformation grade of the legs.

66. (043) The USDA provides for pork to be segregated according to

a. class and grade.
b. quality and yield.
c. age of the animal at the time the animal is slaughtered.
d. quality indicating characteristics that are evident in pork carcasses.

67. (043) The yield grade of pork is based entirely on

a. whether the carcass is a gilt or barrow.
b. the characteristics of a cut surface of a major muscle.
c. the lean quality of the loin eye muscle of the 10th rib.
d. the expected carcass yields of the ham, loin, picnic shoulder, and Boston butt.

68. (044) Once a roast has finished cooking, it should be allowed to set for what period of time before it is carved?

a. 10-15 mins.
b. 15-20 mins.

c. 20-25 mins.
d. 25-30 mins.

69. (045) When broiling meats in an oven,

a. turn the meat continuously when cooking.
b. determine the doneness by checking how brown the meat is.
c. allow the meat to set for 10 to 20 minutes before serving.
d. place the meat in a pan three to five inches from the heat.
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70. (046) Meats cooked in liquids should hc

a. cooked at or above the boiling point.
b. placed in a gravy for added flaVor.
c. simmered between 1850 to 2080 F.
d. small cuts of meat.

71. (047) All of the following items are procured as operating supplies except

a. pans and racks. c. packaging trays.
b. wrapping films. d. handtools.

72. (048) In the CONUS, an operating level for each supply item should be established a consumption period that will
normally not exceed

a. two weeks. c. 30 days.
b. 20 days. d. 60 days.

73. (049) To whom is each commissary (single) officer responsible?

a. The regional commander. c. AFCOMS commander.
b. The complex officer. d. AFESA commander.

74. (050) Which of the following statements concerning pretenderized beef is correct?

a. The tenderizing action takes place before the animal is slaughtered.
b. Commissaries cannot stipulate the type of tenderizing process desired.
c. Commissaries may purchase name brand tenderized beef.
d. Three types of tenderizing processes are used.

75. (051) Deli display cases should be unloaded and cleaned

a. at intervals not to exceed six days.
b. at least quarterly.
c. at least once a month.
d. every two weeks.

76. (052) Which of the following items are not required to be stocked in the meat department at all times?

a. Chicken.
b. Beef ribs.

c. Sirloin steak.
d. Pork chop (loin, rib).

77. (053) Shrinkage is a variable percentage of unavoidable loss.
What percentage of initial markup is required to cover these losses?

a. 1 1/2 to 2 percent. c. 3 1/2 to 4 percent.
b. 2 1/2 to 3 percent. d. 4 1/2 to 5 percent.

78. (053) To get your value when processing a cutting test, values of fat, bone, and suet is figured at what percent of the
contract price?

a. SO. c. 95.
b. 90. d. 100.

79. (054) The amount of ground beef that is placed under the heating element when performing a fat percentage test is

a. three ounces. c. 15 hundreds of a pound.
b. 18 hundreds of a pound. d. 13 hundreds of a pound.
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80. (055) What type of inventory is taken when directed by HQ AFCOMS?

a. Management inventory. c. Semiannual inventory.
b. Semimonthly inventory. d. Monthly inventory.

81. (055) What is the maximum percentage of gain or loss authorized on semiannual inventories?

a. 2 percent.
b. 1 percent.

c. 1/2 of one percent.
d. 0.1 of one percent.

82. (056) The two most important reasons for conducting supervisory inspections are to

a. check meat processing and control refrigeration temperatures.
b. correct sanitation problems and insure proper wrapping of meat.
c. correct substandard corditions and evaluate the department's operation.
d. check the condition of meats and the cleanliness of meatcutters.

83. (057) Which of the following factors are significantly important when evaluating the effectiveness of the meat
department'?

a. Production charts and reports. c. Accounting records.
b. Customer complaints. d. All of the above factors.

84. (058) If a customer complains that some meat he or she bought was tough, you would best resolve the problem by

a. calmly explaining that the commissary sells only the best stew meat.
b. calmly cutting new stew meat for him or her.
c. asking how you can serve him or her now.
d. asking how the meat was cooked.

85. (059) The USAF Graduate Evaluation Program serves as a source of information for determining the

a. extent to which acquired skills are used by recent graduates.
b. need for further evaluation of training problems identified by the voluntarily submitted comments ofgraduatesIll
c. need for special training to increase the knowledge of instructors.
d. extent to which knowledge attained by recent graduates is used by the n to innovate in solving problems on the

job.

END OF EXERCISE
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ATCIECI SURVEY

The remaining questions (125-135) are not part of the Volume Review Exercise (VRE). These questions are
a voluntary ATC/ECI survey. Using a number 2 pencil, indicate what you consider to be the appropriate
response to each survey question on your answer sheet (EC1 Form 35), beginning with answer number 125.
Do not respond to questions that do not apply to you. Your cooperation in completing this survey is greatly
appreciated by ATC and ECI. (AUSCN 100)

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

A. Author:ty: 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations

B. Principal Purpose: To gather preliminary data evaluating the ATC/ECI Career Development
Course (CDC) Program.

C. Routine Uses: Determine the requirement for comprehensive evaluations in support of CDC
program improvement.

D. Whether Disclosure is Mandatory or Voluntary: Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary.

E. Effect on the Individual of not Providing Information: No adverse action will be taken against
any individual who elects not to participate in any or all parts of this survey.

QUESTIONS

125. If you have contacted EC1 for any reason during your enrollment, how would you describe the
service provided to you?

a. Excellent. c. Unsatisfactory.
b. Satisfactory. d. Did not contact ECI.

126. My EC1 course materials were received within a reasonable period of time.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

127. The condition of the course materials I received from EC1 was:

a. A complete set of well-packaged materials.
b. An incomplete set of well-packaged materials.
c. A complete set of poorly packaged materials.
d. An incomplete set of poorly packaged materials.

128. The reading level of the material in the course was too difficult for me.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

129. The technical material in the course was iao difficult for me at my present level of training.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

130. The illustrations in the course helped clarify the information for me.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.
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131. Approximately how much information in the course provides ger nlormation alylut your
AFSC?

a. Between 80 and 99%.
b. Between 60 and 79%.

c. Between 4P and 59%.
d. Between 20 and 39%.

132. Approximately how much information in this coursc wlis current?

a. Between 80 and 99%. c. Between 40 and 59%.
b. Between 60 and 79%. d. Between 20 and 39%.

133. The format of the text (objective followed by narrative and exercises) helped me study.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

134. The volume review exercise(s) helped me review information in the course.

a. Strongly agree.
b. Agree.

c. Disagree.
d. Strongly disagree.

135. Check the rating which most nearly describes the usefulness of the information in this CDC in
your upgrade training program.

a. Excellent. c. Marginal.
b. Satisfactory. d. Unsatisfactory.

NOTE: If you know this CDC contains outdated information or does not provide the know:edge that
the current speciaky training s1andard requirc,s you have for upgrade training, contact your OJT
advisor and fill out an AF Form 1284, Training Quality Report.
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STUDENT REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY: t0 USC 1012 and Er1 9397. PRINCIPAL PURPOSES: To provide Itujent assIltanCe aS requested by individual students. ROUTINE
USES: This form is shipped with EC1 course Package. It is utilized by the student, as needed, to place an inquiry with EC1. DISCLOSURE: Voluntary.
Th. mformatIon requested on this form is needed for xpeditious handling of the student's need. Failure to povide all Information would result in
slower action or inability to provide assistance to tho student.

SECTION I: CORRECTED OR LATEST ENROLLMENT DATA: Mail to: ECI. Gunter MS Al. 36118;
I THIS REQUEST CONCERNS

COURSE 51 . 6)
2. TODAY'S DATE 3. ENROLI.MENT DATE

7. NAME (bits( initial. second Initial.

4. KUTOVON NUmpi if

(as( nano.)S. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (7 15) 6 GRA DE/RANK
117 ) (Is) 119-32)

8 ADDRESS
(OJT h'nrollees Address of unit training office
with zip code. All others -- current mailing
address wit I zip code.)

(33-93)

(5 75)

9. NAME OF CASE OH INS ION IF NOT SHOWN AISOVE 10. TEST CONTROL OFFICE ZIP CODE/SHREO (33 39)

SECTION II: REQUEST FOR MATERIALS ,RECORDS,OR SERVICE
FOR EC I USE ON LY(Place an 'X' through /Welber in box to left of service requested)

1

2

4

Request address change as indicated in Section I.
16

Request Test Control Office change as indicated in Section I.

Request name change/correction
(Provide Dld or Incorrect data)

Vol 33 - 35 GR 36 35
Request Grade/Rank change/correction.

5

6

Correct SSAN. (List incorrect SSAN here)
(Correct SSAN should be shown in Section I)

33 . 34 35 40

Extend course completion date. (Justify in REMARKS) 33 38

7

_

Request enrollment cancellation.
Vol 31 - 35 TC 36 37

Send VRE answer sheets for Vol(s): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Originals were: 0 Not received 0 Lost 0 Misused
Send course materials. (Specify in REMARKS)
El Not received 0 Lost 0 Damaged

Q

33 34

WO

Volume 15

10 Course exam not yet received. Final VRE submitted for grading on (date). 38 39 - 42

11

12

Results for VRE Vol(s) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 not yet received.
Answer sheet(s) submitted (date). 39 - 4
Results for CE not yet received. Answer sheet submitted to ECI on (date).

13

14

Previous inquiry (0 ECI Fm 17, 0 Ltr, 0 Msg) sent to EC1 on (date). .39 4

. _
Give instructional assistance as requested on reverse.

16

15 Other (Explain fully in REMARKS)
REMARKS (OM/ llll e MI Reverse)

OJT STUDENTS must have their OJT Admin or
certify this request,

I certify that the information on this form is accurate and that this request cannot be
answered at this station. (Signature)

ALL OTHER STUDENTS maY certify their own requests.

EC1 'RP" 1 7OCT eZ (PREVIOUS Miran RAT REUSED)
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SECTION III: REQUEST FOR INSTRUCTOR ASSISTANCE

NOTE: Questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of subject matter should be forwarded directly to preparing agency.
For an immediate response to these questions, call or write the course author directly, using the AUTOVON number or address in the
preface of each volume. All other inquiries concerning the course should be forwarded to ECI.

VRE Item Questioned:

Course No

Volume NO

VRE Form No

VRE Item No

Answer You Chose
(Letter)

Has VRE Answer Sheet
been submitted for grading?

0 Yes 0 No

REFERENCE
(Textual reference for the
answer I chose can be
found as shown below)

In Volume No

On Page No

In 0 left 0 right column

Lines Through

MY QUESTION IS:

REMARKS

ADDITIONAL FORMS 17 available from trainers, OJT and
Education Offices, and ECI. Course workbooks have a Form 17
printed on the last page.
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